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PREFACE 
The motivating idea behind the present study was 
the assumption that the corpus of English brass music, in 
possessing a heritage of several hundred years, contained 
certain singular musical qualities; an area, therefore, of 
importance as a source of (1) additional music for our mod-
ern brass ensembles, and (2) information relative to Eng-
lish music history in general. 
Only a modicum of information pertaining to English 
brass music has appeared in doctoral studies and in books 
and articles published in America and England. The only 
book ever printed which pertains to English brass music is 
The Brass Band Movement by John Elliot and John Russell 
(1936). This work is somewhat limited in scope since it 
deals mainly with the history of the brass band movement 
of the nineteenth century and is not concerned with the 
stylistic analysis of brass music. Articles pertaining to 
the English brass practices of today, of course, regularly 
appear in The Conductor. Other English periodicals such as 
the British Mouthpiece and The British Bandsman (both began 
in the latter part of the nineteenth century) occasionally 
contain articles of historical interest, but in the main are 
devoted to news items of interest to the English amateur 
brass musicians. 
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Concerning American research in brass music, the 
catalogue, Doctoral Dissertations in Musicology (1905-1961), 
edited by Helen Hewitt, shows but two studies: "The Brass 
Ensemble: Its History and Music" by Benjamin Husted (1955), 
and "The History and Practice of Lip-Reed Instruments" by 
Willard Starkey (1954). The former touches upon seventeenth 
century English brass music and is mainly devoted to twen-
tieth century American brass ensemble music. The latter 
study, likewise, does not deal with the actual English 
brass literature nor the historical development of the in-
struments and ensemble practices in England. 
Much the same situation prevails in English re-
search. An examination of the compilation of English doc-
toral studies, Dissertations Of Great Britain, discloses 
but one work which gives some attention to the subject and 
that is Nicholas Mark Temperley's "Instrumental Music in 
England 1800-1850, 11 Ph. D. dissertation, King's College, 
Cambridge, 1959. However, his study is concerned chiefly 
with the orchestral use of brass instruments at this time 
and not with brass ensemble practices. In summation, no 
attempt prior to the present study has been made to inves-
tigate English brass ensemble music, its origin and stylistic 
development. 
Even in the realm of performance English brass lit-
erature has remained unknown in this country due to several 
vii 
reasons: (1) the English custom of employing a large diversi-
fied ensemble containing several unusual instruments (E flat 
cornet and flugel horn) and (2) the English method of printing 
all parts, except the bass trombone, in the treble clef. 
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INTRODUCTION 
General statemept of the problem. Within the his-
tory of the English brass ensemble is a collection of music 
covering several hundred years. Aside from constituting a 
valuable source of additional music for the brass repertory, 
these compositions contain the elem~nts of an indigenous 
English musical style which previous research has never in-
vestigated. Interwoven in the music are certain distinc-
tive elements assimilated from many and varied English cul-
tural epochs dating back to the royal court and music of 
the waits in the early Renaissance. In spite of a wide 
divergence of persoual style exhibited among the many Eng-
lish composers 1n the brass medium, there is a common factor--
nationality, for in the words of Hubert Parry: 
True style comes not from the individual but 
from the products of crowds of fellow-workers who 
sift and try again till they have found the thing 
that suits their native taste •••• Style is ulti-
mately national.l 
It is this fascinating and elusive quality of English 
brass music--to be traced in the curious combination of 
stylistic backgrounds and the heritage of brass instrument 
1Hubert Parry, an inaugural address to the Folk Song 
Society of England; quoted in Ralph Vaughan Williams, 
National Music (London: Oxford University Press, 1934), p. 4. 
construction and performance--which this study undertakes 
to illuminate. 
Importance of the study. In addition to designat-
ing historical and cultural factors as determinants in 
stylistic change, an attempt has been made to point out 
the principal features unique to all periods in English 
brass music history. The findings should be of some 
assistance to those concerned with interpretation in 
conducting or performing English brass music; while the 
analyses may uncover unusual compositions which could be 
edited for the modern brass repertory. Apart from the dis-
closures pertaining to the native English brass music style 
and techniques of composition, the investigation attempts 
to throw some light on a question of interest to the field 
of music education: To what extent has the brass movement 
in England, b~ing primarily an expression of the English 
people, contributed to the nation's musical culture? From 
an historical standpoint the findings provide at least one 
means by which England's musical development, following the 
high point of the sixteenth century, may be measured. 
Delimitations. Due to the extensive body of music, 
several conditions governed the selection of brass composi-
tions. These are as follows: the music selected should, 
in addition to being composed for a combination of brass 
instruments, represent (1) where possible all pertinent 
2 
3 
historical periods, (2) a cross-section of the nation's com-
posers, and (3) works indicative of serious intent; thus 
light program music, fanfares, arrangements and the like have 
been excluded. Furthermore since the twentieth century com-
posers have concentrated on the large combination of instru-
ments, or brass band, small ensemble music is not included in 
this period. Geographically, the investigation is concerned 
only with England, although there has been considerable in-
terest in brass music in other parts of the British Empire 
since the ninteenth century. 
Specific statement of the p;oblem. It was the purpose 
of this study to trace the rise of English brass music to de-
termine (1) the characteristics of style of the music, (2) the 
significant stages of the development of the instrumentation, 
and (3) the contri.bution made b7 the medium to England • s mus-
ical culture. 
The methodology employed for the strlistic analysis 
was as follows: The chosen works were examined on the basis 
of three aspects of musical strle: over-all form, internal 
structure, and sonority. The study of form included keY' 
scheme, thematic order, length of composition, tempo, and 
number of movements or sections. The analysis of internal 
structure included intervals, range, meter, rhythm, and con-
trapuntal techn·dques. Lastly, the studY' of sonority incor-
porated chord vocabular,. and dissonance treatment, instrumen-
4 
tation, texture, and scoring procedure. In order to facil-
itate the organization of subject matter, a proeedure has 
been adopted for the presentation of findings pertaining to 
musical style. The broader, more fundamental details relative 
to form and style, rather than being enumerated in the text, 
are collected and summarized in the tables headed "Details of 
Musical Form," and "Thematic Structure." Such a system is 
. helpful in several respects: it permits a more rapid method 
for purposes of comparison, it insures an equally comprehen-
sive and systematic investigation of all musical examples se-
lected for the study, and allows for greater concentration on 
musical content. 
Sou;ces of 1Dtormat1o;. Data relative to the histor-
ical background of English brass music wer.e obtained mainly 
from secondary sources. The music was gathered from the 
Britis~ Museum, Christ Church Library Oxford, University Li-
brary of Cambridge University, Oxford Bodleian Library, Eng-
lish publishing firms and from conductors and composers liv-
ing in England. 
D;fi~tions of te;ms. Because many of the prede-
cessors of the modern brass instruments were not made of 
brass, the instruments discussed 1n the historical section 
were chosen on the basis of tone production common to all 
brass instruments, namely, by l1p-vibration.2 Thus, the 
2Karl Geiringer, Musiyal Instruments (New York: 
Oxford University Press, l94i '· pp. 4~42. 
term "brass instrumentstt is used freely to designate 
instruments, modern and primitive, which employ this 
principle. 
Concerted brass playing in England evolved slowly 
from a complex of instrumental ensemble practices. The 
penultimate stage of this development is characterized by 
the grouping of "loud" instruments or aerophones together; 
these taken collectively are referred to as a "wind band, 11 
or "wind ensemble." The term "brass ensemblett refers to 
any group of lip-reed instruments. 
To facilitate the identification of the playing 
range of the various instruments, the standard system of 
letters and diacritical marks is used as an equivalent of 
musical staff notation. Thus, the pitches within the 
octaves beginning with c an octave below the bass clef are 
designated in ascending order: cc, c, C C • c'' c''' 
' ' ' ' 
and so on. 
General plan of study. Since the techniques of 
English brass composition were affected by changes in 
instrumental usage amd construction, the first part of the 
dissertation pertains chiefly to the history of the instru-
ments and ensemble practices. The second half of the study 
is devoted to the stylistic development of the music from 
the date of the first printed work in 1611 to the year 1960. 
Nothing was published in the brass ensemble medium in 
England during the eighteenth century; and not until the 
5 
latter part of the nineteenth century did original brass 
music again begin to be published. Hence, the bulk of the 
music examined which includes approximately fifty pieces 
of music written for brass, has been selected from the 
seventeenth century and from the contemporary era, a time 
of considerable activity in brass music composition in 
England. 
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PART I 
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH BRASS 
ENS~IBLE AND ITS INSTRUMENTS 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: ANTIQUITY TO 1400 
I. ANCIENT ANTECEDABTS 
Introduction. A preliminary step in commencing a 
study of a historical nature. is the selection of an epoch 
which will serve as a v.alid starting point. In England, 
the date 1611 marks the appearance of music clearly speci-
fied for brass performance. The instruments and the prac-
tice of concerted playing, however, evolved in a more 
complex manner. 
Before 1600 the English brass instruments were in 
a primitive and formulative stage; a time when their 
musical potential was being shaped through a long succession 
of utilitarian functions. Gradually over the centuries 
their character and purpose in English life became modified 
until finally, definite signs of the grouping of brass 
instruments began to appear in the fifteenth century. 
This, the first stage of the history of the English brass 
ensemble, was attained when the ensemble instruments had 
reached a higher level and when the cultural and social 
atmosphere was conducive to the further growth of brass 
music. The present task will be to trace the lineage 
of the English brass instruments and the various early 
performance practices which eventually led to the establish-
ment of the English brass ensemble by 1600. 
The earliest information concerning the use of brass 
instruments on English soil dates from the time of the 
Roman invasion, 55 B.C. As the invading Roman legions 
approached the British shores they were met by overwhelming 
sounds emitted from the Celtic horns, for as the Roman 
historian Polybuis writes: 
The parade and tumult of the army of the Celts 
terrified the Romans, for there was amongst them 
an infinite number of horns and trumpets which with 
the shouts of the whole army in concert, made a 
clamour so terrible and loud that every surrounding 
echo was awakened and all the country seemed to join 
in the horrible din.l 
Of the Celtic instruments2 we know very little; 
of the Romans, on the other hand, there is considerable 
evidence to show that they made great strides in the con-
struction and usage of brass instruments. The art and skill 
of trumpet making which appears to stem from the fourth 
lFrancis W. Galpin, Old English Instruments of 
Music (London: Methuen and Company Ltd., l9ll) p. 1B1. 
2The earliest instruments to be found in the British 
Isles date from about 2000 B.C. These ancient bronze members 
of the horn family measure between two and three feet in 
length and are equipped with a primitive form of mouthpiece. 
Galpin is of the opinion that the origin of these instru-
ments is to be traced to the Alpine and Nordic races origi-
nally inhabitants of the central regions of Western Asia. 
Francis W. Galpin, European Musical Instruments (New York: 
E. P. Dutton and Co. Inc., 1937) p. 215. 
millenium in Egypt,3 evidently came into Roman hands from 
the Hebrews and Etruscans.4 
Roman Empire. The Roman achievements are of 
particular importance to the history of English brass 
instruments in several respects. Besides continuing the 
ancient cylindrical trumpet, they expanded the tonal range 
of brass instruments by employing several other conical 
forms of different pitch. Used extensively by the Roman 
legions spread throughout the Continent as well as the 
British Isles, these forms undoubtedly influenced the 
design of later instruments;5 and lastly, the Roman 
instrumental practices in the public auditorium and in the 
military realm represent early attempts to band brass 
instruments together. 
The Roman instruments consist of four distinctive 
species: the tuba, cornu, bucina, and lituus.6 All but the 
9 
3Hans Hick:mann, ttLa Trompette dan 1 1 Egypte Ancienne,tt 
reviewed by Thurston Dart in Gakpin Society Journal, II, 
(1949 ), p. 55. 
4nepicted on an arch constructed by the Romans 
following their conquest of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. are various 
objects which they had taken from Hebrew temples including 
a trumpet of the same design as the Egyptian models, Curt 
Sachs, The stor of Musical Instruments,(New York: W. W. 
Norton Co., 19 , p. 113. Moreover, the Romans borrowed 
the design for their lituus, cornu, and tuba from the Etrus-
cans, whom they conquered in 390 B.C. 
5Sachs, op. cit., p. 289. 
6J. E. Scott "Roman Music, 11 Ancient and Oriental 
Music (The New Oxford History of Music, Vol. I, London: 
Oxford University Press, 1957 ), pp. 406-407. 
bucina were borrowed from the Etruscans.7 The chief iden-
tifying features of the tuba according to Scott, 8 are its 
long and straight body usually made of bronze, and a small 
bell at one end. This instrument which measured about 
four feet in length, was constructed of several sections 
fitted together to form a straight cylindrical tube. Its 
mouthpiece was detachable and mainly conical rather than 
cup-shaped. Evidently the instrument was combined with 
the cornu for musical performances; at least the preserved 
Roman mosaics seem to indicate this (see plate I). 
The cornu (frequently confused with the bucina 
according to Scott),9 depicted on the above-mentioned 
7Ibid. 
8ill.a· 
9In this study, the term "cornu" represents the 
curved 11G11 -shaped Roman instrument; this nomenclature 
follows.that of Geiringer, Sachs and Scott. Some sources, 
however, tend to treat the terms "cornu" and 11bucina 11 syn-
onomously. On this issue Scott writes:. "There is no doubt 
that it the "bucina" was separate instrument; right to 
the end the 11 bucinator 11 as the bucina player was called, 
was sharply distinguished from the "cornicen." Scott 
bases this view on his finding of these names.on tomb-
stones etc., Scott, Ibid., p. 407. Another source of 
disagreement is the Roman "tuba." Some writers describe 
the instrument as mainly conical.(Sachs, Daubeny) other 
(Scott), cylindrical. From the photographs of several 
Roman art works depicting "tuba 11-like instruments, it would 
appear than both, cylindrical (as shown in plate I of this 
study) and the conical (to be seen in Georg Kinsky 1 s A 
History of Music in Pictures, P• 20) existed side by side 
In the Roman era. 
10 
-Plate I . Roman Instrumentalists with Tuba , Organ and Cornu a 
From a Roman mosaic C o 100 A. D. The New 
Oxford History of Music , I . 
12 
mosaic, coDSists of a large •;• shaped tubing supported by 
a vood.en brace. Like the tu'ba. it vas made of bronze; how-
ever it was mailll.y- coll1cal as opposed to the cy-lindrical 
tuba. The mouthpiece of the cornu vas also detachable. The 
tve cornu instruments in the mosaic are shown carried over 
the shoulders of the Roman soldiers thus antedating the 
twentieth oenturr helicons aDA sousaphones by- two thousand 
y-ears. 
The tJaird i:nstrument, bucina, (see plate II) remains 
in obscurity-; although there are inscriptions which differ-
entiate the bucinator, (buciaa play-er) from the cornicen, 
there is, unfortunately-, "no certain representation of the 
•
1bucina" in the Roman vorl4 • • • probably- it was originally-
the a~l' s horn made into an instrument. •10 
!he final fora, the lituus, (see plate III) accord-
ing to remaining instruments, embodied a cy-lindrical bronze 
pipe, approximately- five teet in length with a bell shaped 
into the form of a "J".ll 
As was mentioned betere, the Romans enhanced the 
tonal possibilities ot brass inatruments which m&7 be 
perceived by classifying the forms i~'a most elementary 
fashion. Since exact measurements are not available, a rough 
estimate of the tonal quality- may be obtained from an 
10~. 
llW!· 
Plate II 
lo African Horn (the basic form of all early 11 bugles 11 
and probably the Roman horn (bucina). 2. Jewish Shofar. 
3. Buzine, 1460. 4. Clarion c. 1650. 5. Hand Trumpet, 
1786. 6. English Slide Trumpet, l~29o 7. Treble Trom-
bone 1781. 8. Roman Cornu c. 100 B.C. 9. Alphorn. 10. 
German Hunting Horn c. 1650. 11. English Hunting Horn, 
Wm. Bull, 1690. 12. Hand Horn. Grove's Dictionary of 
Music, 3rd edition. 
j. 
' . 
Plate III 
1. Lur, c. 1500 B.C. 2. Roman Lituus c. 100 
B.C. 3. English Oliphant 1712. 4. Sackbut made 
by J. Neuschel, 1557. 5. English vamphorn, c. 
1800, Grove's Dictionary of Music• 
15 
examination of the characteristic shape of the sounding 
tube of each instrument. The one division, the cylindrical, 
included the lituus and the tuba, while the conical group 
included the cornu and perhaps the bucina since it was 
made from a conical animal horn. Though crude horns had 
been constructed before the Romans, they were, apparently, 
the first to employ a set of brass instruments with two 
types of tone color; the wider, more conical bore of the 
cornu favoring the lower partial tones and the long cylin-
drical tube of the lituus favoring the upper har.monics. 12 
Historically, this early division of the sounding 
tube, is of great importance. Later in the history of 
English brass ·music appear the bugle, serpent, cornet, 
euphonium and baritone, all of which embody the conical 
principle of construction. The trombone and the trumpet, 
on the other hand, follow the cylindrical principle through-
out much of the sounding tube. The characteristic tone 
quality of the former group is dominated by a broad, deep 
sound by nature of the larger bore and predominantly conical 
tubing; while the tone quality of the latter instruments 
is incisive and brilliant due to the structure of the tube 
12This contention is based on the writings of 
Daubeny: "Another detail which has an important bearing 
on tone quality is the shape and size of the internal bore, 
a wider bore favoring the emission of the lower notes and 
causing a fuller and broader tone. On brass instruments a 
conical bore gives the soft, dulcet horn tones, while 
narrow, almost cylindrical, bores favour the trumpet 
brilliancy." Ulric Daube~, Orchestral Wind Instruments (London: Wm. Reeves, 1920} pp. 1, 8 •. 
16 
which is basically cylindrical and smallbored. 
There is evidence available which indicates that 
the Romans banded brass instruments together for public 
entertainment and for the military. Burney furnishes 
evidence concerning the formation of a band of brass instru-
ments for military purposes as early as the sixth century 
B.C.: 
Servius Tullius, who began his reign 578 B.C. 
in forming the people into classes and centuries, 
is related by the Roman historians to have ordained 
that two whole centuries should co~~ist of trumpe-
ters, blowers of the horn etc ••• 
Burney suggests the possibility of brass instrument 
playing as the beginn.ing of solo performance in the Roman 
period (we know, however, that the Greeks also had solo 
trumpet performances in contests) due to the inability of 
the trumpet tone to blend with other instruments. We have 
evidence, however, to show that brasses combined as an 
accompaniment for other performers. The Romans favored 
large ensembles in which, it has been reported, hundreds 
of players with golden lyres participated.14 The contempor-
ary, Seneca (4 B.C.?-65 A.D.) reports that during one 
spectacle a vast number of performers were seated on the 
l3Dionysius Halic from Fabius and Livy, Lib. i. 
cap 43; quoted by Dr. Charles Burney, A General History of 
Music, 1776-89, (New York: Dover Publications, 1957), I 
p. 155. 
14Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization 
(New York: W. W. Norton Co., 1941), p. 131. 
stage and many more occupied seats in the audience. The 
accompaniment included a multitude of brass instruments 
dispersed throughout the auditorium with organs and auloi 
on the stage.15 Scott relates that "in A.D. 284 Carinus 
gave a series of games to the Romans at which one hundred 
trumpets played together; others taking part included a 
hundred horn blowers. nl6 • • • 
II. MEDIEVAL ENGLISH BRASS INSTRUMENTS 
Introductioa. The brass instruments in use in 
England between approximately 800 A.D. and 1400 were the 
bugle, cornett, buzine, clarion and sackbut. Of these, 
the only ones of which we have certain knowledge before 
the Crusades are the bugle a~d cornett; the others, includ-
ing the cornett, were prominent ~n the late Middle Ages. 
Mention should be made ot several problems which 
have considerable bearing on researoh in medieval wind 
instruments. In general, there were few documents written 
during th1s.t1me which pertain specifically to wind instru-
ments. The treattaes on instruments began to appear after 
1500.17 The principal writers on music in the medieval 
period, those associated with monasteries, were primarily 
151R!i., P• 32. 
17 
16Vita Carini, XIX; quoted by Scott, op. cit., p. 416. 
l7The earliest treatise which mentions brass instru-
ments is the Musiga getutsc4t • • • by Virdung, 1511. 
concerned with musical practices in the Church. Hence, 
for information relative to wind instruments, we must look 
to secular sources such as art works, and poetic and 
18 
literary references. Among these sources there is much 
uncertainty in brass instrument nomenclature,l8 particularly 
in the early Middle Ages (to about 1300). However, it is 
possible to see definite traces of English brass instruments 
beginni~ to form in this period. 
Early Middle Ages. Evidence concerning brass 
instruments in England during the early Middle Ages is very 
slight; the little information available, however, tends 
to show that the Roman influence was far from dead. Though 
the empire had ceased, the numerous army garrisons located 
throughout Europe must have left traces of instruments 
later copied by military forces.l9 The continuing Roman 
spirit is to be seen in-such bits of evidence as the picture 
of the Roman lituus contained in the bible of Charles the 
Bald (about 800 A.D.) and in several Irish miniatures dated 
as early as the eighth century which depict a rough form 
of the Roman "Tuba."20 
18The discussion will deal principally with the 
English sources; and particular attention given to those 
instruments which became prominent in ensemble performance. 
19Sachs, op. cit., p. 280. 
20~. 
In addition to the few isolated references concern-
ing the Roman instruments, there is mention of the short 
conical horn called the bugle in English ballads and also 
depicted in art works.21 These bugles or horns, which 
were named after a wild oxen formerly found in England, 
were made of twisted horn fitted with a copper bell; they 
were used primarily for blowing signals or calls for the 
hunt and banquet hall and for the night watch. One such 
instrument is shown in an eighth century art work called 
19 
The Psalter of St. Augustine located in the British Museum.22 
Interestingly, long after the Continent had adopted the 
newer clarion and buzine, England still favored the short 
conical bugle, a preference which continued until modern 
times. 
The cornett, which is entirely unrelated to the 
modern day cornet except for the cupped mouthpiece (found 
after about 1300), evidently was an English invention since 
the earliest illustrations are all of English derivation. 23 
The motivating idea behind its invention was probably the 
desire to increase the range of lip-reed instruments beyond 
the lower harmonic series, which at most were two or three 
tones on short horns and trumpets, and on tubes of greater 
21Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, p. 183. 
22llli· 
23I.lli, p. 190. 
length (Roman buccina),24 nine harmonic tones.25 The 
earliest illustration of a cornett to be found dates from 
an eleventh century Anglo Saxon Psalter and has the follow-
ing characteristics: a curved tube (apparently made of 
horn), which extends about twelve to fourteen inches, six 
finger holes placed in succession along the upper side 
of the instrument, and a gradually expanding horn-shaped 
body.26 Though there is no visible mouthpiece, the player 
probably blew into some form of mouthpiece-like cavity 
(see plate IV). Concerning the construction of the cornett 
employed in the ~edieval period, Geiringer27 remarks that 
the number of finger holes in the tube varied, six being 
the usual pattern; these permitted the playing of an octave 
scale beginning on the fundamental and extending to the 
first over-blown harmonic. He states further that the 
first cornetts were made of natural horn; later, wood 
became the preferred material. 
In turning our attention to the times of the 
20 
24In light of Scott's research (supra p.IQ ), 
Galpin probably has reference to the "cornu," rather than 
"buccina. 11 Note: some writers employ the spelling "buccina. 11 
25Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, p. 190. 
26Alex Harman and Wilfrid Mellers, Man and His 
Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 1962), Plate VII, 
p. 49. 
27Geiringer, op. cit., p. 70. 
Plate IV 
Musical Instruments--England, c. 1025. 
1. Crowd. 2. Rotta. 3. Cornett. 4. 
Panpipes and clappers. Centre: Harp, 
University Library Cambridge. 
22 
Crusades (1095-1250) we find substantial evidence of the 
continuation of the Roman instruments and practices some six 
hundred years after the fall of the empire. In contrasting 
the military instruments of the Crusaders under the English 
king, Richard Coeur de Lion (reigned 1189-99) with that of 
the opposing forces, Farmer28 writes that the Saracen band 
included shawms, trumpets, horns, reedpipes, and kettledrums, 
while that of the English king consisted of the 11lituus," 
11 tuba, 11 and 11 bu c c ina • " 
Late Middle Ages. After the Crusades a wealth of 
wind instrument names appear in English literature and 
poetry, 29 including beme (bemys), bugle (bugul), trompett 
(trombe, trompe, trump), buzine (busine, buisine), clarion 
28Henry G. Farmer, Military Music (New York: The 
Chanticleer Press, 1950), p. 10. (See page 40 for further 
discussion of the Eastern contributions relative to the 
emergence of the English wind band). 
29A few of these early citations may be mentioned 
here: "In benwyk the browgh with bemys bryght." {\1hey en-
tered] in Benwyk town with shining bemys.) The '.'shining 
bemys" here means trumpets; this passage is from Le Morte 
Arthur (Early English Text Society, lxxxviii), 2707 and 2733, 
and quoted in "Musical Instruments," by Gerald Hayes, The 
New Oxford History of Music, III, p. 475. In the same-pass-
age we find: 11 Bemes thane herde he blowe fulle lowde," 
which is from The Romance of Sir Isumbras (c. 1400), stanza 
xxxvii (The Thornton Romances). Concerning the "bu§le" we 
find: "The kynge his bugul, he waits on the field. ; from 
The Anturs of Arthur (before 1300), stanza xxvi (London, 
1842), quoted by Hayes, Ibid. p. 476. Other early English 
sources for wind instruments include: Chaucer's House of Fame 
and The Knight's Tale. 
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(clarioune), and cornett (cornet).3° Of these, the buzine, 
cornett and clarion are particularly pertinent to this study 
since they are related to the early Roman instruments and 
also because they represent the germinating forms from which 
the modern English brass instruments emerge. For a time in 
the medieval English wind music, the clarion (later more 
regularly called the "trumpet") occupies a position equal to 
the other instruments in the ensemble. In the Renaissance, 
however, it takes its place independent from the brass en-
semble as the king's instrument. 
Of the three instruments to be discussed, the buzine 
(as a long conical form) and the clarion emerged on the Con-
tinent, while the cornett (whose ancestorwasprobably the 
Roman animal horn or bucina), originated earlier in England. 
The buzine was introduced in Europe during the Crusades as a 
result pf encounters with the Saracens whose armies were 
equipped with a vast array of brass instruments including 
the buzine.31 The earliest representation of a buzine, which 
3°Galpin states that the beme was a horn and played by 
huntsmen (thus, apparentl¥r beme could mean horn, or, trumpet 
if qualified by the word 'shining." (See footnote 29), ~ 
English Instruments of Music, p. 199. Of the other instru-
ments commonly mentioned in English literature (1200-1300), 
the trumpet, trompe, trombe, and apparently, occasionally the 
buzine were considered the same, that is, of the trumpet fam-
ily, Daubeny, op. cit., p. 82. Also to be included under the 
trumpet nomenclature is the clarion which evolved from a 
straight to curved form, see subsequent discussion. 
3lFrancis W~ Galpin, "The Sackbut, Its Evolution and 
History," Proceedin s of the.Musical Association rd 
Session,. (London, 1907, p. 7. 
appears on an Italian twelfth century wall painting, has a 
straight, conical tube. From this and other illuminations 
24 
by medieval artists, it appears that the instrument had a 
six-foot length. 32 Embodied in this instrument are the prin-
cipal :features o:f the Roman "cornu" due to its conical, six-
:foot tube (see plate V). 
The clarion differs markedly from the buzine by na-
ture of its shorter (three foot) length, cylindrical tubing 
and smaller bore. Except :for the absence o:f the up-turned 
bell, it resembles the ancient Roman lituus. There is little 
information available to show that the clarion and buzine 
were widely used in England much before the thirteenth cen-
tury. An early example of the clarion appears in a thir-
teenth century English manuscript; here it is pictured as a 
straight cylindrical tube with a :flared bell. 
During the next century there are more references 
to the buzine and clarion in English art and literature. 
32~. Note: The Leslie Lindsey Mason Collection at 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, has an authentic buzine dat-
ed 1460. This was made in Germany by Sebastian Hainlein, and 
is practically identical with that o:f the 11 ana:fil 11 (buzine) 
in the Cantigas de Santa Maria, Madrid, c. 1270. (Both in-
struments are illustrated in this study: the buzine of 1270 
on page 25, that of 1450, on page 13). The Spaniards adopted 
the Arabic trumpet (buzine) but1rans:formed the "al nafir" in-
to "ana:fil." The French on the other hand called the new 
trumpet by a name of their own, nbuisine" which was derived 
from the Latin 11 buccina," Sachs, .op. cit., p. 281. 
33Galpin~ Old English Instruments o:f Mus!a, P• 201. 
34Daubeny, op. cit., p. 82. 
35Galpin, Old English Instruments o:f Music, p. 200. 
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Plate V 
Musical Instruments--Spain , c . 1270 
(Library of the Escorial . Oantigas de s . Maria) 
1 . Oboe {Dulzaina) . 2 . Pipe and Tabor {Flautilla y Tamboril) . 
3 . Flute {Axabeba) . 4 . Bladder Pipe (Odrecillo) . 5o BagVipe 
(Oornemusa) . 6. Horn (Buque) . 7. Buzine (Anafil) , Grove s 
Dictionary of Music 
Farmer recalls the ancient ballad made on the battle of 
Hallidon Hill (1333), at the time of the def~t of the 
Scots, which refers to these instruments: uThis was do 
with mery soune, with pipes, trompes, and tabers therto, 
and loud clarionis, thei blew also."36 In this same 
century, the fourteenth, the clarion underwent a change 
from the straight tube to a folded form•37 The first 
phase of the new development consisted of a zig-zag shape 
of the tube on the same plane; later in the century, the 
third length of tubing was turned over on top of the 
first length and canvas wrapped around the tubing to keep 
it firm. These changes are to be observed clearly in the 
paintings by contemporary artists, notably the Italian, 
Lucca della Robia.38 
Chaucer, in The Knight's Tale, furnishes additional 
evidence of the clarion in England during the fourteenth 
century when he writes: "Pipes, trombes, nakeres, and 
clariounes that in bataille blowen bloody sownes.u39 
The interesting point of information which is to be culled 
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36Farmer, op. cit. p. 11. (Evidently there must have 
been some structural difference between clarions and trompes--
perhaps the folded form of cla~ion was already present at 
the time of this excerpt, 133~· 
37Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, p. 203. 
38Galpin, uThe Sackbut," p. 7. 
39chaucer, The Knight's Tale, line 1653, quoted in 
Galpin Old English Instruments of Music, p. 203. 
from the ballad of Hallidon Hill and the quotation from 
Chaucer, is that there were probably two forms of trumpet 
used in England at this time, the trombe and the clarion. 
The trombe, also known as the trompe, or trumpet,40 is 
apparently the straight form discussed in previous pages. 
A distinction is made between the two instruments by Har-
man in 1529, who states: "A trompette is straight, but a 
clarion is wounde in and out w1 th a hope. 11 41 This would 
seem to clarify the structural differences; however, in the 
numerous art works of the same period, there is no consis-
tency among historians in naming folded tube instruments 
as clarions, rather, most all art work captions refer to 
these instruments whether folded or straight as simply 
trumpets. There is some consolation, however, in finding 
most of the long, straight, wider bored, instruments 
called buzines. 
A more obscure brass form should be mentioned in 
passing; it is the circular horn which apparently was not 
common since only one example (depicted in an art work)42 
was to be found. It is carved in a portion of a choir 
stall in the Worcester Cathedral, and dates from the 
fourteenth century. The horn i~ curled around the body of 
40Daubeny, op. cit., p. 82. 
41Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, p. 203. 
42Geiringer, op. cit., p. 107. 
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the performer with a funnel-shaped bell pointed over the 
player's shoulder; again, reminiscent of the old Roman 
"cornu." 
28 
In the late fourteenth century the dormant cornett 
along with the new sackbut came into popularity and steadily 
grew in prominence until their culmination in brass ensemble 
music of the seventeenth century. In addition to the 
curved horn-like cornett, already mentioned under the 
early Middle Ages, there was also a straight form which 
appeared in England in the thirteenth century.43 An 
example of this type is shown in a painting by the Italian 
artist Taddeo-Gaddi, dated about 1335.44 The cornett 
presented here differs considerably from the English model 
of the eleventh century; for now it appears to have dis-
carded the deep, funnel-shaped horn features and in its 
place is a more slender, conical tube which became the 
characteristic design of the cornett. The instrument 
appears to be made of wood rather than natural horn and has 
a slightly expanded bell. In addition to the usual finger 
holes, it seems to have a definite mouthpiece which is 
43Grove~ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1932, 
I, p. 728. 
44Georg Kinsky, A History of Music in Pictures 
(London: J. M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1930), p. 50. 
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pressed to the player's lips. Virdung 1 s Musica getutscht,45 
although of a later date (1511), provides a very clear 
drawing of the cornett; see plate VI • 
Aside from the straight cornetts of the later medie-
val period, there are also the curved models which were 
made of two hollowed pieces of wood glued together and 
fitted with a tightly drawn leather sheath covering the 
entire length of the instrument to make it air tight.46 
Perhaps another reason for the sheath was to give the 
cornett a softer tone quality for use in conjunction with 
voices in a religious setting. The earliest reference to 
the cornett in English literature appeared in a fourteenth 
century poem entitled, Octavian ImRerator which reads: 
"The myghte men here menstralsye trumpys, taborns and 
cornettys crye."47 
The cornett, though not made of brass, is relevant 
to the study of English brass instruments since it possesses 
a cup-mouthpiece. Though the brass material is not present 
in the body of the cornett, the vibration of the lips on 
the mouthpiece provides the fundamental impetus for the 
45Sebastian Virdung, Musica getutscht und aus;-
gezogen durch Sebastianum VirdungPriesters von Amberg .•.•• 
Basel 1511. Facsimile ed. Leo Schrade, Kassel, 1931. 
46Geiringer, OR• cit., p. 70. 
47Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, p. 190. 
" 
Plate VI 
Top row left to right: ruspfeif (signal pipe?h krumhorn (cromorne), 
bemsen horn (bugle with finger holes similar to the early English bugle 
called 11 beme." Center: zinck (cornett). Bottom left side: series of 
krumhorns, right: platerspiel (related to the bagpipe and cromorne), 
from Sebastian Virdung 1 s Musica getutscht ••• Basel, 1511. 
tone production unique to all brass instruments.48 We 
should also bear in mind that the evolution of English 
brass instruments depended, to a certain extent, on the 
instruments of non-brass materials such as some of the 
Anglo Saxon horns and the post-Roman bugle. The essential 
point concerning these instruments such as the cornett 
and the Roman instruments before it, is that they relied 
on the lip-vibration principle and thus at an early date 
established this technique basic to the brass medium. 
The cornett 1s counterpart in English wind bands 
from 1400-1700 is the sackbut which later came to be 
known as the trombone. The etymology of the word .,sack-
but" is indeed interesting: it stems from the fourteenth 
century Spanish word "sacabuxa"; later in the same 
century, the word appears in French literature as "Saque-
boute," a term which means "push-pull" and serves as a 
clue to the structure of the instrument at this time.49 
Early in the following century the instrument was listed 
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in several English court records under different spellings 
including sagbut, sacbut, and saykebud.50 In the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, the spelling is more consistently 
48Reference is made here to the present day usage 
which generally includes the trumpet, cornet, trombone, etc. 
49Galpin, "The Sackbut," p. 2. 
50Henry Cart De Lafontaine, The King's Music, 
(London: Novello and Company Ltd., 1909). 
11 sackbut 11 in English documents. 
The structural evolution of the instrument is also 
noteworthy. The sackbut came into existence in fourteenth 
century Europe as an outgrowth of the old buzine, according 
to Galpin51 who has devoted considerable research to the 
subject. The buzine, to reiterate, was a straight tube 
approximately six feet in length, equipped with a cup-
mouthpiece, a flared bell and had a larger bore than the 
clarion. It was this particular instrument which in the 
fourteenth century became fitted with a slide mechanism 
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and then called sackbut in England from the fifteenth through 
the seventeenth century. The slide or moveable sleeve 
was placed over the main body of tubing and merely by 
moving the slide back and forth the sounding tube was 
lengthened (by extending the slide), or shortened.52 
The invention of the sackbut opened up a whole new avenue 
of musical expression since it made possible the entire 
gamut of chromatic tones. The sackbut and the cornett 
thus shared in the new tonal possibilities: the sackbut 
by movements of the slide and the cornett through a system 
of cross-fingerings. Perhaps it was due to their similarity 
in tonal capabilities and their mutual blending qualities, 
that the sackbut and cornett became the instruments of 
tha later brass ensemble. 
51Galpin, "The Sackbut, 11 op. cit. 
52Geiringer, op. cit., p. 141. 
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It is interesting to note that the early sackbut dif-
fered very little from the present day trombone. This is 
borne out in several early paintings and drawings including a 
woodcut b7 the artist Jorg Kolderer,53 about 1500, and a draw-
ing in Virdung 1 s Musiga getutac4t (1511)--both show the sack-
but to have the same basic outlines as our modern instrument. 
The one small difference is in the bell which is more funnel-
shaped in the older instrument. See jlate VII. 
III. !HE ORIGINS OJ THE DGLISH BRASS DSEMBLE 
In;rqduction. Examined thus far have been the be-
ginnings of the English brass instruments up to the Renais-
sance. !he next phase of the stud7 will be to investigate the 
principal lines of development b7 which concerted brass per-
formance came into existence in England. The secular realm 
vas not onlr the origin of the brass instruments but also the 
chief proving-ground for wind ensDble performance. Later, 
the Ohurch1 s54 contribution will be discussed; however, it was 
53xlnsk1, 'It cil., p. 76. 
54Due to the unsettled state of research relative 
to the use of instruments in the medieval Ohurch, this 
area will not be dealt with here. Several representative 
Views by- leading Yr1 ters are as follows: Concerning his 
study of ~ish music from 1066 to 1500, Frank Ll. Harrison 
writes: •the history of musical iastruments other than the 
organ is much the same case, tor there is no eVidence that 
any instrument but the organ were normally- played in church, 
••• "; Music in ledieJ!l 1;1tain (New York: Frederick A. 
-Plate· VII 
Sackpfeiff (bagpipe), busaun (sackbut) 
and felttrumet (field trumpet), from Sebas-
tian Virdung 1 s Musica getutscht ••• 1511. 
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not until the late Middle A&es that brass instruments began 
to play a more definite role in sacred performance. The his-
torical development of the ensemble idea in the brass medium 
is far from clear. It is to be traced in several lines of 
musical actiVity which were at times indistinct and inter-
mingled. Begimdng on the Oontinent with the Roman practices 
which continued into the age of the Crusades, the spirit was 
taken up in England in the activities of the various groups 
of minstrels: first, by the independent ~usicians who helped 
to disseminate brass instruments in England, second, by the 
established musicians in the royal court who formed mixed 
wind bands; and lastly, the entire development was capped by 
the municipal waits who formed brass consorts on a high 
Praeger, 1958), p. XIV. Gustav Reese writes: "which of the 
instruments known to have been used during the Gothic period 
reinforced singers at Notre Dame can only be con~ectured 
••• "; Mus~c in Middle AgeS (Bew York: w. w. Borton Oo., 
19lt0) ' p • 3 4. 
Alec Barmall writes: "Wind instruments formed the next most 
important group used in church, of which the chief was the 
flute family ••• rthey]do not appear to have been played in 
church before the twel?th century, ••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
their widespread ~eferring to instrument~ participation 
in the service cannot be explained only by their ability to 
play part-music of the twelfth century; it must also have 
meant that the church authorities regarded instruments in a 
very different light from that of early Christian leaders.", 
Harman, ORi c!t., pp. 67, 68. . 
Edmund A.oW. es writes: "the organ was the only instrument 
employed in medieval liturgy."; "Were Musical Instruments Used 
in the Liturgical Service During.the Middle Ages?": §alpin 
Society Jourpal, X, May 1957, p. 52. 
musical plane. Underl7ing the formulation of the ensemble 
principle in 'WJ.nd music were certain vocal musical prac-
tices in the secular and sacred realm, particularly after 
1400, which contributed to the artistic growth of the brass 
medium. 
Roman influenqe on earlY practices. The origin of 
combining brass instruments, as we previously noted, is 
attributed mainly to the Romans. The practice also existed 
in the Byzantine Emp1re55 according to the research of 
Wellesz.56 From the following description of a Byzantine 
militar,y band it would appear that some of the basic 
principles of the Romans were followed--specifically, a 
homogeneous combination of instruments as opposed to 
heterogeneous: "the imperial band consisted only of trump-
eters (no weak sounding instruments were used] , horn 
players, cymbal players and pipers ••• "57 This curious 
combination of "loud" instruments was also noted earlier 
in the Roman militar,r practices and in the amphitheatre. 
In contrast, the Eastern bands described by Farmer, possess 
55The Brzantine Empire is generally dated from 
330A.·D. to 1453. 
56Egon Wellesz, A BS!torz of B1zantif6 Musip a~ §lmnograpbf, (Oxford: Tlie arendon Press,4~), P•• 
57Ib2=d• 
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a wider variety of instruments. 58 
Following these early references to wind bands in the 
Roman and Byzantine empires, there is nothing significant 
concerning brass instruments on the Continent until the Cru-
sades (1095-1250). England, the central area of our dis-
cussion, does not experience any activity in brass instru-
ments until after 1200 as indicated by the many emerging 
poetic and literary references to these instruments. Some 
insight into why brass instruments were not in evidence in 
England nor widely employed on the Continent, except for a 
military use, until about 1200, may be gained from an exam-
ination of the musical capibilities of the instruments in 
vogue during the early Middle Ages. For this information we 
must turn to the Roman instruments which probably continued 
to be used throughout the early Middle Ages due to their 
presence in the English bands of the Crusades. 
The Roman instruments, in possessing the essential 
features of modern instruments (mouthpiece, flared bell 
and bronze tubing) were far removed from the primitive 
horns made of wood or animal horn. However, the weight 
and thickness of the bronze, combined with the long length 
of the instrument (tuba for example) must have been limiting 
58Henry G. Farmer, Military r.!usic (New York: 
Chanticleer Press, 1950), p. 16. Farmer also adds that 11 in 
the actual military array proper of Western Europe, only 
trumpets and horns were used until the eleventh century." 
llli· 
factors in musical performance. Also, the length and 
width of the bore on these instruments restricted the 
musical expression.59 For·example, the cornu was pitched 
low, similar to the French horn in G60; and the lituus an 
octave higher.61 Moreover, some of the art works available 
show the Roman instrumentalists with distended cheeks which 
would also limit the range of harmonics.62 Lastly, the 
tone quality of these early brass instruments was chiefly 
loud and harsh, according to written documents from the 
period.63 This information taken as a whole, indicates 
several possibilities: the instruments probably played 
only short fragments of melody confined to the first few 
harmonics (for the larger bored instruments: conical tuba, 
cornu, and bucina) and perhaps to a few of the higher 
harmonics for the smaller bored lituus and cylindrical 
59Galpin states that the "buccina" (meaning the 
"cornu", since he describes it as."G"-shaped) was confined 
to about nine harmonic tones, Old English Instruments, 
p. 143. 
60sachs, op. cit., p. 147; one is preserved in the 
National Museum, Naples. 
61Groves, 3rd edition, III, states that a "lituus" 
discovered at dervetri in 1827, is preserved in the Vati-. 
can, p. 218. 
62Kinsky, op. cit., p. 20; also Sachs, op. cit., 
p. 145. 
63sachs writes: "It must be admitted that not one 
evidence of ancient and oriental trumpet sounds points to 
~uything related to the noble sounds of the modern trump-
ets." op. cit., p. 148. Also, "tubas were ~orribilus', 
'rauaus* 1rudis 1 or 1 terribilus', according to Roman ,, ' 
writers, ~., p. 146. 
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tuba. Also, the melodic material was probably of the 
nature of signals or calls, as indicated by the numerous 
references to tactical use of brass instruments in the 
Roman empire. And finally, due to the boisterous surround-
ings in which they were used (combat and amphitheatre}, 
their raucous tone quality, and the distended cheek-method 
of playing, it would seem likely that only volume was the 
main concern of the Romans.64 In short, a primitive form 
of musical performance probably prevailed. 
The Saracen bands of the Crusades. It is evident 
from the previous discussion, that at least two fundamental 
musical requirements were absent from the first wind bands: 
an organizing principle based on a musical rather than 
utilitarian need, and secondly, smaller, lighter, more 
compact instruments capable of producing a series of tones 
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with comparative ease. 
A step in this direction came during the Crusades 
(1095-1250} with the adoption by the West of many Saracen 
64The Roman penchant for volume probably originated 
with the Greek trumpet contests. From the historian Pollux 
we learn that the Greek trumpeter, Archias, proclaimed the 
Olympic games three times without bursting his cheeks or 
blood vessels; Pollux relates also that this was done with-
out the aid of a cheek bandage or capistrum. Also a 
certain Herodorus of Megra was victor at the Olympic games 
ten times. So great were his lungs that he could not be 
heard with safety, unless at great distance. Julius 
Pollux, quoted in Dr. Burney's A General History of Music, 
written 1776-89, modern edition Dover Publications, New York, 
1957, I, P• 298. 
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instruments, some made of metal (buzine 65 for example) as 
opposed to bronze of the older Roman models. Although a 
more advanced method of construction is evident in the Sara-
cen instruments, 66 a higher method of musical organization 
was still apparently lacking. Specifically, a principle 
which would draw the instruments together and thus focus 
attention on combined tonal effect was needed. One suspects 
that the Saracens still banded instruments together princi-
pally for volume; perhaps to incite the warriors to action 
and to strike fear in the enemy--an idea already mentioned in 
the early accounts of the Roman army meeting the Celtics. 
Below, Farmer provides a description of the bands of 
the two opposing forces, the English and the Saracens (it is 
interesting to note here the more pure brass arrangement of 
the West in contrast to the high~y mixed band of the East): 
King Richard Coeur de Lion [the English leade~ 
marshalled his warriors to the sounds of the tuba, 
lituus and buccina ••• In the opposing Saracen army 
there was a much wider range of instruments in the 
65Galpin, "The Sackbut," p. 7. 
66Bowles writes: "From ~bout the twelfth century on-
wards, metal horns were favored ••• copper work and its 
forged alloy brass (now appeared]. LThese developments are cor-
roborated by contemporary source~ : Sir Ferumbras (ed. s. 
Herrtage) (London, 1879) p. 86: Than miste men many hornes 
here/ Of latoun y-mad and bras.' Of. Aliscans ~ed; G. Rolin) 
(Leipzig, 1894) line 3102: 'Grand cor de iaiton ; The Ro-
mance of the Sowdone of Bab lone (ed. E. Hausknecht) (Lon-
don, 1 1 p. 72: Hornes of Bras."' Edmund A. Bowles, "Tower 
Musicians in the Middle Ages," Brass Quarterly, (Spring; 
1962), p. 98. 
, / ' 
trumpet (nafir), horn (buq), reedpipe (zamr), 
shawm/(surnay), drum (t~bl), kettledrum 
(naqgara), cymbals (suniy), and bells (jalajil). 
These players were organized into a band which 
played unceasingly guring the conflict for tacti-
cal purposes •••• 7 
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It was from such crude attempts to unite va~ious 
instruments together that the military band came into being 
in Europe, for Farmer states: 11As a result of the impinge-
ment of oriental ideas on the occident, we find the latter 
adopting this new use of military music •••• "68 
English minstrels--introduction. Another important 
source for the growing practice of grouping instruments 
in the Middle Ages is to be found in the musical activities 
of the English minstrels. Perhaps their greatest achieve-
ment was in the field of secular music which they dissem-
inated with uncompromising courage while under heavy opposi-
tion from the Church. Their importance in relation to 
English brass music is to be noted, first, in keeping 
alive the native or popular elements of melody which later 
became manifested in the instrumental music of the people;69 
and second, in their informal, grouping of wind instruments 
which eventually became the organized ensemble of the court. 
67Farmer, Military Music, p. 10. 
68rbid. 
69The relation of the early minstrel dance music 
to the first printed English wind ensemble music will be 
discussed in the second half of the dissertation. 
Their activities in the court later became supplemented 
by the municipal "waits" who formed the final link in the 
history of the English brass ensemble; their work is dis-
cussed in the next chapter. 
The term "minstrel," in its broadest sense~ denotes 
the professional musician of the Middle Ages, who was 
employed by a feudal household;70 however, it will be seen 
that there were several varieties of minstrels, some 
professional, others semi-professional as well as a number 
of musical functions which they performed. 
The beginning of minstrelsy in England is traced 
to the Norman invasion of 1066,71 when the Norman forces 
under the command of William the Conqueror moved into 
battle accompanied by a band of musicians. One of the 
minstrels named Taillefer, "begged leave to lead the van, 
advanced to battle singing the Song of Roland •.• ' • .72 
From this and other similar references, we may assume that 
one of the principal functions of the minstrel was to 
bolster the warriors• morale through the singing and 
playing of spirited music. 
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Evidently the brass instrument, buzine, was employed 
70Willi Apel, The Harvard Dictionarr of Music 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950 , p. 448. 
71Henry G. Farmer, The Rise and Development of 
Military Music (London: Wm. Reeves, Ltd., 1912), p. 7. 
7~£E!!. 
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quite extensively in the invasion, for in the poetical nar-
ratives about the Battle of Hastings (1066), there are fre-
quent references to the boisine (buzine).73 Since the 
buzine was developed on the Continent, it is likely that this 
instrument was introduced in England as a result of the Nor-
man inhabitation. The cultural influence upon England in the 
years following the invasion was significant in many other 
respects. Not only did French become the accepted language 
for a period of time but also French literature and art 
enjoyed a dominant position in English life.74 This impreg-
nation of French culture was largely achieved by French min-
strels and troubadors who moved to England in increasing 
numbers in the employ of the nobility.75 Also to be attri-
buted to these groups, apparently, is the transferring of 
the continental brass instruments which in addition to the 
already mentioned buzine, included the tromp, its curved 
successor the clarion, and sackbut. This contention is based 
on several observations. To begin with, English poetry and 
literature do not mention these instruments until after 
1200, the time of the minstrel movement to England. Also, 
these poetic references quite frequently indicate brass 
instruments in connection with minstrels. 
73Ibid. 
74Lang, op. cit., p. 116. 
75~., p. 117. 
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Still another event may be noted which probably 
accounts for the appearance of brass instruments on English 
soil after about 1200. In the latter part of the Crusades, 
the minstrels on the Continent were under considerable pres-
sure by the Church and local law authorities to disband 
their traveling groups of musicians.76 Many of them even-
tually established permanent residence in large European 
towns anQ formed guilds. Some went to England where they 
rapidly expanded into two categories of minstrelsy which 
existed until the sixteenth century: the itinerant musi-
cians and the dependent minstrels attached to a court or 
household.77 The minstrel movement in England gained 
further momentum by the founding of various minstrel cor-
porations, the earliest of which appeared at the end of the 
thirteenth century in Yorkshire.78 
Among the first recorded documents pertaining to 
English minstrels after the Norman conquest, is the entry 
dated 1276, during the reign of Edward I (ruled 1272-1307). 
An expenditure is listed in the public records for the pay-
ment of one named Robert, "The King of the Minstrels, 11 
Apparently he was paid for military service.79 Furthermore 
p. 7. 
76Farmer, Rise and Development of Military Music, 
77Lang, op. cit., p. 117. 
78~. 
79Farmer, Rise and Development, p. 9. 
we learn that appointments were made on a lifetime basis, 
and in addition, they received a regular salary and extra 
remuneration for special events such as tournaments held 
away from the court.80 
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Minstrel musical activities. Some mention should be 
made of ·the early minstrel activities which show the basic 
outlines of the ensemble principle and the formation of a 
native musical style in dance music. Perhaps the earliest 
of these was the mystery play, which originated in the English 
religious drama dating back to the tenth century when the 
priest acted out simple biblical events.Bl Later, as 
greater secularization took place in England, laymen 
rather than clergy became the actors, Latin was substituted 
by the vernacular, and the play was staged in the public 
square. Other changes took place such as the discarding 
of the serious atmosphere and purpose of the earlier repre-
sentations, and in its place came a satirical play on con~ 
temporary life including frequent interjections of comedy 
and dancing. Minstrels often participated in these plays 
by providing instrumental music which appealed to the public. 
The record books of the various theater companies give some 
indication of the instruments employed by the minstrels, 
80ib1d. 
81George K. Anderson and Karl J. Holzknecht, The 
Literature of England (New York: Scott, Foresman and-com-
pany, 1953), p. 18. 
these included pipes, flutes, drums, harps and fifes. 82 
Du Cange writing in 1290, describes the farces and 
drolls given at the French court: 
The company was entertained with the instrumental 
music of the minstrels, who played on the kettle-
drums, flageolet, cornet, cittern, flute, trumpet, 
Moorish cittern, and fiddle. Comedies were per-
formed by Farceurs, Jongleurs and Plaisantins.~3 
At Chester, England, in 1327, many plays were given at the 
expense of the trading companies, including "Fall of Luci-
fer 11 "Creation 11 "Deluge 11 "Abraham 11 and 11lvioses. 1184 
' ' ' ' 
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Groups of instrumentalists were often depicted in 
paintings and various forms of art work, including sculp-
ture, from the eleventh to the fourteenth century. Many of 
these instrumentalists were undoubtedly minstrels since in 
addition to wearing unusual garb, they are frequently pic-
tured with other minstrel-entertainers such as jugglers. 
One particular work from the eleventh century shows a group 
of jugglers, and musicians with the following instruments: 
double pipes, psaltery, rotta, and horn. 85 Another, prob-
ably from the twelfth century, depicts musicians with rotta, 
82Ernest Meyer, En~lish Chamber Music (London: 
Lawrence and Wishart, 194 ), p. 30. 
83Edmundstoune Duncan, Minstrelsy (London:'wm. 
Reeves, 1907), p. 104. 
84~. 
85Paris National Library, M.S. Lat. 1118, Kinsky, 
op. cit., p. 35. 
lyre-zither, and monochord, along with jugglers.86 It 
seems feasible that groups of minstrels such as those pic-
tured in these early art works performed as an instrumental 
ensemble;87 and of course, further support for such a view 
is to be found in the literary and poetic allusions (men-
tioned earlier) to ensemble performances by minstrels. In 
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subsequent pages we shall examine the practices of the later 
established minstrels--the court musicians who made a defin-
ite advancement in the combining of wind instruments into 
small ensembles. 
The musical repertory of the early English minstrels. 
Although there is considerable data indicating the existence 
of group instrumental performance in England during the Mid-
dle Ages, the earliest actual music written for instruments 
(undesignated} originated in the thirteenth century. It. is 
not definitely known that minstrels played this music; 
however in view of their role in providing dance music and 
general secular entertainment, it seems likely that these 
pieces constituted a part of their repertory. These thir-
teenth century dance pieces are vitally important to the 
stylistic development of native English music since they 
represent the germinating stylistic elements from which 
----------------------------------------------------------
86From M.S. Theol. Lat. Fol. 358 in State Library, 
Berlin, Kinsky, p. 39. 
87Meyer, (op. cit., p.4G} believes such art works 
to be indicative of ensemble performance. 
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succeeding secular English music probably evolved. 
This music may be placed into two categories: poly-
phonic instrumental dance music called "estampies,"88 and 
"conducti caudae" which are instrumental-like dance tunes ap-
pearing in the conductus. The estampie which originated in 
France near the end of the twelfth century, 89 apparently 
found its way into English secular life via minstrels in the 
thirteenth century. This view is based on the fact that sev-
eral estampie dance pieces were found in the same manuscript 
as the famed "sumer is icumen in" which dates from England 
about 1300. 90 . 
The two dance types represented under the general 
classification of estampie are described by the French 
88Apel (Hiryard D1ctio~Y of Mys1c, p. 248) writes 
tbat the estampie was the most1:mportant Instrumental form of 
the 13th and 14th centuries. There are other names for the 
same for.m inol~ding stantipes, estampida, and istanpitta. 
The music of the 13th century Inglish estampies, which is to 
be found in English libraries, includes four examples: one 
collection containing three dance tunes, is in British Mu-
seum MS Harley- 978; the other, Oxford Bodleian Library, Douce 
139, fo. 5v. A 14th century MS in the British Museum (Add. 
29987) contains eight "istanpittas," with sub-titles such as 
"Belicha," "Palamento,~ "Isabella •. 
89Y~onne Rokseth .• The Inst~ental Music of the 
Middle Ages ••• " Ars Nova and the Renaissance, (The New 
Oxford History of.Music), III, p. 408. " 
90 Anselm Hughes, h Vol. II: Ea. M d eval ~Mu~sr=:.u~WjW!o...._~~~~~~~~ 
Press, 1953, P• 7. ughes s~tes that this music 
dated about 1240; however, Bukofzer 
is some seventy years too early. 
theorist, Johannes de Grocheo in his Theoria.91 The 
stantipes consists of from five to seven sections called 
"puncta, 11 while the ductia has fewer than five sections.92 
The music of these dances is characterized by a 
two part polyphony, a lively rhythmic pattern, clear caden-
tial endings, symmetrical periods and most important--a 
definite instrumental character resulting from the un-vocal 
melodic skips and repeated no~e patterns. (Excerpts of 
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this music of which, unfortunately, only a few examples 
exist, are reproduced in the second half of this study) One 
estampie is interesting in its use of a three part tex-
ture93 appearing at the end of the dance. There are other 
features in addition to the three parts which are indicative 
of early English music such as the use of the lydian mode, 
1300). 
91Lang, op. cit., p. 141. (Theoria was written~· 
92Rokseth, op. cit., p. 409. 
93Though this study is mainly concerned with the 
stylistic roots of brass ensemble music, mention should be 
made here of a particular English stylistic tendency dating 
from the time of this minstrel music, and that is, the 
English interest in part singing and playing. As early as 
the twelfth century, England displayed an interest in singing 
and playing in two or more parts, according to a written doc-
ument by Giraldus Cambrensis entitled "Descriptio Kambriae," 
c. 1184, Reese, op. cit., p. 387. The-polyphonic "Sumer is-
icumen in" also exemplifies the English predilection for 
part singing and writing; curiously, the same melodic fea-
tures (a lilting, secular joyfulness) of the estampie examples 
are to'be found in "Sumer is icumen in." 
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duple meter, a lively secular rhythm, and the clear cadential 
effects. 
Another important source of music is the thirteenth 
century vocal form known as the "conductus cum cauda, 11 which 
contains instrumental-like sections as preludes, interludes 
or as finales; and because ot their textless and dance-like 
character they were probably played by instruments.94 These 
pieces are pertinent to this study since several examples 
were found in a manuscript (dated about 1250) at St. Andrews 
in Scotland. Perhaps due to the secular dance rhythms they 
may have been performed on instruments by minstrels in Eng-
land. 
These dance tunes like their counterpart, the estam-
pies, are mainly in two parts, and in all respects resemble 
the estampie pieces. Above all, we note the distinctive 
lilting rhythm and the gay secular feeling which is imbued in 
most all of these English dance tunes. Such then, are the 
instrumental resources of the English minstrels of the thir-
teenth and fourteenth centuries.95 
94aughes, The New O&tord Risto~ of Music, II, pp. 
334-336. These examples presented $yuglies are from the 
manuscript Wolfenbuttel M 677, taken from St. Andrews 
Cathedral, Scotdand and dated about 1250. 
95IR1d. Note: Although there is no conclusive 
proof, it may-be that the fourteenth century Italian dances 
similar to those preserved in a HS in the British Museum 
(Add. 29987 tor., 56v-64v) were also a part of the minstrel 
repertory. This collection includes dances like the estampie, 
also several salterelli; however these dance pieces embody 
the rhythmic richness and diversity of fourteenth century 
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The emergence of the Jind ensemble. The picture pre-
sented thus far of the minstrels' instrumental practices in 
the Middle Ages has largely been characterized by a hetero-
geneous grouping of instruments: string, reed, and brass. 
Gradually, beginning in the fourteenth century a trend in 
combining instruments according to loud and soft families be-
came perceptible. This leads to the wind band of brass and 
reeds and from this emerges the brass ensemble about 1600. 
The movement in grouping instruments of loud and soft 
qualities probably began with the traveling, unestablished 
minstrels·. Signs of the new trend are found in the follow-
ing fourteenth century poem, Sgxr of Loy pegree. Noteworthy 
here is the combining of soft instruments together (harpe, 
getron, sawtry, and fydle, recorda, dowcemere), and loud 
(trumpette, claryon, pypes, organ and bumbarde): 
There was myrth and melody, 
With harpe, getron, and sawtry, 
With rote, ribible and clokarde, 
With pypes, organ and bumbarde, 
lfi th other mystrelles them amonge, 
Italian polyphony. Bot only are these pieces quite unrelated 
to the English estampie due to their highly complicated rhyth-
mic figures (as compared with the simple, unpretentious estam-
pies found in England), but more important these Italian 
dance pieces apparently did not play a part in the evolving 
English dance music of the people in the years leading up to 
the great era of the dance. At least the traditional English 
dance tunes do not show any similarity to the Italian 14th 
century dances. 
With sytolpe and with sawtry songe, 
With fydle, recorda, and dowcemere, 
With trumpette and with olaryon c98re, 
With dulcet pipes of many cordes. 
Perhaps the clearest description of the "loud" and 
"soft" instruments is to be found in the anonymous four-
teenth century poem Les Jchegs amgureu;: 
When people wish to dance, or to stage a 
grand celebration, the loud (haut) instruments 
are played, for their great noise pleases the 
dancers better; they include trumpets, tabors, 
nakers, cymbals, bagpipes, shawms and cornetts. 
But when less noise is required one plays tabor-
pipes, flutes and douca1nes, which are soft and 
sweet, and other such soft {bas) instruments.97 
The concept of combining loud instruments into an 
ensemble is evident in the following report of an English-
man's musical experiences at an English inn during the 
fourteenth centur,.: 
Then came forward into the lord's presence 
the trumpeters and horn-blowers w1 th their 
frestles (pipes) and clarions, and begin to 
play and blow very loud, and then the lord with 
his squires begin to move, to sway, to dance, 
to utter and sing8fine carols till midnight, without ceasing,S1 
In addition to the independent, itinerant English 
minstrels who did much to spread secular music in town and 
96Galpin, 014 JRslish iast:if!fts, P• 64, Note: Getron is a guitar; sawtry a s rlng~nstrument, dowcemere 
a dulcimer; recorda a recorder; bumbarde a shawm. 
gr Anthony Baines, WoodJ1nd I:astr,nts and Their 
H11~orr (New York: W. W. Norton Oompany~957), P• 232. 
9B~ Ma~fre f' if~~e, composed by an Englishman in French n the our eenceiitury ed. ~. Meyer, Rgvue 
Oritgue, X, (1870), p. 273, quoted ln Meyer, op. cit,, 
p, 51. 
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hamlet, the dependent established minstrels in the royal 
court also contributed to the growth of instrumental music, 
particularly brass instruments. An examination of the royal 
records dating from about the beginning of the fourteenth 
century reveals a growing interest in the wind ensemble 
which eventually culminated in the royal brass music of 
James I in the seventeenth century. 
One of the earliest accounts of instrumental activ-
ity among the royalty appeared during the reign of Edward I 
(ruled 1272-1307). The chronicle dated 1306 discloses that 
a large celebration called the Westminster Feast included 
twenty-five harpers, twenty-two trumpeters, nine violists, 
eight crowders, six taborers, three gigours, two organists, 
two psaltery players, two bagpipes and one lutenist, gitarist, 
citoler, nakers and chimes player.99 
Contained in the records of Edward III (ruled 
1327-1377) are indications of the rising number of brass 
instruments which were becoming established in the royal 
court of this period: five trumpets, two clarions, five 
pipes, three waits [probably shawms], and a drum.100 Another 
description of the royal minstrel band dates from the time 
of Edward III, specifically during the time of the Hundred 
99Burney II, op. cit., P• 368. 
10
°Farmer, Military Music, p. 14. 
Years War when he made his triumphal entry into Calais in 
1347. His minstrels "combined together in a grand concert 
of 'trompes, de tambours, de nacaires, de chalemies, et 
de muses' to greet the king."lOl 
Further evidence of the emerging wind band is pro-
vided by a report of a mummer's parade for Prince Richard 
in 1377 which included over one hundred disguised horsemen, 
some equipped with trumpets, sackbuts,l02 cornets and 
shalm~s.l03 
During the reign of Edward IV (ruled 1461-1483), 
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the court minstrel band was given its first real advance-
ment, professionally and musically speaking. Aside from 
maintaining a band of trumpets, shawms and pipes, Edward 
granted the minstrels a royal charter (1469) to protect 
their station from being usurped by artificers. The cnarter 
reads as follows: 
The marshall of the minstrels and his seven 
associates should form in deed and name one body 
and cominality, perpetual and capable in law, and 
should have perpetual succession, and that as 
well the minstrels of the said king, which were 
then, as other minstrels of the said king, and 
his heirs which should be afterwards, might at 
their pleasure name, choose, ordain, and succes-
sively constitute from amongst themselves one 
marshal, able and fit to remain in that office 
101Farmer, Rise and Development, p. 15. 
102The sackbut mentioned here may be the first 
appearance of the instrument in English records. Acco~ding 
to Galpin it came into English musical life after 1400. 
103Meyer, op. cit., p. 53. 
during his life and also two wardens !3~ry year to 
govern the said fraternity and guild. 
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The formulation of the charter for Edward IV's court 
band was the first attempt to clarify the functions and 
privileges of the king 1 s band. The musical functions of the 
king 1s wind band are further elaborated upon in the follow-
ing: 
Minstrels thirteen, whereof one is virger 
[leader] who directed them on all festival days, 
in their stations of blowing and pipings, to 
such offices might be warned to prepare for the 
king's meats and suppers; to be more readier 
in all services and due time;· and all these 
sitting in the hall together, whereof some be 
trumpets, some with the shalmes, and small pipes 
• • • the minstrels also having into court 
two servants to bear their trumpets, pipes and 
other instruments, and torch for winter nights 
whilst they blow to supper of the chantrey ••• • 105 
Here then, is the beginning of the organized wind 
band in the court, made up at first of aerophones (trumpets, 
shawms and pipes); a few years later, moreover, the brass 
instruments definitely emerge as the dominant instruments 
under the rule of Henry VII (reigned 1485-1509). His court 
band comprised nine trumpets, five sackbuts and shawms.l06 
Thus with the approaching sixteenth century we see 
the essential outlines of the brass ensemble being formed in 
the minstrel musical activities in the royal English court. 
104nuncan, op. cit., p. 108. 
105Ibid., pp. 108-109. 
106Farmer, Military Music, p. 14. 
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At the same time as the court minstrels were pursuing instru-
mental music, another group of instrumentalists, the munici-
pal waits also made great strides in the development of the 
wind ensemble. Before taking up their work in the next 
chapter attention should be given to the trends in employing 
instruments in conjunction with vocal music in the secular 
and sacred areas, 1400-1550. This is needed in order to 
determine the influence which the musical practices in these 
fields had upon wind music performance and technique. 
The question of the repertory of the early court 
minstrel wind bands. Unfortunately we do not possess 
examples of the music played by court wind ensembles prior 
to 1570.107 We know, on the one hand, that the first min-
strel groups, composed mainly of heterogeneous instruments, 
played the estampie and perhaps material similar to con-
ducti cum caudae. And in the fourteenth century the English 
minstrels continued with the estampie and possibly the popu-
lar Italian dances (salterello and trotto) like those found 
in the British Museum collection previously discussed. The 
favored instrument for the estampie appears to have been the 
viol on the basis of de Grocheo 1 s remarks.l08 
107The earliest extant English wind ensemble music 
(probably for a brass consort) was written by Robert Par-
sons, c. 1570. 
108supra., p.19 ; also the French historian, 
Froissart speaks of minstrels r'piping" the estampie, in 
Prison amoureuse, Hayes, "Musical Instruments" The New 
Oxford History of Music, III, p. 501. 
La 
-
The later court bands of the established minstrels, 
which began to appear after 1300, may have also played the 
estampie; however, there is some evidence that other forms 
were played, namel~music of a ceremonious character for 
the greeting similar to the one given Edward III by his 
minstrel band in 1347,109 and secondly, a gay, dance-like 
music played by an instrumental group in the performance of 
the popular "carol." As to the musical style of the former 
we can only guess; we do know, however, that the ensemble 
must have given the prominent melodic parts to the shaw.ms, 
and pipes which were capable of playing scale-like tunes; 
while the other members, the clarions and trumpets, must 
have been limited to more simple melodic patterns.llO 
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The latter music, the carol, is extremely pertinent 
to this study for several reasons. The instrumental technic 
required of the first printed wind ensemble music in the late 
109supra., p. 54. 
110The Arab influence on the instrumentation of 
European bands following the Crusades may have also extended 
to actual musical style. The present day concerted music 
of the East (which has probably remained static over the 
centuries) is divided into loud and soft groups. The loud 
group, used for outdoor functions has as its chief instru-
ments, the shawm, drums, and two trumpeters. By tradition 
11 the two trumpets sound a note that is roughly either one or 
two octaves below the keynote of the shaw.ms. On this note, 
the trumpeters, with their long medieval trumpets ~hese 
must be buzinesJ burst in intermittently with hoarse inter-
ruptions throug.n which the shawmists unconcernedly play on.11 ; 
Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History (W •. w. 
Norton Company, 1957), p. 231. 
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sixteenth century seems to have its stylistic origin in the 
early carols and in the popular dances to be discussed later. 
As to the popularity of the carol as a secular for.m 
in the years when the wind band of the court was being formed, 
we need only cite several references. One of the earliest 
dates from about the time of Edward II (ruled 1307-1327), 
according to Ritson: 
Spoused scheo is and set on days, 
Bow grnnith the geste of nobles, 
At theo feste was truapyng, 
Pipyng and eke taboryng 
Sytolyng and ek harpyng 
Knfg pleyng and ek syngyng 
Oarolyng and turmentyng, 
Wrastlyng and ek flJm7Dg, 
!heo game goth nought ful blyne111 !her som helieth and some wyve. 
A citation (quoted earlier) from the fourteenth 
century gives a clearer description of the manner in which 
the carol was presented; here, there can be no doubt of the 
important role of the ensemble: 
Then came forward into the lord's presence 
the trumpeters and hom-blowers with their 
trestles (pipes) and clarions, and begin to 
play and blow ver,y loud, and then the lord with 
his squires begin to move, to sway, to dance, to 
utter ant1~ing fine carols till midnight without ceasing. 
From a slightly later date (1400) an interesting 
account of the minstrels' instrumental accompaniment in the 
111Joseph Ritson, A;si~ Songs anftDtllads (London: 
Reeves and Turner, 1877) 3rd e it1on, p.l • 
112supra., p. 52. 
carol, is given in the romance of Sir Cleges. On Christmas 
eve, 11he recollects how he has spent all his estate on the 
great feasts that he held at Christmas time:"113 
Sore syzthyng, he hard a sovne 
Of dyvers mynstrelse: 
Of trompus, pypus, and claraneris, 
Of harpis, luttis and getarnys, 
A sistole and sawtre, 
Many carellys and gret davnsyng; 
On every syde he harde syn~rijg, 
In every place, trewly. 
The music of these early carols is not extant, but 
we do possess a large collection of carols from the fif-
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teenth century which probably are, in essence, the same as 
those of earlier periods.115 The singular character of most 
of these fifteenth century carols--a dance-like rhyt~-must 
have been present in previous carols due to the dance origins 
of this form. A moment's digression on this point will clar-
ify the issue and at the same time point out the roots of 
later secular wind ensemble music. 
The most definitive study on the carol has been 
completed by Richard Greene who provides a brief summary of 
the origins of the English carol in the following: 
ll3Sir Cleges, 11. 98-106, ed. Walter Hoyt French and 
Charles B. Hale, Middle English Metrical Romances (New York, 
1930), pp. 880-1; quoted in Richard Greene, I Selection of 
English Carols (Oxford: The ClarendonPress, 1962), p. 28. 
114llli· 
ll5The two principal collections are as follows: 
Medieval Carols, edited by J. Stevens (Musica Brittanica, 
Vol. IV) London: Stainer and Bell Ltd. 1952; and En~lish 
Carols of the Fifteenth Century, by J. ru11er Maitlan , Lon-
don: The Leadenhall Press, 1892. 
The etymological origin of the word "carol" ••• 
is a direct borrowing of the old French carole; 
which means a round dance in which the partici-
pants provide their own music by singin~ an 
alternation of a choral part, a burden ~n open-
ing melody which is repeated] and uniform stan-
zas assigned to a soloist who leads the dance •••• 
There is no reason to doubt that the secular 
dance song [carol] was known in England after 
the Norman conquest if not before • • • by around 
1550 the non-religious carol goes out of fashion 
and the ring dance carole gives way to the 
Christmas carol, a song for Christmas.ll6 
A more detailed discussion·concerning the musical 
style of the fifteenth century carol will follow later; let 
it suffice to state that the bulk of the carols are identi-
fled by a pronounced dance-like movement, somewhat remini-
scent of the thirteenth century English estampies. The 
style also includes a definite metrical feeling and a 
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fairly lively rhythmic pattern as opposed to the reserved, 
non-metrical sacred style of vocal writing of the same 
period. Though these fifteenth century carols (mostly poly-
phonic) "bear the mark of composed art music,"ll7 they show 
the popular appeal of its melody and uncomplicated harmony; 
and moreover, "repeated notes, simple and often angular 
melodic lines and harmonic simplicity--still reminds one that 
116Greene, op. cit., pp. 2, 6, 21. 
117Manfred Bukofzer, "Po~ular and Secular Music," ~ 
New Oxford History of Music III {London: Oxford University 
Press, 1960), p.- 122. 
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the carol was once a danoe."118 In summary, as the minstrel 
bands became formed in the countryside, and in the court, the 
custom of grouping instruments together for the performance 
of the estampie and carol proVided two very important con-
tributions to the foundation of native English music: first, 
the spirit of England's music, identified by a joyful sec-
ular gayeity, and secondly, the framework from which instru-
mental techniques (which were at first general and later 
idiomatically developed) came into being. These indigenous 
features plus symmetrical formal structures and clear-cut 
melodic lines are definitely mirrored in the later dance mu-
sic of the people119 and eventually find their place in the 
first printed wind ensemble music. This stylistic assim-
ilation will be treated in greater detail in the second part 
of this dissertation. 
The use ot instruments 1n other fg;ms of secular a;d 
sacred music. In giving precedence to the carol we were able 
to show what resources were available to English instrumental 
ensembles and to illuminate the most important matter--the 
llBlii!• Bote: Appearing in William Sandys' Oollec-
tioa of Oarols (1835) is a carol entitled "Tomorrow shall be 
my Danoing Day." Undoubtedly it is of ancient vintage due to 
the musical style (strong dance rnythms) and text (it has con-
tinued reference to dancing as a means of expressing, appar-
ently, religious joy), Duncan, op. cit., pp. 187-188. 
ll9The dance movement, which in England began to take 
definite shape in the sixteenth century, will be discussed in 
connection with the municipal waits who provided dance music 
and other higher forms of music, and in relation to the royal 
music of the seventeenth century. 
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stylistic roots of native English music. At the same time 
as the carol practices other musical activities were carried 
on which involved instruments; although, there is little 
definite information as to what type of ensemble partici-
pated. Here we have reference to the performance of the sec~ 
ular chanson, and motet, and the use of instruments in the 
English churches of the fifteenth century. An introductory 
commemby Van den Borren will help clarify the problem of 
determining instrumental practices of the fifteenth century: 
There is no doubt that instruments played an 
important part in the music of the first half of 
the fifteenth century. It is a matter that has 
given rise to much controversy; and the solution 
is not easy because the manuscripts themselves 
have little or nothing to say on the point •••• 
In short, the manuscripts of the Dufay period 
suggest that the music was executed with what-
ever voices or instruments were available at any 
particular time or place •••• In the case of 
sacred music the problem of instrumentation is 
not quite so simple. We do know that instruments 
were used in churches at·::this time; but we do not 
know exaotly how, on account of the absence of 
indications in the manuscripts •••• 120 
The practice of playing some of the voice parts 
of contrapuntal works on instruments was. common on the Con-
tinent and probably in England as far back as the eleventh 
or twelfth century. This practice became very popular in 
the fifteenth century; among other fifteenth century English 
works, both secular and sacred, we note Dunstable 1 s song 
120charles Van den Borren, ttDufay and His School," The 
New Oxford History of Music III, p. ·226. ---
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"O Rosa Bella, 11 ~>rhich has an instrument accompaniment (undes-
ignated) in the upper voice;121 also a motet by Dunstable in 
three parts, which apparently employed two instruments for 
two lower text-less voices, 122 and a motet by Lionel Power, 
which has two instrumental parts accompanying the upper 
part. 123 Two well known works by Dufay (1400-74) common in 
anthologies are: a Chanson "Le jour s'endort" with two in-
strumental parts giving support to tne upper voice, 124 and 
his "Kyrie" from Missa Sancti Jacobi which employs two in-
struments for accompaniment to the upper voices. 125 
Sacred music performances involving brass instru-
ments--though less a potent stylistic force in comparison to 
secular English dance music--helped to advance the art of 
brass instrument playing. In England, there is very little 
evidence recorded which gives any indication of extensive 
brass playing in the churches prior to the sixteenth cen-
tury.126 In Italy, on the other hand, there are a few 
121Archibald Davidson and Willi Apel, Harvard Anthol-
ogy of Music I (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950), 
p. 65. 
122Arnold Schering, Geschichte der Musik •••• 
(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel, 1931, reprint Broude Bros. 
New York, 1950), P• 29. 
123ill.9.,., p. 31. 
124Ibid., p. 35. 
125ill.9.,., pp. 33-34. 
126 Harrison, supra., p. 33. 
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pieces of evidence to show the powerful Italian musical 
force taking shape in the fifteenth century. A few of these 
include: the performance of a motet written by Antonius 
:aomanus in Venice 1413, entitled Stirps Macenigo--Ducalis 
Sedes. This employed two trumpets and two trombones which 
evidently played alone in the introduction and episode; 127 
also the performance of a five voiced motet by Jacob Obrecht 
in Venice, 1495 which included two trombones. 128 
With the coming of these trends in the fifteenth cen-
tury, the instruments are to be seen steadily adding weight 
to existing vocal forms and striving for an independent art 
form. Of these various lines of development in England--sec-
ular, sacred, foreign and indigenous--the most prominent is 
the emerging indigenous, secular strain which becomes even 
more perceptible in the work of the English waits, to be 
discussed next. 
127schering, op. cit., p. 23. 
128Galpin, "Sackbut," p. 12. 
CHAPTER II 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE WAITS: 1400-1600 
I. HISTORICAL OVER-VIEW 
Introduction. In the sixteenth century, the wind 
ensemble came into its own right. On the Continent, a few 
works began to appear as early as des Pres for undesignated 
ensembles of wind instruments. Advancement was also made 
in brass playing techniques as a result of a more extensive 
use of concerted instruments (sackbuts and cornetts) and 
voices in cathedral music, particularly in Italy.l A major 
litaly clearly leads in this respect principally 
through the achievements of Giovanni Gabrieli (1557-1612); 
His works written for cornetts and sackbuts include: Can-
zon duodecimi toni a 10 for 2 choirs of four cornetts and 
one trombone each. Gabrieli also made a revision of this 
work under the title of Canzon in ecco duodecimi toni a 10 
which included an organ part. Both versions were included 
in his collection S{iphoniae sacrae (1597), Starkey op. cit., 
p. 435; Canzon quar toni a 15 for 2 choirs of cornett 
and 4 trombones and one choir of violin and 4 trombones, 
included in S~phoniae sacrae (1597), Starkey, p. 440; 
Surrexit Chri~us for 3 voices, 4 trombones, 2 cornetts, 2 
violins, Starkey p. 440; Canzon a 6 for violins, 2 cornetts 
and tenor and bass trombone, Starkey, p. 440; In ecclesiis 
benedicite Dommo (1615) for two, four-voiced choirs with an 
instrumental group of 3 cornetts violin and 2 trombones, 
Starkey, p. 442; and Sonata pien e forte for two four-part 
choirs including cornett, violin and 6 trombones, 1597, R. 
King Co.. Concerning the performance of brass music in 
Italy there are several reports by English travelers, includ-
ing Coryat who wrote in his Crudities, that during his 
sojourn to Venice in 1608, he heard excellent performances 
by large groups of brass instrumentalists: "Sometimes there 
were sixteen or twenty men together having their master or 
moderator to keep them in order • • • the group included : 
step in the development of the English brass ensemble 
occurred in the latter part of the sixteenth century when 
instruments broke away from the supporting role and became 
completely independent. 
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On an informal basis, this innovation was probably 
antedated by a number of years in the musical activities of 
the waits, the professional municipal musicians. Further-
more, their centuries-old practices gave impetus to the move-
ment for a printed form of musical expression in the realm 
of English brass and reed ensembles at the turn of the six-
teenth century. Bo widespread were the waits• musical 
performances, that their impression may have been a lasting 
one. Interestingly, the present day English brass movement 
seems to have evoked a similar spirit among its devotees. 
Waits and minstrels compared. The term 11wait 11 
"ten sagbuts, four cornets and two viol de gambaes ••• "; 
1uoted by Galpin in "The Sackbut," p. 16, from Coryat's 
Crudities, p. 250. ~: Prior to Gabrieli, the continental 
composers produced a number of works which included instru-
ments (mostly undesignated) with voices, and also at this 
time (early 16th century) a definite trend began in writing 
for wind ensemble: included in the latter are: "canon 
for four instruments," by Josquin des Pres, 1503, .(Schering, 
op. cit., p. 60); "King's fanfare," for four wind instruments 
by des Pres, 1503 'Ibid., p. 61), '.'Kanon fur drei Blasinstru-
mente," by Johann W'ii"!"iner, 1542, (Ibid., p. 77); "Rondo and 
Sattarello for four instruments," "'b'Y"Yillman Susato, 1551, 
(Ibid., P• 119) "Psalmodia Sacra'! for sackbuts and organ b;r; 
Kruger, 1585 (Grove's, 3rd ed., V, p. 390); and "motet a 7' 
for 5 cornetts and 2 trombones by Orlando Lassus, 1568, 
(Band's Music, Goldman, p. 36). 
according to Langwill,2 was "originally a noun from the 
Anglo-Saxon 'wacian, • to watch or guard II During the • • • 
time of the Norman occupation of England, the term was 
altered to 11gaite."3 From this and several other refer-
ences, it is quite clear that the name applied to watchmen 
who stood guard in the palace and at the fortress walls. 
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They provided, in these early years, a simple type 
of music played on a primitive ox horn or oboe for the pur-
pose of waking nobility at stated hours and for the changing 
of the guard on the night watch. Other types of horn sig-
nals were probably sounded during the night for fire or for 
invaders.4 
The waits and minstrels constituted the two princi-
pal sources of English secular instrumental music from the 
Middle Ages to the Renaissance. A fundamental difference 
between the two groups is in the nature of their employment. 
The minstrels as we noted before, were from the beginning 
talented musicians, either independent or established in a 
court or household of the nobility. The waits, until about 
2Lyndesay G. Langwill, "The Waits," Hinrichsen's 
Musical Year Book (London: Hinrichsen Edition Ltd., VII, 
1952), p. 21. 
3various spellings of the word "wait" appear 
in the early court documents including wayghte, veytes, 
wayte, etc; from the sixteenth century on the spelling "Wait" 
is usually found in the records. 
4Langwill, op. cit., p. 171. 
5Walter Woodfill, Musicians in English Society 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953), P• 33. 
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1400, were primarily watchmen with some musical ability in 
wind instrument performance. After 1400 their occupation 
gradually changed from the realm of royal guardians to that 
of professional municipal musicians possessing considerable 
skill in reed and brass instruments. 
A further distinction is found in the waits musical 
training and social status. Their instrumental skills, 
rather than being acquired through informal means, were ob-
tained as a result of serving as an apprentice under an es-
tablished wait for several years. 6 In general, the social 
status of the waits was considerably higher than that of most 
minstrels largely due to the professional attitude accorded 
the waits' musical endeavors by their members and by the so-
ciety in which they lived and practiced. Unlike the indepen-
dent minstrels the waits were considered freemen which gave 
them a right to practice their profession without fear of 
being curtailed by local authorities.7 
One of the first references to waits is to be found 
in a treatise, De Naturis Rerum, by the Abbot of Cirencester, 
Alexander Neckham of the thirteenth century which reads: 
"Assint etiam excubiae vigiles (Veytes) cornibus suis 
strepitum et clangorem facientes." This is translated: 
6The minimum term for an apprentice in 1638 as estab-
lished by law, was seven years. (Woodfill, op. cit., p. 21). 
7woodfill, op, cit., p. 89. 
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"Let there also be on guard watchmen making a loud sound upon 
their horns."8 
There. are several items of information relative to 
the employment of waits by the nobility in the Middle Ages 
and early Renaissance. The waits as early as the reign of 
Henry III (ruled 1216-72) frequently held land in return for 
being a castle-wayte.9 Edward III (ruled 1327-77) had three 
"wayghtes" in the Royal band of nineteen 11mynstrells 11 ; and 
Henry VI (ruled 1422-61) in 1445 had "xii menistrealx and 
one le Gaite."l0 
From the preceding extracts it is apparent that the 
waits took part in performances by the minstrel bands in 
addition to their other protectorate duties. The majority of 
available information regarding their early history, however, 
seems to place heavy emphasis upon their function as watch-
men. This is evident in the household accounts of Edward IV 
(ruled 1461-83) where we find a clear_description of the 
waits' responsibilities: 
A wayte, that nightely from Mychelmas to Shreve 
Thorsdaye pipethe watche within this courte fowere 
tymes; in the somere nightes iij tymes, and maketh 
2L angwill, op. cit. , p. 171. 
91.lli, p. 172. 
10Ibid. 
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Bon Gayte at every chambere doare and offyce, as 1 well for feare ·of pyckeres and pillars. (i.e. thieves). 1 
Later history. Beginning in the fifteenth century 
the history of the waits is to be traced largely in the 
numerous English borough records and to a lesser degree in 
' the royal accounts of their activities. The duties of the 
waits in town and court from this time on were, of course, 
primarily musical which included performing for medieval 
plays, masques, social functions, weddings, holiday celebra-
tions and town processions honoring visiting royalty. A 
few of these aetivities merit closer examination. 
In 1544, when the English forces took Edinburgh, 
evidence of their rejoicing became recorded in the Cambridge 
city archives in the following way: "Payd to the wayts for 
goying abowte the Towne with Mr. Mayor when Edenboroughe in 
Scotland was wonne, iij s, iiij d."l2 The waits oi Norwich 
provided the following musical greeting when Queen Elizabeth 
visited that city in 1578: "Then her males tie drerr neere 
the gates of the citie called St. Stephan's gates ••• at 
this gate the waits of the citie were placed with lowd 
llibid., p. 172. Note: The banding of waits into 
somewhat organized groups seems to have begun about 1400. In 
1400 the Norwich City Waits were started, George A. Stephen, 
The Waits of the City of Norwich 1400-1800, (Norwich: Goose 
and Sons, 1933), p.l8. In 1442 the London Waits had nine 
musicians, Woodfill, op. cit., p. 34. 
12Ibid., p. 173. 
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musicke who cheerfulle and melodiouslie welcomed her maiestie 
into the cities."l3 
When the Lord Mayor's Showl4 was presented in London 
in 1553, the waits and the king's trumpeters were included 
in the many performing groups which apparently played in a 
long procession of dignitaries. Henry Machyn, citizen and 
merchant ~ailor of London, recorded the details of this event 
in his diary, part of which is given here: 
The xxix day of October dyd • • • ~he Lor~ 
Mayor wnet toward Westmynter ~n th~ craftes of 
London in ther best leveray ••• with trumpets 
blohyng and the whets [wait~ playng ••• my 
lord mayre landyd at Banard Castyll and ~n St. 
Paul's] chyrcheyerd dyd hevere craft· wher set in 
~rrayJ: furst wher ij tallmen bayreng ij gret 
stremars [of] the Marchan·d-tayllers armes, then 
cam on drume and a flutt playng, and a-nodur with 
a gret f~fe~ ••• and then cam xvi trumpeters 
blohyng • • • and then cam a duyllyll [devil] and 
after cam the bachelars all in a leveray, and 
skarlett hods; and cam the pagant of sant John 
Baptyst gorgyusly, with goodly speches; and then 
cam all the kynges trumpeters blowhyng, evere 
trumpeter havyng skarlet capes, and the wetes 
capes and godly banars and then the craftes, and 
then the wettes ~its] playhyng ••• and then 
my lord mayre ~s] offe-sers and then my lord mayre 
and ij good henchmen ••• 15 
13llll·' 
14The Lord Mayor's Show originated in 1215 with the 
king of England giving formal approval to the new Mayor of 
London chosen by the citizens, London Pageants (London: J. 
B. Nichols and Son, 1837), p. 93. 
15John Gough Nichols, The Diary of Henri Machyn 
(London: J. B. Nichols and Son, 1847), pp. 47- B'• 
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Public concerts. The earliest public concert in 
England is traced to Norwich in the year 1553 when the 
Mayor's Court and Assembly proclaimed that the waits were 
required to go to the Guildhall "nexte the counsaill house • 
• • to blowe and playe uppon their instrumentes ••• to 
the Reyoysing and comforte of the Heres thereof." This 
function was to be performed by the waits every Sunday and 
holiday during the summer.l6 
The next reference to public performance by the 
waits appears in 1571 under an order from the London Court 
of Aldermen which states that the London waits were to 
"play upon their instruments upon the turret at the Royal 
exchange every Sunday and holiday towards evening." This 
was to be done every year from Lady-day (March 25) to 
Michaelmas.l7 
Even well into the eighteenth century the waits 
continued to perform at public concerts in Norwich. These 
concerts were called assemblies and regularly employed the 
town waits or City Musick as they were called. Later in the 
century an advertisement in the Norwich Mercury (1790) 
announced the coming of a Pageant in which the waits would 
perform: 
16Elliot, op. cit., p. 10. 
17Woodfill, op. cit., p. 50. 
After a concert of vocal and instrumental 
music, will be introduced an entire new exhibi-
tion of Norwich Guild in miniature, or, proces-
sion • • • on horse back as the court rode in 
Ancient Times with waits ••• 18 
Pay and privileges.l9 The social and economic 
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status of many waits was apparently quite high considering 
the various forms and extent of compensation accorded them by 
municipal officials. Municipal funds and assessments were 
generally the sources of payment, and in the case of the Lon-
don waits, the annual salary went as high as £20 in 1605; in 
addition many waits were allowed to have an apprentice. The 
many forms of compensation included livery, fixed wages, 
extra remuneration for performances at private and official 
functions, a monopoly on all musical performances in the 
locale, and most important municipal freedom. Only freemen 
could pursue a trade or occupy a craft within a town, and 
since the waits were in this category, they were protected 
under public statutes and were identified by their distinc~ 
tive livery and a badge embroidered on the sleeve or worn 
about the neck on a chain. 
Some town aldermen included a dwelling and instru-
ments in the waits' position; also, many municipalities 
appointed their waits on a life time basis after a 
18George A. Stephen, The Waits of the City of Nor-
!12h (Norwich: Goose and Sons, 1933), p. 27. 
19The discussion pertaining to the waits' status is 
based on Woodfill's findings. 
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probationary period and even granted pensions. All of these 
factors helped to not only give recognition to instrumental 
musicians but also aided in raising the level of instru-
mental music above the precarious position to which it was 
confined for so many years. 
II. WAITS' INSTRUMENTS AND MUSIC 
Instruments of the late Renaissance and early Bar-
oque. In previous pages a historical survey was made of the 
English brass instruments up to the fifteenth century when 
the cornett and sackbut came into prominence. These two 
instruments continue as the principal ones used by the waits 
and the king 1s musick of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies. There are, however, several new additions to both 
the cornett and sackbut families which increase the tonal 
range and enhance the possibilities for homogeneous brass 
performance. The end result of these changes and additions 
is the consort of brass instruments or brass ensemble. 
Except for the recently discovered Talbot Manuscript 
dated about 1685, English musicians and theorists did not, 
apparently, contribute instrumental treatises in the manner 
of their continental neighbors.20 For insight into English 
20In order to show the continental developments in 
relation to English usage, the treatises of the continental 
writers are summarized here. The first major work pertain-
ing to brass instruments, Virdung's Musica getutscht (supra 
p. 29), gives only a drawing of the cornett (1511) which is 
pictured as a straight, slender instrument with a mouthpiece. 
The work by Martin Agricola, Musica instrumentalis deudsch, 
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instruments of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries we are 
indebted to Anthony Baines who has made a detailed study of 
the cornetts commonly used in England during this period.21 
1528 and 1545 (Wittemburg, reprint Leipzig, 1896), only men-
tions the cornetts (zincken) among the chief melodic instru-
ments: Floten, Zincken, Bomhart, Schalmeyn, Kromhorner, 
~uerpfeiffen, p. 9. Michael Praetorius in his Sf:ta~a 
Musicum, vol. II, De Organographie, (Wolfenbutte~ 1 8; 
reprint Leipzi~, 1884), describes five types of cornetts or 
zincken: the Cornetto dirittott -a straight cornett with 
a separate mouthpiece; the t'Cornetto muto 11 - an instrument 
with a built-in-mouthpiece and possessing.a soft tone; the 
11Cornetti Curvi" - the ordinary black!. curved, cornett with 
a range of a to.a''; the "Corno vel uornetto torto"- the 
largest cornettr or sometimes called the "Great Cornett"; it 
is an S-shaped 1nstrument having a ran~e of eleven tones (some have fifteen) and possessin~ an unlovely and bull-
like" tone; the last instrument, Cornettino" is a fifth 
higher than ordinary cornett and bas a rather pleasing 
sound; pp. 41-42 of the Leipzig reprint. It is interesting 
to note that the serpent brought to the fore by the Canon 
of Auxerre about 1590, is not mentioned in the Praetorius 
work, and thus, apparently, was not present in Germany at 
that time (1618). Marin Mersenne's Harmonie Universelle, 
Harmonicorum Libri, (Paris: 1635, translated by Roger E. 
Chapman, The Hague\ 1957), describes the range of the treble 
cornett (e' toe'' ) and also mentions the bass cornett 
(shaped in form of an "S"), the alto cornett (slightly 
curved form), and gives the range of the serpent {E to g'). 
He is quite pleased with the tone of the cornett when he 
writes: "As to the characteristic quality of sound that 
they produce, it is similar to the brilliant suns ray which 
appears in the shadow or the darkness when one hears it among 
the voices in the cathedrals or chapels." Also: "Now some 
diminutions are performed on the cornett.even to 32 notes in 
the measure •••• The sound of the cornett can be so 
softened that it will not be heard further than that of a 
flute • • • [Some players] can sound a song of 80 measures 
without taking a breath ••• "; pp. 344-348. 
21Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their 
History (New York: W. W. Norton Co., 1957), pp. 259-261. 
These include three principal t~es: the treble, descant, 
and tenor cornett; to this list could be added the serpent 
or bass cornett, which was not used in England until the 
eighteenth century military bands. The ordinary treble 
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or curved cornett, has a slender wooden body approximately 
eighteen inches in length and an outside surface planed to 
an octagonal contour. This instrument, like previous models, 
has the usual six finger holes plus a thumb hold on the back 
of the tube which aids in producing the second octave tones. 
In addition, the whole tube is wrapped tightly in a leather 
sheath and a metal socket fastened to the end of the instru-
ment into which the thin-rimmed cup-mouthpiece, made of 
ivory or horn, is fitted. The playing range of the treble 
cornett is from a to a''· 
The second highest pitched instrument, the descant 
cornett, some sixteen inches in length, was used very little, 
and according to Baines, is rarely found in instrumental 
collections dating from this period. An interesting feature 
of the instrument called the "mute cornett" is the mouthpiece 
section, which instead of being separate, is made in one 
piece with the wooden body. This particular arrangement 
gave the instrument a peculiar tone quality, quite soft, 
apparently, and capable of blending with other instruments. 
The tenor cornett,22 or sometimes referred to as the 
p. 349. 
22Mersenne labels this the "bass cornett"; op. cit., 
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11 lyzerdentt23 in several English records, is a wooden instru-
ment about thirty-four inches long and shaped like an 11S 11 • 
The curved body permits the holes to be situated comfortably 
under the fingers. In all other respects the tenor cor.nett 
resembles the treble and descant instruments. The wider 
bore and greater length, however, provides a lower range 
extending from c upwards to c••. (See plate VIII) 
The final member of the cor.nett family, the bass 
cornett, or serpent, was mainly the work of Canon Edme 
Guillaume of Auxerre about 1590. 24 Curiously, the instrument 
is not mentioned in English records, nor did it take part in 
the consort of brass instruments; it is included in our dis-
cussion since it played a part in the evolution of certain 
English brass instruments to be discussed later. Structur-
ally,.it is much the same as the other cornetts: it is 
equipped with a conical bore wrapped in leather, six finger 
holes and a cup-mouthpiece made of ivory or horn. The chief 
difference is to be found in its serpent-like form and eight 
> 
foot tube.25 Its range according to Mersenne (1636) extended 
23The instrument called "lyzerden 11 (so-named because 
of the lizard-like "S" shape), in these English records is 
the 11S 11 shaped tenor aornett, according to Grove's, 1954 
edition, V, p. 456. 
24Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient European Musical 
Instruments (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1941), 
p. 163. 
25Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, p.l90. 
Plate VIII 
1. High treble cornett, 1518. 2. Treble cornett, 1600. 
3. Lyzerden (tenor cornett), c. 1600. 4. Mute Cornett. 
5. Straight cornett. 6. Serpent c. 1780. 7. Bass horn, 
c. 1800. 8. Ophicleide c. 1830. 9. Keyed or Kent bugle 
c. 1820, from Grove's Dictionary of Music. 
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from E to g' .26 
The sackbuts. The dearth of English treatises on 
the sackbut, like the cornett, may be attributed to German 
leadership in the construction of these instruments. Unfor-
tunately, there is likewise a dearth of extant English 
instruments27 and modern studies on these early sackbuts.28 
Hence, we must look to contemporary writings from the Con-
tinent for information relative to the design of these 
instruments. 
The German superiority in sackbut-making is indicated 
by the records of Henry VIII which show that he purchased 
.. 
sackbuts from the famed Nuremberg maker, Jorg Neuschel, 
whose craftmanship was based on a heritage dating from his 
I 
father, Hans Henschel (died 1533) .29 The founder of this 
great tradition, Hans Neuschel, was a leading posaune per-
former and also instrument maker to Emperor Maximillian.30 
26Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle, Harmonicorum 
Libri, op. cit., p. 35o. 
27The famous Leslie Lindsey Mason collection (of 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts) which is devoted mainly to Euro-
pean instruments, possesses an extensive group of brass 
instruments donated by Canon Galpin. The instruments given 
by Galpin were collected over a period of forty years; cur-
iously, there is not one pre-eighteenth century sackbut 
(English) in the group. 
28The most authoritative study on the sub~ect is 
Galpin's "The Sackbut, its History and Evolution,' Supra, 
p. 31. 
29~., p. 11. 
30Ibid., p. ll. 
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With this background of information before us, sev-
eral points relative to English sackbut usage become clearer. 
It seems quite feasible that although English documents and 
records do not provide details of sackbut construction (nor 
generally specify the type of sackbut), most of the instru-
ments in use in England were of the same general style as 
the Germans, if not of their manufacture. 
The earliest works to mention the sackbut or "pos-
aune," Virdung's Musica getutscht. (1511) and Agricola's 
Musica instrumentalis deudsch (1528), devote but a few words 
to these instruments; fortunately, however, both provide 
clear drawings of the sackbut. These coupled with the 
drawings ofjra;torius (Syntagma Musicum, 1618) over 100 
>t'"' 
years later, show the instrument to have the same general 
outlines as today's modern trombone (see plates IX and X). 
The chief treatise on these instruments, that of 
Praetorius, gives considerable attention to the nomenclature 
and technical possibilities of the sackbut family. These in-
clude: the Alt, or Discant-Posaun with a range from B to d''; 
the Gemeine-Posaun (same as our modern form) which has a 
range from E to a'; the Quart-Posaun, ranged from GG tog'; 
and the final member, the Octav-Posaun, ranged EE to c•.31 
These instruments were, apparently, common throughout 
31Praetorius, op. cit., pp. 35-36. 
Plate IX 
Busaun (sackbut), Felt Trummet 
(field trumpet), Clareta (clarion), 
Turmer horn (tower horn), from Mar-
tin Agricola's Musica instrumentalis 
deudsch, Wittemberg, 1528. 
Plate X 
1, 2. Quart-Posaunen (sackbuts). 3. Rechte 'emeine Posaun (single sackbut). 4. Alt-Posaun. 5. Gross enor-dornet 
(tenor cornett). 6. Recht Chor Zinck (ordinary choir cor-
nett). 7. Klein discant Zinck (small treble cornett). 8. 
Gerader Zinck mit eim Mundstuck (straight cornett with mouth-
piece). 9. Still Zinck (mute cornett). 10. Trommet (trum-
pet). 11. Jager trommet (hunting horn). 12. Holzern trom-
~ (wooden trumpet). 13. Krumbbugel ••• (crook), from 
Michael Praetorius 1 Syntagm.a Musicum, vol. II nne Organ-
agraphia," Wolfenbuttel, 1618. 
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the Continent at this time;32 yet, the English records indi-
cate just two types of sackbuts until mid-seventeenth cen-
tury; these are the single sackbut (range from E to a' and 
equivalent to the German Gemeine-Posaun), and the double 
sackbut, which, on the basis of extant specified double 
sackbut music, must have been equivalent to the German 
Quart-Posaun. After 1650 there are several pieces of brass 
music by English composers which clearly specify the require-
ment of alto, tenor and bass sackbut;33 and then one isolated 
piece (by Purcell) appears at the close of the century which 
requires the "flat trumpets" or what Galpin refers to as 
treble sackbuts. The appearance of this instrument which 
must have been in late seventeenth century (since it is not 
mentioned by the previously discussed treatises), increased 
the number of instruments of the sackbut family from four to 
five. The new addition, the treble sackbut (pitched one 
octave higher than the tenor or German Gemeine-Posaun),34 
must have been the instrument which Purcell requested as 
"flat trumpet" for P,is March and Canzona of 1695. Galpin 
32Another treatise of this time, El Meloteo, (1613), 
written in Spanish by Cerone and printed on Cont nent, gives 
the same general range of the sackbut called "ordinary" as 
found in Praetorius' description of the 11 Gemeine-Posaun, 11 
Galpin, "The Sackbut, tt p. 16. . . 
netts 
"The Sackbut, 11 P• 19. 
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contends that they alone, the treble sackbuts, can play the 
high A flat (in the Canzona) in their normal harmonic 
scale.35 He adds further support to his view by stating 
that music in the minor key was generally thought of as 
"flat music" in seventeenth century England; and since the 
Purcell work is in three flats (o minor) the reason for des-
ignating the needed instruments for the high chromatic tones 
as "flat Trumpets" seems quite evident. 
The entire mystery of the uflat trumpets" seems to 
have been cleared by the finding of the James Talbot Manu-
script, written about 1685. From the measurements provided 
by Talbot we learn that the tenor (or single sackbut) is 
shorter than the bass sackbut and that the playing range of 
the bass sackbut extends down to GG, according to Baines' 
interpretation of the manuscript.36 And regarding the flat 
trumpet, Talbot not only describes the instrument but also 
gives the scale of notes playable which is as follows:37 
35Since the treble sackbut was one octave higher than 
the Gemeine-Posaun, the high A, flat, required in the Purcell 
Canzona, would be the tenth harmonic and thus easily played. 
36Anthony Baines, "James Talbot's Manuscript," 
Galpin Society Journal, I, 1948, pp. 9-26. . 
37Ibid., p. 26. 
,. 
I 
way: 
6 
· Talbot describes the flat trumpet in the following 
In a Flat Trumpet, the mouthpiece stands 
oblique towards right. 2nd Crook placed near left 
Ear and by it you draw out the Inward yards, whereof 
one reaches to the Boss of the Pavillion, the other 
to the 1st Crook; its size with the yards shut the 
same wi~h common trumpet ••• 38 · 
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Thus, not only is the instrument high pitched as 
formerly believed by Galpin, but also about the same size 
as the trumpet of that day; furthermore, the slide was 
located at the upper end of the instrument, like the modern 
trombone, and not at the mouthpiece section as formerly 
86 
believed.39 
Tonal qualities of the sackbut and cornett. It is 
commonly known that a considerable amount of music was com-
posed for cornetts and sackbuts in Italy and Germany40 in the 
seventeenth century--about the same time as the waits and 
39Eric Halfpenny, "Musicians at James II Coronation, 11 
Music and Letters, XXXII, (April, 1951), p. 109. Here, Half-
penny has reference to Curt Sachs' theory that slide trump-
ets existed in earlier times which had the slide placed 
between the mouthpiece and main tubing of instrument. Sachs 
believes that Agricola in his Musica instrumentalis deudsch 
alludes to this possibility when he writes: 
Etliche aber haben der lecher keyns 
Nur allein oben und unden eyns 
Auff diesen wird die melod,y I allein 
Durchs blasen und ziehen gefuret rein 
Als sein Busaun I Trumeten und Claret. 
Which Sachs translates to: 
Some have no holes at all, I trow, 
Save one on top and one below: 
Claretas, trumpets, and trombones 
By breath and sliding yield their tones. 
taken from Sachs article: "Chromatic trumpets in the Ren-
aissance," The Musical Quarterly, (January, 1950), XXXVI, 
P• 66. 
40There are numerous works in addition to the brass 
music of Giovanni Gabrieli (see p.64 ): Orlando di Las-
sus''motet a 7, Providebam Dominum (1568), which included 
5 cornetts and 2 alto trombones, R. F. Goldman, The Band's 
Music (New York: Pitnam Co. 1938), p. 36; Athalanta (c. 
1600) by Aurelio Bonelli, pub. R. King Co., 1957; Canzoni 
for 4 trombones and 2 cornetts by Biagio Marini (1597-
1665) ~. F. Goldman, op. cit., p. 34; and several large 
collections in Germany by Johann Pezel: Hora Decima 
Musicorum ••• Leipzig, 1670, containing sonatas for cor-
netts and trombones, Intraten a 4, nehmlich mit einem Cor-
nett und 3 trombonen, 1683, and Funfstimmige Blasende Musik, 
Frankfort\ 1685, R. F. Goldman, op. cit., pp. 34-35, and J. 
G. Reiche s 24 Neue ~uatricinia • , • for 1 cornett and 3 
trombones, Leipzig 1 96, R. F. Goldman, op. cit,, p. 35, 
royal musicians were attracted to the medium. Answers to 
why England and the Continent were experiencing this wide-
spread popularity of the cornett-sackbut combination wouad 
throw further light on the evolving brass ensemble. 
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One possible explanation may be found in the complete 
coverage of the musical scale which the cornett-sackbut 
arrangement prov1aed: the compass of the treble cornett 
extended from a to a••, while the single sackbut 1s range 
extended down from the cornett's lower register to E below 
the bass clef. Another reason may have been the soft tone 
quality characteristic of both instruments, which was par-
ticularly suitable for cathedral performances. Several 
writers of the present day have contributed some interesting 
thoughts concerning the tone quality of these instruments. 
Sachs' statement is of particular importance: 
The sound of both cornets ~eferring to the 
mute and curved models] was less brilliant than the 
tone of the trumpet, as the tube was short, coni-
cal, relatively wide and more rigid than the thin 
metal of brass instruments. This lack of brassy 
brilliancy or, acoustically speaking, of high 
harmonics, gave the cornet a distinctness and 
precision which enabled it to support the human 
voice or to supplant it better than any other 
instrument.41 
Baines has made a study of the cornetts dating 
from the seventeenth century and shares the same views as 
Sachs regarding the tone of the instrument: 
41Sachs, op. cit., p. 324. 
The Cornett's tone quality ••• combines a 
clear cup-mouthpiece tone, smaller and less ring-
ing than the trumpet's, with the sweet, singing 
character of a woodwind instrument • • • Another 
great point in favour of the cornett was its wide 
dynamic and expressive range ••• it could be 
sounded as loud as a trumpet and as soft as a 
recorder, and its tone approached that of the 
human voice more nearly than that of any other 
instrument.42 
The common view expressed by several authorities 
concerning the cornett 1s soft tone appears to be corrobor-
ated by Mersenne who comments on the players of his day 
(1635): 
• • • good cornettists could blow eighty 
measures in one breath and adorn their melodie~ 
with all the graces in which singers excelled.43 
It follows that this extensive playing could not 
be easily done at a high level of volume, especially in 
view of the intricate ornaments which were added to the 
music. 
The cornett 1s counterpart, the sackbut, was appar-
ently of the same tone quality as the cornett since Sachs 
writes: 
The earlier trombone had thicker walls, and 
the bell expanded less than ours. Therefore, 
its sound was softer and more appropriate for 
playing in small ensembles together with stringed 
instruments or pipes.44 
Another contributing factor was the long conical taper of 
42Baines, Woodwind Instruments, p. 260. 
43Mersenne, op. cit., p.34~. 
44sachs, op. cit., p. 326. 
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the mouthpiece, fashioned much like our present day French 
horn mouthpiece. Today's trombone tone is much more incis-
ive due to the preference for a shorter cone and cup shaped 
mouthpiece.45 Again, we are indebted to Mersenne and his 
views on the trombone playing of his day which provides 
further insight into the subject: 
It ~he tromboneJ should be played by a skill-
ful musician so that it may not imitate the sounds 
of a trumpet, but rather assimilate itself to the 
sweetness of the human voice, lest it should emit 
a warlike rather than a peaceful sound.46 
Finally, of the excellent tonal combination achieved by an 
ensemble of cornetts and sackbuts, Bottrigari in 1594 
writes: 
••• Cornetts and trombones are played with 
such grace, taste and sure precision of the notes, 
that they are held the most excellent of the wind 
instruments in the profession. Their divisions 
are neither scrappy, nor so wild and involved that 
they spoil the underlying melody and the composer's 
design.47 
This was written by Bottrigari with the performances at 
Venice and Ferrara particularly in mind; in England on the 
other hand in 1607, we learn that in the performance of 
Campion's Masque at Whitehall, six cornetts and six singers 
were stationed on a higher platform than the accompanying 
string instruments because of the •piercing sounds" of the 
45Galpin, "The Sackbut," p. 21. 
46Mersenne, op. cit., p. 346. 
47Baines, Woodwind Instruments, p. 260. 
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cornetts.48 This would possibly lead one to believe that 
the English performers lacked the control and technique 
displayed by the Italians; however, this view does not seem 
justified on the basis of numerous contemporary reports by 
Englishmen which tend to indicate a high level of proficiency 
in cornett and sackbut playing. This aspect will be dis-
cussed in the next section. 
The wait's ensembles: use of brass instruments. 
Due to the nature of their employment, the earliest waits 
probably played the primitive ox horn or bugle which was 
best suited for sounding signals in the open air and under 
adverse conditions. As the waits signals became more tuneful 
or, as conditions changed in their protectorate role, the 
crude ox horns were replaced by the shawm or sometimes 
referred to as wayte-pipe in the early records.49 The shawm 
provided an opportunity to expand the waits' musical expres-
sion since its construction permitted melodic patterns as 
opposed to the few harmonics on the bugle or ox horn. 
Following the shawm, the sackbut and cornett, also 
suitable for outdoor playing, became the favored instruments. 
This trend is to be seen in the London municipal records 
which indicate the numerous sackbuts and cornetts purchased 
48~., p. 261. The ensemble included 6 cornetts, 
double sackbut, lutes, bandera, harpsichord, violins, and 
voices, GustaveReese, Music in the Renaissance (New York: 
W. W. Norton Co., 1956), p. 883. 
49Langwill, op. cit., p. 176. 
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for the waits in the sixteenth century, beginning about 1525 
The third phase of the waits' instrumental development came 
in the latter part of the sixteenth century when the waits, 
at least the larger groups, were capable of playing several 
instruments.5° The town clerk and historian in Exeter, 
John Hooker, indicated in the town records of 1575 the in-
strumentation of the waits 1 band: "A Double Curtall ~arly 
bassoori_J , a Lyserden [a tenor cornet~, &ee page 77], Two 
Tenor Hoyboyes ~boes], a Cornett, a set or case of ffower 
Recorders.u5l 
By 1585, the Norwich City Waits played a wide variety 
of instruments: "A whole noise of recorders, various sizes 
of shawms, cornetts, sackbuts and a lyzardyne."52 
In addition to these reports there are also the rec-
ords of the London Court of Aldermen which show purchases of 
sackbuts and cornetts53 for the London waits between 1526 
and 1597: 
5°woodfill, op. cit., p. 85. 
51Langwill, op. cit., p. 176. 
52woodfill, loc. cit. 
53Note: References to waits playing other non-wind 
instruments such as viols, violins are rare--waits were pri-
marily wind instrument performers. It is also interesting to 
note in these records the continuation of the shawm. The 
shaw.m also held a firm position in the Royal wind band dating 
from the first bands of about 1350 to 1700. From the Ren-
aissance on the royal sackbut player doubled on shawm. Appar-
ently the shawm's loud and penetrating tone blended well with 
the trumpet in the medieval English wind bands. 
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1526 Sackbut bought 
1555 Sackbut bought 
1559 (Bell) sells sackbut to city 
1568 Set of recorders and six cornetts bought 
1581 Two sackbuts bought 
1597 Single, Double sackbuts bought 
Though the preceding information is general in nature, 
it does give an idea ofthe status of the cornett, lyzerden 
and sackbut in the waits' ensembles--in short, these instru-
ments occupied an important position. 
From a careful examination of the research on the 
waits ensemble listings, several inferences may be set forth. 
Since the sackbuts and cornetts are never to be found record-
ed independent of other instruments in the various commen-
taries, versatility was probably the key-word both in the 
waits instrumental prowess and in the written instrumental 
part which was played by an everchanging instrumentation or 
consort. From the records it appears that the waits' ensem-
ble instrumentation in varying from one group to another, 
was apparently not standardized; and furthermore, the music 
which was just beginning to be printed for instruments, was 
frequently designed for "voices or musical instruments, that 
be of the lyke compasse or distance in sound."54 
54The quoted phrase is taken from the title of Thomas 
Whythorne's Duos or Songs, published in London, 1590; this 
composition is typical of many works dating from around 1600 
in that it may be played or sung by voices or instruments of 
similar range. 
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In his comprehensive study of the waits' history, 
Woodfill uncovered records of over eighty wait groups spread 
throughout England. 55 As an example of the size of these 
groups, the London waits had six members as proclaimed by 
the courts from 1475-1548. From 1548-77, two apprentices 
were granted to each wait which increased the size of the 
group to eighteen. Between 1620-35, the number reached an 
all time high with eleven waits and twenty apprentices.56 
Keep in mind that although London was a leading center mus-
ically, it perhaps was not atypical for there were many wait 
organizations in England from the fifteenth to the eighteenth 
century. As Woodfill points out, practically every sizeable 
town had its wait band. 
Musical competency. There is sufficient evidence 
to support the belief that the waits were skilled performers 
on the cornett and sackbut among other instruments. One 
significant reference dates from 1599. Thomas Morley, in 
dedicating his First Book of Consort Lessons, refers to the 
City's "excellent, and expert musicians ••• your lord-
ship's waits," and then recommends the consort pieces to the 
waits' "careful and skillful handling: that the wants of 
exquisite harmony apparent in the pieces may be excused by 
55woodfill, op. cit., p. 293. 
56~., pp. 33-34. 
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their melodious additions."57 
Sir Francis Drake, Woodfill reports, praised the 
Norwich waits in 1589 by asking the Mayor to send them 
with him on his forthcoming voyage to Portugal.58 For their 
voyage, which Langwill calls a "unique distinction 11 the 
five Norwich waits were provided new howboys ~boes1 one 
treble recorder and a saqueboute [sackbu~. 59 William Kemp 
in Nine Daies Wonder (1600), a book dealing with his trav-
els in England, speaks of being welcomed by the Norwich city 
waits: 
Such Waytes (under Benedicitie to be it spoken) 
few citties in the Realme haue the like, none 
better; who besides their excellency in wind instru-
ments, their rare cunning on the Vyoll and Violin, 
theyre voices be admirable, euerie one of them able 
to serue in any6Cathedrall Church in Christendome for Quiresters. 0 
In 1668, Samuel Pepys reported of hearing a performance by 
the waits at Bath: "By and by comes music to play tp me, 
extraordinary good as ever I hear at London, almost any-
where~"61 
Not only did the waits possess considerable skill 
in performance but also in composition. A few of the noted 
57Ibid., p. 45. 
58woodfill, op. cit., p. 85. 
59Langwill, op. cit., p. 174. 
60Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1932 
edition, V, p. 612. 
61Langwill, op. cit., p. 174. 
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composers include John Adson (composer of first printed 
brass score), John liilson, Thomas Farmer, Mus. Bac. (com-
poser of consort music), Symon Ives, John Ravenscroft (com-
poser of many hornpipes), and John Banister. Interestingly, 
the father of Orlando Gibbons was a member of the Cambridge 
waits.62 
Another point regarding their musical competency 
has to do with the king 1 s musick which of course was consid-
ered the ultimate attainment in the profession. At least 
ten of the London waits served the king (Robert Tailor, 
Robert Baker, Alphonsus Ball, Robert Parker, John Adson, 
John Wilson, and others)63 which on the basis of the great 
interest accorded the musical arts by the royalty in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century, would appear to be quite 
an achievement. 
There are several important factors which contri-
buted to the growth of the waits' musicianship. In addition 
to the long association with wind instruments dating back 
to the thirteenth century, the general trend away from the 
protective nature of their employment to musical performance 
probably motivated many waits to seek mastery of their 
instruments as a way to make a living. The competitive 
spirit of their wait profession also may have been a 
62Ibid. 
63woodfill, op. cit., p. 45. 
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contributing factor. Not only was·.it necessary to meet a 
level of proficiency to enter the society but they were also 
required to maintain standards of performance. Needless to 
say, the lucrative position of the established waits was 
sought after by others. 
The waits• professional organization was also an 
important factor. The London waits for example, were a self-
governing group guided by a set of basic rules enacted by 
the Court of Aldermen. Contained in these simple rules is 
the very basis for maintaining any amateur or professional 
modern day orchestra. Rule one called for the waits to 
assemble at eight o'clock each Monday morning to "continue 
their practice upon several sorts of instruments until 
noon."64 Rule seven provided that the oldest member of the 
group should arrange for music and rehearsals.65 
Further insight into the reasons for the waits' 
musical attainments is to be found in the following addi-
tional references. The Chamberlain's records for Norwich 
1533-34 has this notation: "and to the waytes at commande-
ment Forsed For studyeng to playe vpon the pryksong iij s, 
iiij d."66 This indicates an important step by the munici-
pal officials to offer grants to waits for the purpose of 
64~., p. 42. 
65rbid. 
66stephen, op. cit., p. 7. 
learning to play from printed notes (pryksong) and to 
thus forego playing from memory or in an improvisatory 
manner.67 
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Apparently some recognized waits were given support 
and authorization to operate a sahool of music, for the 
archives in Edinburgh of 1679 state that "Malcome McGibbone, 
the double curtle player of the good town's waits, 11 was 
authorized to "keep a schoole within the town to teach that 
sort of music • • • 1168 
The waits' repertory. One form of music, and perhaps 
the oldest musical expression of the waits, is the collection 
of so~called wait tunes69 which were probably composed by 
waits associated with a particular ensemble or municipality. 
Generally speaking, the melodies appear to be built upon the 
open harmonic tones of the horn;70 and possess the familiar 
secular gaiety found in the first instrumental dances of the 
thirteenth century. Considering the elementary melodic style 
and dance-like rhythms, it may be guessed that these pieces 
are characteristic of the music played by the earliest 
waits and perhaps representative of the more provincial 
67Ibid. 
68Langwill, op. cit., p. 177. 
69Many of the old wait tunes have been collected by 
Joseph c. Bridge, "Town Waits and Their Tunes," Proceedings 
of the Musical Association, 54th session (1928), pp. 63-92. 
70Ibid., p. 69. 
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musical activities. 
On the basis of the commendatory statements accorded 
the waits by articulate writers of the period and the many 
sophisticated performances which they were called on to play, 
such as public concerts at the Royal Exchange, elaborate 
processions for royalty, and so on, it seems that a much 
higher and more extensive repertory was employed. The 
resources of published music were quite extensive. At 
least twenty-three collections published in England between 
1590-1638 provided material for various consorts, including 
Thomas Morley's First Booke of Consort Lessons, John Adson's 
Courtly Masking Ayres, John Dowland's Lacrimae, Thomas 
Forde's Musicke of Sundry Kindes, Anthony Holborne's Pavans, 
Galliards etc.; Ultimum Vale (containing instrumental and 
vocal portions) by Robert Jones (like Morley's work above, it 
was written specifically for waits of London), and Orlando 
Gibbon's Fantasies in Three Parts for viols or other Instru-
ments.71 
Woodfill believes that because of their instrumental 
skills, versatility and background, it would appear likely 
that the waits also performed from manuscripts which have 
since become lost; moreover, the characteristics of this 
music is probably embodied in the twenty-three collections of 
71Woodfill, op. cit., pp. 51-52. 
consort music mentioned above.72 
Many of the consorts in these collections, as it 
was pointed out earlier, are for an undesignated instrumen-
tation which indicates several possibilities. Since a 
standardized instrumentation did not exist, the composer 
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thus did not specify instruments but rather let the resources 
of the local siutation determine the selection of the instru-
ments to be used. Therefore, a basic concern among wait 
bands until later on in the seventeenth century (when more 
music with a specified instrumentation appeared), was whether 
to play the music by a complete consort or by a broken 
consort of instruments, depending upon the availability of 
instruments and players.73 A complete consort included a 
band of like-instruments; for example, a group of viols or 
recorders, or an ensemble of sackbuts, alto, tenor and bass. 
A broken consort on the other hand, came to mean a group of 
dissimilar instruments such as a recorder, viol, sackbut, 
and pandora.74 If a complete consort was not available, the 
guiding principle was to select an instrument of similar 
compass as the printed part. 
John Adson's music for brass. The first printed 
music for brass ensemble in England appeared in 1611 composed 
72~., p. 51. 
73Meyer, op. cit., p. 131. 
74Ibid., p. 132. 
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by John Ads on. 75 According to Wo.odfill, Ads on was a member 
of the London waits from 1614 until his death in 1640.76 
The complete title of Adson's work is given below: 
Courtly Masking Ayres. Composed to 5. and 6. 
parts for violins, consorts and cornets. Framed 
only for instruments of which kind, these are 
the first that have been ever printed. 
The nineteenth selection ("Two Ayres for sagbuts and cor-
nets") clearly specifies brass instruments; the first eight-
een pieces are in five parts for unspecified instruments, and 
the last one for six unspecified instruments. 77 Adson's mu-
sic is noteworthy historically and musically, 78 for not only 
is it the first work of its kind as he states in the title, 
but also in being the first printed work it probably set a 
pattern for general musical style and scoring of instruments 
in this medium. The same general characteristics of Adson's 
music are to be observed in the brass compositions of his 
immediate successors--the composers of the king's musick: 
Locke, Coleman, Hingston and Purcell. Adson's Courtly 
~~sking Ayres is important in yet another way--its musical 
quality tends to substantiate the views of the contemporary 
writers regarding the waits' musicianship. 
75woodfill, op. cit., p. 320. 
76Ibi~., p. 45; he also served in the king's musick 
from 1633-~ccording to official records, Woodfill, 2a· Q11., p. 305. 
77woodfill, op. cit., p. 51. 
78An analysis of this will be fOund in the second 
part of the dissertation. 
Summation. Looking beyond English brass music for 
a moment to the unfolding picture of English Music in gen-
eral and to the larger factors which ultimately affect the 
style of all musical media, it would appear that the waits 
brought secular music closer to a greater cross-section of 
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people. Through their many musical activities reaching out 
from London and the provinces, the waits contributed to the 
formulation of English musical heritage. Moreover, there is 
some indication of the worth of this heritage in the various 
records, documents and actual music. In view of the many 
public performances for outstanding events, and the music 
they played such as the Morley and Adson works, the influence 
must have been of a positive nature. 
Secondly, like the minstrels, they kept alive the 
fundamental stylistic elements of the nation's music, some 
of which is preserved in their simple tunes and consorts. 
Though most wait bands began to dwindle in the eighteenth 
century, there were a few that continued until the nineteenth 
century.79 There is some evidence to believe that the 
revival of English brass music in the 1830's was a contin-
uation of essentially the same spirit as embodied in the 
waits. There are many traits common., to both which will need 
to be analyzed~ 
79The Norwich waits continued until 1800, the York 
waits until 1835 and the London waits until 1914. 
CHAPTER III 
ROYAL BRASS MUSIC OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
I. MUSIC IN THE COURT 
Introduction. The history of English brass music 
reached a high level in the royal court of the seventeenth 
century. This period marks the final unification of the 
basic elements which had been in a gradual state of devel-
opment for centuries in England. It is ironical, however, 
that the epoch of achievement now finally attained, existed 
but a century, for after the period's last composer, Henry 
Purcell, an interim of over one hundred years lapsed until 
strong interest in brass music again appeared in England. 
The advancement made by the royal musicians must 
in some part be accredited to the influence of the waits, 
particularly Adson whose work represented the turning point 
from old to new. Not to be overlooked, however, is the long 
history of royal wind music as a key factor to the wider 
musical expression and greater degree of refinement which 
the king 1 s composers brought to the medium. 
Though the music designated for brass instruments 
of this period is not extensive, it does as a whole indicate 
the work of careful study and musicianship. In this regard 
the musical and artistic setting of the royal court was most 
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important--it was instrumental in furthering the art by the 
recognition of performance skills and musical creativity. 
A discussion of the historical and musical background begin-
ning with Henry VIII will perhaps provide a basis for under-
standing the musical trends and development of style during 
the seventeenth century. 
~ Historical resume. The level of refinement achieved 
by the brass composers of the royal court is to be partially 
explained by the changing social and cultural forces which 
ushered in the artistic climate of the sixteenth century. 
Prior to the sixteenth century, wind instruments were rele-
gated to a utilitarian position in English court and military 
life. These almost non-musical functions which provided 
the germs for the later development of brass music, included 
the sounding of signals for the hunt, battle, tournament, 
public proclamations, and the night watch. 
We have noted several other activities which pro-
vided signs of an emerging trend toward a more artistic 
expression in wind instrument usage: the minstrel dance 
performances, the wait activities which eventually gave 
rise to more tuneful performances, and lastly the use of wind 
instruments in the church. The growing strength of instru-
ments in sacred realms is to be seen in the numerous cita-
tions pointed out in previous pages. The utilization of in-
strumental music by its principal promoters, the people, how-
ever, was the determining factor for the further evolution of 
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i . . . 1 th s medium of musical expression. 
The minstrels and the waits contributed to the dis-
semination of music to the people; but basic to the tremen-
dous upsurge in the secular instrumental activities of the 
waits, was the social and cultural change which began as 
early as the thirteenth century and reached its climax in 
the sixteenth.2 With the rapid rise of trade and industry 
came forth the new literate merchant classes and their secu .... 
lar interests which took hold in the newly arisen towns.3 
ttThe homes of the new half-town-half-country gentry all over 
England,tt writes Meyer, ttbecame the centres of art and cul-
ture ••• With the new standards of comfort and:taste there 
arose a vivid musical culture. The production of instru-
mental music in particular increased with great speed.tt4 
From the standpoint of secular instrumental music, perhaps 
the most important change to come out of this upheaval was 
the establishment of a listening and participating segment 
of the people as a result of the final waning of the Middle 
A.ges. 
The King's Musick. Not only was municipal music 
affected by these sweeping changes, but also (perhaps of 
even greater consequence) the music of the royalty, or the 
lMe~r, op. cit., p. 62. 
21J?ll. 
3~., pp. 64-65. 
4rbid., p. 66. 
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King's Musick. The King's Musick, a large body of musicians 
employed in the court, first came into prominence under 
Henry VIII who set a precedent by maintaining a band of 
over sixty performers.5 
The sixteenth century also marked the end of the 
four hundred year history of the minstrels' service to the 
king; those few remaining served the sovereigns only occa-
sionally and not as daily employed musicians.6 It should be 
mentioned at this point that the disintegration of the inde-
pendent (itinerant) minstrels became complete with the Acts 
of 1572 and 1597 which called for severe penalties for rogues 
and vagabonds.7 On the other hand, the position of the 
established minstrels was strengthened by the forming of the 
Company of Musicians in London, 1604. This guild had the 
authority to examine and admit successful candidates (upon 
their completion of an apprenticeship), and to grant licenses 
to practicing musicians in the London area.8 (Interestingly, 
the Company of Musicians is still very active today). 
The important change to be noted in the royal wind 
band is the gradual transformation of the personnel from the 
old guard--the minstrels--to an ensemble of players made of 
5woodfill, op. cit., p. 177. 
6Ibid. 
7Ibid., p. 56. 
8Elliot, op. cit., p. 7. 
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many foreign imports. According to Woodfill's research, the 
minstrels' position had been usurped by the large number of 
musicians attracted to the King's Musick from England and 
the Continent, especially from Italy. 9 This and other 
changes inaugurated by Henry VIII (ruled 1509-1547) and 
emulated by his successors, had a deep effect on brass music. 
As a result of Henry's great interest in musical 
art and his aversion to the Catholic doctrine, he enriched 
the cultural atmosphere of his court not only by importing 
skilled secular musicians but also by incorporating the art 
of the new bourgeois aristocracy.1° Clearly interwoven in 
the court music are the basic features of secular musical 
expression such as duple rhythm, melodic elements taken from 
folk songs and popular tunes, and most important, the new 
dance pieces which originated with the people: the damp, 
jig, and the continental imports, the pavan, courante, 
galliard and almand. 11 
The art of chamber music also arose in the court of 
Henry VIII and reached its zenith during the reign of 
Elizabeth. The birth of chamber music, of course, was pri-
marily in the medium of viols; however, the movement came to 
include wind instruments as well of which the Holborne 
9woodfill, op. cit., p. 177. 
10Meyer, op. cit., p. 69. 
11~. 
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Pavans, Galliards ••• (1599), is an example.l2 A brief 
review of these early developments in the royal court is of 
vital importance to this study. 
Even though the court of Henry VIII became permeated 
with the growing spirit of the English reformation following 
his break with the pope,l3 the sacred polyphonic style, par-
ticularly the Netherlands school of des Pres, was emulated 
in the choral compositions written by the royal composers.l4 
This strong attraction for polyphony also carried over into 
the instrumental field where hundreds of arrangements were 
made of choral works for instrumental ensembles. Ultimately, 
however, several composers, notably Taverner (1495-1545), 
Tallis (1505-1585), Tye (1500-1572), and Parsons (died 1569) 
broke away from this practice and produced original instru-
mental compositions (for viols mainly) called, In Nomines.l5 
Concerning this significant musical development Reese writes: 
120ther noted early chamber music included: Lacri-
~ ••• with Divers other pavans, galiards [sic], and 
almands, set for the lute, viols, or violens! in five parts 
16o5, by John Dowland; An Howres recreation n musick, apt 
for instruments and voyces, 1606 by Richard Alison; Psalmes, 
sonets, and songs for musicke of 5 parts, by William Byrd, 
1588. 
13The English Reformation began in 1529 when Henry 
VIII summoned the Reformation Parliament. In 1534 this par-
liament established the Act of Supremacy which made Henry the 
supreme head of England and thus brought forth the final 
break with Rome; Harman and Mellers, op. cit., p. 311. 
14Meyer, op. cit., p. 80. 
151J?.!!., p. 83. 
Of ••• importance are the approximately 
150 1In Nomine ' compositions (about 100 dating 
from the 16th century) for varying media of 
performance . The examples for lute and for key-
board instruments are greatly outnumbered by 
those for instrumental ensemble . The earliest 
specimens of the type date from 1530 to 1550 and 
are instrumental arrangements of the ' In Nomine ' 
passage in the Benedict~~ of Taverner ' s Missa 
Gloria tibi Trinitas . ~he following is the 
cantus firmus which was used for many of these 
90mposi tions :J 16 
' ... 
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traits of instrument writing appeared in works of Tye and 
Parsons . These later In Nomines formed the stylistic basis 
for the wind music which began to appear about 1600 . 
After a short interim following the rule of Henry 
VIII , the first royal patron of musical art , the reign of 
Elizabeth (ruled 1558-1603) continued to foster the artistic 
atmosphere established by her father . The size of the 
instrumental performing body remained about the same as 
before . The dance forms which made their appearance in the 
court of Henry VIII, were now as Meyer states "inseparable 
16Gustave Reese , Music in the Renaissance (New York : 
W. W. Norton and Co . , 1959 ), pp . 7®, 845 . 
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from the peoples' ·life," and consequently, absorbed with 
greater intensity in the stylized dance pieces coming from 
the pens of the court composers.l7 In this connection 
Meyer presents an interesting thought relative to the 
assimilation of the features of folk music by the sophisti-
cated court composers. Meyer believes that the unification 
of the intellectual and popular folk elements was basically 
another manifestation of the national cohesion which existed 
in England largely as a result of Elizabeth's development 
program involving industrial and colonial expansion.l8 
Unfortunately for musical art, the picture of English 
political and social life became altered after Elizabeth's 
reign. \vi th the coming of Cromwell (reigned 1649-1658) 
to power following a long series of internal purges and 
eventual revolution, the artistic climate began to wane. In 
the '\fords of Lang: "The new atmosphere of English existence 
shifted the arts, diverted literature into politics and 
theology, and silenced the unique musical art of the Tudor 
era • 1119 
These briefly, are some of the circumstances and 
principal events in the environment which produced a small 
17Meyer, op. cit., p. 100. 
18~., p. 101. 
19Lang, op. cit., p. 409. 
but important group of royal composers of brass music; 
beginning with the first, Robert Parsons (d. 1570), and 
ending with Henry Purcell (d. 1695). 
The royal musicians.20 The position of the king's 
instrumentalists was unequalled by any other form of musi-
cal activity of the time in terms of social, economic and 
artistic status. The average wage given to these skilled 
performers was about !46 under Charles I; also a number 
of special players to the king received a total of ~56. 
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Those possessing appointments, such as Nicholas Lanier, 
received a yearly income of approximately ~272. In addi-
tion they enjoyed special privileges, several of which are 
clearly stated in a letter from the lord chamberlain to the 
lord mayor of London in 1573. In substanc~, the lord cham-
berlain proclaimed that the royal musicians "were not to be 
chosen churchwarden, constable, scavanger, watchman or to 
other offices, nor charged with subsidies and other taxes."21 
Most all of the instrumentalists listed as sackbut 
or cornett players were apparently also skilled in other 
wind instruments particularly the flute, recorder and 
hautboy. Many of these musicians were imported from the 
Continent such as the large group of instrumentalists of the 
20r:Joodfill 's Husicians in English Society is used 
as the principal source since it is the most authoritative 
work on the subject. 
2lifoodfill, op. cit., p. 181. 
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the Italian Bassano family during Elizabeth's reign and the 
many sackbut players with Dutch and Italian names who were 
apparently imported during the reign of Henry VIII, includ-
ing John van Herten, John van Vincle, Mark Anthony Petala 
(from Venice) and Anthony Mary Galiardello, to name but a 
few.22 Following Elizabeth's rule, however, there is a 
reversal, for the royal records indicate a majority of sack-
but players with names of apparent English origin. This is 
further substantiated by Galpin who states that the English 
school of sackbut playing became very famous after 1600, 
in fact, to the extent that the Duke of Lorraine in 1604 
sent his cornetto player to England to obtain cornettists 
and sackbuttists for his royal band.23 
II. THE ROYAL BRASS MUSIC 
Extent of brass instrument usage. An examination of 
Woodfill's compilation of the king 1s musicians employed in 
the royal court from Henry VIII to the rule of Charles I, 
discloses the trends in the use of brass instruments. Below· 
(table I) is a listing of the number of players employed for 
the trumpet, sackbut and cornett. Other instruments, of 
course, were included in the King's Musick, however, for 
present purposes these are omitted. 
22 6 Ibid., pp. 29 -297. 
-
23Galpin, "The Sackbut," p. 15. 
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This information reveals some striking developments 
in the evolving instrumentation, the first of which is the 
noticeable absence of the cornett until 1603 in royal wind 
music. On the basis of some existing printed consort 
pieces (Whythorne's Of Duos or Songs for voices or cornetts, 
1590), it would seem that cornetts were in use among the 
royalty, but players were not hired specifically for the 
cornett position until 1603. Noteworthy is the steady rise 
of cornett performers up to 1640 at which time several cor-
nettists became, presumably, equally adept with the sackbut. 
The number of sackbut specialists, however, indicates the 
strong continuation of this instrument in the court. 
In regards to the sackbut, a curious feature is the 
appearance of the shawm in 1509 in conjunction with the 
sackbut player's musical duties. A notation in the royal 
archives24 from an earlier date (1503) designates five royal 
musicians, "sakbusshe" and 11 shalmoye 11 players, for the funer-
al rites of Queen Elizabeth. So evidently the combination 
is a traditional one, dating back to the fifteenth century.25 
Although this arrangement (sackbut-hautboy) is not recorded 
for the years 1526 and 1570, it would appear that it was in 
effect during these years since it is indicated from 1603 on. 
Concerning the trumpets, they seem to have retained their 
24ne Lafontaine, op. cit., p. 2. 
25Supra, p. S4. 
TABLE I 
EXTENT OF BRASS INSTRUMENT PERFOID1ERS IN THE 
ROYAL COURT 1509-1640 
Date Trumpet Sackbut Cornett 
1509 15 4 0 
1526 15a 10 0 
1570 ? 7 0 
1603 22b 7 (and haut-
boy) 3 
(and other wind 
instruments) 
1618 28c 6 (and haut- 4 
boy) 
1625 2ld 11 (and haut-
boy) 
6 
1635 ? 14 (and haut- 8 
boy;includes 
one double 
sackbut) 
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1640 ? 10 (of these, 3 8 (3 also play sack-
but) play cornett; 
3 others play 
hautboy) 
(Note: this chart was compiled from the findings of \·food-
fill, op. cit., pp. 296-306, with the exception of those 
items indicated below). 
aGrove 1s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, edi-
tion 1932, III, p. 24. 
bDe Lafontaine, op. cit., p. 45. 
cill.£!., p. 52. 
strength throughout the entire period (1509 to 1640), for 
according to the personnel records in De Lafontaine26 the 
usual number after 1660 was approximately sixteen trumpe-
ters in the service of the king. 
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One final observation, the regular increase in the 
use of sackbuts and cornetts after 1603 is of prime import-
ance: this seems to coincide with the trend in producing 
specified brass instrument compositions which began in 1611 
with Adson's work. Furthermore, the clustering of these 
instruments in the records discloses the formulation of the 
king's royal brass music27 which constitutes the most signi-
ficant development of the period. 
Brass music performance in the court. The uses of 
the cornett, sackbut and trumpet in the courts of the six-
teenth and seventeenth century cover a wide variety of civil, 
ecclesiastical and royal activities. These include corona-
tion celebrations, the Lord Mayor's Show, state funerals, 
tournaments, masques, and royal chapel and chamber perfor-
mances. Before examining these, some mention should be made 
26~., (1660, March 24: Warrant to prepare seven-
teen silver trumpets ••• for use of seventeen trumpeters 
in ordinary). (1675, February 9: payment to Jervace Price 
for livery and all complete furniture for himself and six-
teen trumpeters and one kettle-drummer for the year 1673, J: 
1,362:17:3), (1684, February 22: liveries for his majes-
ty1s sergeant trumpeter and for 16 trumpeters and kettle-
drummer •••• 
27complete discussion of this subject is found in 
subsequent pages. 
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of the enigma which shrouded the trumpet performances in the 
royal coronations and processions cf this and earlier periods 
of English history. 
Presented in the previous discussion on the music of 
the minstrels and waits, was an approximation of the type 
of music played by the minstrels, and in turn, of the basic 
repertory of the waits. However, in the case of the king 1 s 
trumpets, there is nothing which hints at a style of per-
formance in these·early years, save some pieces28 with 
titles alluding to trumpet music or style. The only items 
which might have some bearing on the music played by the 
large bodies of trumpets (clearly described by the contempor-
ary viewers of the elaborate processions) are the military 
signals. The first military signals to be printed in nota-
tion appear in a superficial manner-- in Jannequin 1s com-
position La Bataille, published in Antwerp in 1545, which 
describes the battle of Marignan (1515). The second part 
contains two supposedly trumpet calls of a military nature as 
disclosed in their titles and musical structure.29 
28An example is the Son~e called Trumpetts by William 
Byrd probably written about 157 since Byrd was appointed to 
Chapel Royal in that year; moreover, this music is in the 
same MS. as the wind music of Robert Parsons (infra p~20) 
who died in 1569/70. 
29Grove 1s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, £E• 
Cit., III, p. 462. 
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In 1661, during the immense celebration honoring 
Charles II, the king's trumpeters at several positions along 
the route, according to the written commentary of the event, 
played a "charge" and several 11levets 11 or, recreational 
. . . 
calls according to Halfpenny.30 Most writers believe that 
these trumpet calls, dating as far back as the medieval 
period, were transmitted by rote from one player to the next; 
the actual music, however, remains a mystery.31 
Returning to the brass instrument performances in 
the various royal functions, there are several interesting 
reports from which to draw pertinent information. The Diary 
of Henry Machyn produces this commentary on an ecclesiastical 
procession in London, in the year 1554:32 
The viij day of Deeember, the whyche was the 
conceptyon of owre blessed lady the vyrgyn, was 
a goodly prossessyon at the Save be the Spaneards, 
the prest carehyng the sacrement ryally be-twyne 
ys hands ••• and viij trumpeters blohyng; and 
when they had don plahyng, and then began the sag-
bottes plahyng ••• 33 
30Eric Halfpenny, "Musicians at James II Coronation," 
Music and Letters, XXXII, (April, 1951), p. 107. 
31According to Grove's Dictionary, III, p. 466, the 
first authorized collection of trumpet and bugle sounds was 
printed in 1804 in James Gilbert's Bugle Horn Calls of Rifle-
~ etc., (London, 1804). 
32Nichols, op. cit., p. 78. 
33The trumpeters mentioned here are presumably those 
of the royal court, since by tradition only royalty possessed 
these instruments and performers, (Daubeny, op. cit., 
p. 134). 
In addition to the Lord Mayor's Show, previously 
described in connection with· the London waits, another 
example of a civil celebration during the time of the Res-
toration of Charles II, is given here: 
On the 29th of May 1660, the Lord Mayor and 
Aldermen met the King at St. George's Fields ••• 
and the former having delivered the City Sword to 
his Majesty, had the same returned with the honour 
of knighthood • • • He then ~harles II] proceeded 
towards London which was pompously adorned • • • 
first marched a gallant troop of gentlemen in 
cloth of silver ••• then a troop of about two 
hundred ••• with six trumpeters ••• another 
of an hundred and five ••• and six trumpet~rs, 
and another of seventy, with five trumpets.34 
Perhaps the most spectacular event ever recorded 
involving royal musicians, was the coronation celebration 
of 1661 when Charles II was feated in London. The entire 
proceedings was recorded by the king's cosmographer, John 
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Ogilby. The following consists of some of the highlights in 
reference to the musical portion of the celebration: 
In his Jassage through Crouched Friars he ~harles I~ was entertained with Musick, a band 
of eight Waits placed on stage. Near Algate 
another band of six Waits entertain 1d him like 
manner with Musick from a balcony built to that 
purpose. ~ t the First Triumphal ArcliJ The 
Musick of this Fabrick is ten Drummers flanking 
Rebelion twelve Trumpets flanking Monarchy. 
Aloft under the two Devastations twelve trumpets, 
four Drums. While the Train passeth along the 
Drums beat the Marches of several countries and 
the Trumpets sound several levets. At which time 
His Majesty drawing near, the Drums turn their 
March to a Battel, the Trumpets sound a Charge, 
34London Pageants (London: J. B. Nichols and Son, 
1837), pp. 71-72. 
and on a sudden Rebellion rowseth up Her self ••• 
Monarchy having ended her Speech the Trumpets 
sound pleasant levets, the Drums beat a lofty 
English March • • • In a stage on the North Side 
which is made like the upper Deck of a Ship, were 
three Sea-men • • • Besides the Three before named 
who sang the precedent Song, there were in like 
manner • • • six other Persons who made a Winde 
Musick.35 ••• At Fleet Bridge a Band of six 
waits • • • ~ourth TriumphaJ,. Arcli] The Musick 
aloft on both sides, and on the two Balconies 
within, were twelve Waits, six Trumpets and three 
Drums • • .36 
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In addition to these extravagant productions, brass 
instruments were employed for tourneys and jousts which 
were revived during the rule of Elizabeth. There is very 
little information dealing with the actual music played in 
these tourneys, mainly brief descriptions similar to this 
seventeenth century fragment: uThen six of the King's 
Trumpeters sounding, the serg Trumpeter with his mace before 
them riding."37 In itournaments, trumpeters announced the 
entry of each competitor and also played flourishes and fan-
fares at different times to spur on the action or to mark 
an unusual feat.38 
35At this point in the ceremony the composition, 
Music for His Ma este 's Sackbuts and Cornetts, by the kine's 
composer, Matthew Locke, was performed, Halfpenny, ££• 
cit., p. 41). 
-
36Thomas Rycroft, The Relation of His Ma esties 
Entertainment ••• to his Coronat1on • • • London, 1 61, 
1662), quoted in Eric Halfpenny, "The Entertainment of 
Charles II," Music and Letters, XXXVIII, (January, 1957), 
PP• 33-35. 
37R. Coltman Clephan, The Tournament, Its Period and 
Phases (London: Methuen and Company Ltd., 1919), p. 14. 
381.J2i!!., p. 12. 
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The Chapel Royal. "The chapel royal, li states Wood-
fill, "was considered a part of the court rather than of the 
Church ••• it was fully and directly subject to royal 
commands • • • 1139 The chapel royal had its staff of musi-
cians including a music teacher of the children of the 
chapel, organists, and also employed on certain "Solemn 
Days, a consort of the King's Musick, to make the Musick 
more full and compleat."40 Some of the reports refer 
directly to the use of brass music in this connection, for 
at the ceremony of the Queen's Churching, 1605, the records 
show that anthems were sung 11with organ, cornets, sagbot, 
and other excellent instruments of musiche"; and on the 
occasion of the king's State Visit to St. Paul's in 1620, 
11 they began to celebrate Divine Service, which was solemnly 
performed with organs, cornets and sagbots. 1141 
Although not directly pertaining to the chapel royal, 
the extract from the statutes of the Cathedral Church of 
Canterbury is indicative of the practices in general of the 
time of Henry VIII: "We decree therefore and ordain that 
there be in perpetuity in the said church ••• duo 
39woodfill, op. cit., p. 161. 
40Delaune's Angliae Metropolis, 1690, quoted in De 
Lafontaine, op. cit., preface, i. 
41John Nichols, Progresses ••• of James I, I.514, 
and IV. 601, London, 1828, quoted in Geofrey Arkwright (ed.), 
Old English Edition (Oxford: Parker and Co. Ltd., 1900), 
p. 19. 
Sambaciarii (vulgo Sackbutters) et duo Cornutarii, 11 (vulgo 
Cornetters). 42 
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The funeral procession of Queen Mary on its way to 
Westminster Abbey in 1695, moved through the streets with 
the accompaniment of the King's Musick.43 One of the works 
played for the procession was Purcell's slow march for a 
band of flat trumpets and sackbuts. At Westminster Abbey 
the ceremony continued.with the performance of Purcell's 
anthem 11 Thou knowest Lord, the secrets of our hearts," 
in which the vocal parts were doubled by sackbuts; then 
Purcell's Canzona for a consort of sackbuts was played. 
The repertory of brass music. The earliest extant 
composition to come from the King's Musick, is the untitled 
wind ensemble music of Robert Parsons.44 Parsons, who was 
a member of the chapel royal under Henry VIII, wrote in 
addition to his one known contribution in the wind medium, 
works of a religious nature and several In Nomines.45 The 
date of Parsons 1 death (1569/70)46 and the general appearance 
42Galpin, "The Sackbut," p. 15. 
. . 
43Thurston Dart (ed.), March and Canzona for the 
Funeral of Queen Mary, (musical score) Oxford University 
Press, 1958. 
44christ Church Mus. 979-83, Oxford University. 
45Grove 1s Dictionary, IV, p. 65. 
461..12li· 
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of the musical notation, would probably place his wind music 
about 1570, or earlier.47 
Moving ahead somewhat chronologically, we come to 
Anthony Holborne's Pavans, galliards, almaines, and other 
short aeires, both grave and light in five parts, for viols, 
violins or other musical! winde instruments.48 This work, 
consisting of sixty-five short pieces, was composed in 1599 
when Holborne probably was in the service of Queen Eliza-
beth.49 Although it does not specify brass instruments, it. 
is indicative of the practice which existed in England dur-
ing the latter part of the sixteenth century, namely, the 
playing of music by any combination of instruments, either 
a whole or incomplete consort;50 the selection of instru-
ments depending upon the range of the individual parts. 
Amidst the unsettled state of instrumental writing 
around the turn of the sixteenth century, Adson's work must 
be again cited as a landmark in the emerging music for 
brass ensemble. At the time of his Courtly Masking Ayres of 
1611, a practice of performance by the king 1s royal brass 
47The approximate date of 1570 is given since this is 
the date when another composer represented in the MS., 
William Byrd, was appointed to the Chapel Royal. 
48woodfill, op. cit., p. 328. 
49Groves mentions only that he wrote his "Cittharn 
Schoole 11 in 1597 when he was in service of the queen. 
50Supra, p.99. 
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musick was being carried out which appears to have been the 
first evidence of large scale brass ensemble playing in the 
king 1s musick. Recently, Dart51 made an intensive study of 
the Fitzwilliam MSS. 24 E 13-17,52 a set of five manuscript 
part-books. The unusual part about all of these works, 
including the sixteenth century madrigals and motets which 
are in the first pages of the part-books, is that they are 
without words. Because of this, and the presence of several 
works for a specified cornett-sackbut instrumentation in the 
final portions of the collection, Dart believes that they 
were played by an ensemble of brass instruments. 
These works, Dart further contends, constituted the 
repertory of the Royal Wind Music beginning about 1603 in 
the court of James I.53 He bases this on his findings which 
include the identification of the court of arms inscribed 
on the music as that of James I, and the initials on some 
of the pieces as belonging to members of the royal wind band 
during the reign of James I. He adds that the music con-
tained in the partbooks represented the royal brass repertory 
51Thurston Dart, "The Repertory of the Royal Wind 
Music," Galpin Society Journal, XI (May, 1958), PP• 70-77. 
52Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 
53According to Dart, several of the composers repre-
sented in the collection were associated with the court 
masques in which this wind music took part, furthermore, Dart 
contends that "this wind music must represent some of the 
masque music.". Dart, op. cit. 
for a sixty year period beginning approximately 1603 and 
ending about 1665. Evidently, pieces were gradually added 
to the partbooks until 1665 since the authorship of the 
latter portion of the collection is clearly indicated by 
the presence of the names of Locke, Coleman and others who 
were, of course, active as court composers around 1660. 
Furthermore, the instruments specified in the latter works 
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is for the new instrumentation which became established about 
1660; two treble cornetts, one alto, tenor and double 
sackbut. 
The six works of the Fitzwilliam collection which 
Dart selected for edit1ng,54 were originally composed for a 
broken consort of cornetts or hoboys and sackbuts -- a 
typical instrumentation of about 1600. The first work of 
the six chosen by Dart, Almande, is by James Harding, a 
member of the royal wind music as a flutist from 1575 to 
1626, and interestingly enough, he is listed as an alien in 
the records.55 The second work is also entitled Almande, 
and composed by Giles Farnaby, a noted composer of madrigals 
and virginal music. The third piece, marked Fantasia, was 
composed by Jerome Bassano, a representative of the long 
line of royal musicians imported from Italy 1538-1635, 
54The six compositions have been published under the 
title of Suite from the Royal Brass Music of King James I, 
Oxford University Press, 1959. 
55woodfill, op. cit., p. 300. 
according to information found in Woodfill's research.56 
Bassano was engaged as a recorder player in the king's 
musick in 1590 and remained in this position until 1631. 
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Another member of the Bassano family is represented 
in the next piece entitled Pavan by Anthony Bassano, a 
cornettist and flutist also in the royal band from 1624-40. 
The fifth composition is by Nicholas Guy, a member of the 
royal musick 1615-29, as a flutist. The sixth and final 
work, Almande, remains anonymous. 
The year 1661 marks the date of Matthew Locke's 
Music for His Majesty's Sackbuts and Cornets,57 and also the 
date for Charles Coleman's Four Pieces for Sackbuts and 
Cornetts.58 These works are characteristic of the standard-
ized instrumentation which Dart speaks of as being common 
after the Restoration: two treble cornetts, one alto, tenor 
and double sackbut. Locke's music, previously noted as being 
played for the elaborate celebration for Charles II on the 
eve of his coronation, is in six sections, including Air, 
Oourante, Allemande, Courante, Allemande and Saraband; and 
it is scored in the six-part form typical of most all the 
56woodfill, op. cit., p. 
57Published by Oxford University Press, edited by 
Anthony Baines; original dated 1661 and located in Cambridge 
Library. 
58Anthony Baines (editor of this score), gives 1661 
as the approximate date of the Coleman work, published by 
Oxford University Press, 1960. Original in Cambridge 
Library. 
part books in the Fitzwilliam manuscript. The tenor part-
book for the entire collection was lost earlier in its 
history, therefore, Dart and Baines, the compilers of the 
brass music, have had to reconstruct a tenor part for each 
of the pieces. 
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Charles Coleman's Four Pieces for Sackbuts and Cor-
netts,59 like Locke's composition, was extracted from the 
original part books of the above ma.nuscript and edited by 
Anthony Baines. The Coleman work follows the same pattern 
of the preceding works, that of a suite of dances: Allemand~, 
Courante, Short Allemande and Saraband. He likewise 
received considerable reeognition during his royal appoint-
ment as composer to the king. Previous to 1662, the year 
of his royal appointment, he served Charles I as a violist 
in the chamber musick 1625-42; and in 1651 he was awarded 
the Mus.D. at Oambridge.60 
John Hingston (d. 1683), who, according to Grove•s61 
was a pupil of Orlando Gibbons, probably wrote his Fantasia, 
Almande and Ayre62 sometime between 1660 (his date of 
59Charles Coleman, Four Pieces for Sackbuts and Cor-
nette, c. 1661, (score), OXford University Press, ed. Anthony 
Baines, 1960; original in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 
MSS 24 E. 13-17. 
60Grove 1s Dictionary, I; p. 679. 
61Groves, II, p. 636. 
62oxford Bodleian Library MS. Mus. Soh. d. 207. 
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appointment as a member of king's musick) and 1683. He 
made two versions of his Fantasia, Almande and Ayre: one 
for sackbut and cornett, and the other for sackbut, cornett 
and organ. Although not composed for a pure brass combina-
tion, it does ·provide some insight into the musical style of 
the Chapel Royal. 
The final composition from the royal brass music of 
the s~venteenth century is the March and Canzona of 1695 by 
Henry Purcell.63 Both works call for an ensemble of sack-
buts: the first specifies a band of "flat trumpets" (treble 
sackbuts) and sackbuts (tenor and/or bass); while the latter, 
a consort of sackbuts which would include the treble, tenor, 
and bass instruments.64 
A curious feature of the Purcell music of 1695 is 
the lack of cornetts in the specified assemblage of instru-
ments. This peculiarity is accounted for in the Diary of 
John Evelyn which discloses the approaching end of hhe ear-
nett's five hundred year history. Below, is a notation dated 
December 21, 1663; 
One of his Majesty's chaplains preached; after 
which instead of the ancient grave and solemn wind 
music accompanying the organ, was introduced a con-
cert of 24 violins b~tween every pause, after the 
French fantastical light way, better suiting a 
tavern or playhouse than a church. This was the 
63Henry Purcell, March and Canzona, 1695, (score), 
ed. Thurston Dart, Oxford University Press, 1958. 
64rbid. 
first time of change and now we no more heard 
the cornet which gave life to the organ, the 
instrument quite left off in which the English 
were so skilful.65 
In addition, the following extract from the Edinburgh Town 
Council Register of 1696, may help to explain why Purcell 
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did not include cornetts in his compositions. The record 
indicates that the town waits were superseded by the t'French 
hautboye and double curtle, instruments far more proper than 
the instruments they now have to play upon."66 The trend, 
then, is toward the new French combination of reed instru-
ments. Thus, began the decline of the sackbut which a 
hundred years later we learn had become so scarce that 
players of this instrument had to be borrowed from the King's 
Military Band in order to have a complete instrumentation for 
the Handel Commemoration.67 
Summation. This, the first phase of the history of 
the English brass ensemble, is largely characterized by the 
prominent part taken by brass groups in the royal and civic 
festivals. This is where its "concert expression" was 
begun; later, the ensemble is for the most part removed from 
these earlier practices and is identified in a concert set-
ting. The route leading to this latter role, however, was 
full of obstacles which may have been circumvented had not 
65Arkwright, op. cit., p. 16. 
6>6 Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music, P• 193. 
67Elliot, op. cit., p. 22. 
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the evolution of the medium come to a close following Pur-
cell. The brass instruments, of course, became an important 
part of the orchestral works of Boyce and Handel; howvver, 
music for brass ensemble was not composed during the Baroque 
and Rococo. Regardless of this break in historical contin-
uity, perhaps the spirit, at least, of the early Lord Mayor's 
show and coronation celebration, has been preserved in the 
color, flair and excitement which surrounds the modern 
English brass music contests. 
Concerning the value of the music to arise from the 
royal setting, there is this view: It is true that English 
brass performance, like many musical media, had its begin-
nings in situations far removed from the concert hall. The 
functional nature of music's role in the civic and royal 
ceremonies, however, does not necessarily signify a decrease 
in the value of the music created and performed for these 
events. The music of the coronation or the masque, like the 
sacred polyphony of Gabrieli and Palestrina, is of no less 
value because of forces other than the concert hall fostered 
their being. It may very well be, according to Young, that 
the music of a coronation may be a real work of art. For 
as he states further: 
Music cannot, as in Arnold's view poetry should, 
criticize life, but it can comment; and because it 
can in some curiously personal way interpret the 
zeitgeist, we value it as a cultural study. Music, 
however, which possesses value in this order must 
be written, not by eclectics, but as far as possi-
ble by representatives of humanity.68 
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68percy Young "The Royal Music," Music and Letters, 
XVIII, (April, 1937), P• 119. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE COMING OF VALVED INSTRUMENTS 
I. THE PERIOD OF EXPERIMENTATION 1778-1850 
Introduction. After the death of Purcell, more than 
a century passed before attention was again given to brass 
music in England. The revival of interest which began to 
take definite shape by 1850 with the formation of numerous 
amateur brass bands, was precipitated by two major develop-
ments: the invention of valves for brass instruments, and 
their subsequent use in the rising military bands. These 
new instruments were introduced first in the military realm 
beginning early in the nineteenth century. Gradually they 
were adopted by the amateur brass bands, and in the latter 
part of the century after considerable trial and experimen~ 
tation, emerged the modern instrumentation of the English 
brass band. 
In the following discussion no attempt has been made 
to trace all of the inventions of the period but rather to 
point out the major developments leading up to the present 
day brass forms. 
The first phase: the application of keys. Up to 
the end of the eighteenth century the only brass instruments 
which were not confined to the harmonic series were the 
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cornett and trombone. With the demand for military bands 
in the latter part of the eighteenth century, came the need 
for new and improved instruments. Replacements were being 
sought for the reed instruments which were found to be 
unsuitable for the mounted cavalry bands; and in the realm of 
brass instruments there was an interest in increasing the 
capabilities and the tonal quality of the existing bugle 
and trumpet.l 
Among the first to make experiments with the brass 
instruments was rolbel, a horn player in the Russian Imper-
ial Guards Band. His desire to find a more suitable sub-
stitute for the cornett, led him in 1778 to fashion a brass 
tube with a series of holes covered by flat keys operated 
by levers pressed by the fingers.2 
A further step in the direction of employing keys 
on brass instruments came in 1810 with the achievements of 
James Halliday, master of the band of the Cavant Regiment 
in Dublin. His work which represents the first attempt by 
an Englishman to apply keys to an instrument, consisted of 
bridging the upper portion of the harmonic scale of the bugle 
horn by the use of five keys. (Plate XI) Previous to 
Halliday's invention, the common bugle could play only the 
open harmonics beginning with middle 0 and then upwards 
lElliot, op. cit., p. 25. 
2Ibid., pp. 28-30. 
Plate XI 
Bass horns: (166) inC, wood, Co 1800; (167) inC, wood, 
Co 1800; and (168) in C, brass, c. 1800. Ophicleides: 
(175} alto in E flat, c. 1840; (176), baritone in B flat, 
c. 1845. Keyed bugles: (169) soprano in B flat, c. 1825; 
(170) sopranino in E flat, co. 1830; (171) soprano inC, 
c. 1835; (172) pocket model soprano in B flat, c. 1830; 
(173) soprano inC, c. 1835. From Nicholas Bessaraboff 1 s 
Ancient European Musical Instruments, Leslie Lindsey Co-
llection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
,. 
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G, C, E, G, and C; however, with Halliday's key application, 
the whole gamut of two octaves became completely playable, 
diatonically and chromatically. Though this innovation 
increased the tonal possibilities, the fingering technique 
was quite complicated as the following will attest:3 
--
& 1~1 J,J J J tl "j l J ~ 11~ 
Left thumb • • • 0 0 • • • • • • Hand: 1st f • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • 
Right thumb • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 Hand: 1st f • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 0 4th f • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • .... 
In addition to ~iving the soprano ranged brass 
instruments increased melodic potential., the lower pitched 
instruments also received attention. Daubeny4 mentions that 
the bass horn, an instrumeAt completely unrelated to the 
present day form of the same name, became popular at the end 
of the eighteenth century. (Plate XI) This instrument was 
a derivative of the old serpent or bass cornett by nature of 
the finger holes, large cup mouthpiece and large bore; the 
old serpent-like shape, however, was transformed into a more 
3~., pp. 36-37. 
4naubeny, op. cit., p. 110. 
portable and compact form for ease in playing in military 
bands. The bass horn is identified by two almost parallel 
conical tubes connected together in a box, six open finger 
holes (keys had not been applied to this instrument), a 
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small bell and a large cup mouthpiece. At first the bass 
horn was constructed of wood; later (1860) A. Frichot intro-
duced the brass model. Its playing range was approximately 
the same as the old serpent except for several added tones 
to the lower range. The acoustical principle of the bass 
horn as well as all the brass instruments of the keyed or 
finger-hole variety such as the keyed bugle of Halliday, 
ophlicleide etc. was the same. The opening of a finger hole 
functioned in the same manner as the modern independent valve 
system, that is, it cut off a certain segment of tubing and 
thus raised the pitch.5 There were several shortcomings in 
this system, however, which the modern valve mechanism 
alleviated. 
The ophicleide (Plate XI, page 132), an invention of 
Halary of Paris in 1817, made its appearance shortly after 
the bass horn.6 A member of the keyed bugle family, it 
eventually came to be constructed in alto and bass forms with 
the latter being the most popular.? The characteristic 
5oecil Forsyth, Orchestration (New York: The Mac-
Millan Company, 1948), p. 173 
6Galpin, European Musical Instruments, p. 226. 
7Forsyth, op. cit., p. 174. 
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features included a large conical tube bent back upon itself, 
a funnel-shaped bell pointed upward, eleven keys and the 
usual cup mouthpiece. The large bore and mouthpiece gave 
the instrument a powerful tone, and like the keyed bugle, it 
responded easily; however, according to Forsyth, these 
instruments were very poor in intonation.S The bass 
ophicleide, had a playing range extending from B below the 
bass clef upwards of three octaves. By the middle of the 
century this instrument was generally replaced by the softer 
toned tuba.9 
The second phase: the application of valves. The 
invention of piston valves ushered in a completely new con-
cept of brass instrument construction. In the previous 
attempts to make the instruments more effective, there were 
several inherent weaknesses which the piston valves endeav-
ored to overcome. First, the cutting-off of the air column 
by opening any of the flap keys on the ophicleide or keyed 
bugle, prevented tones from speaking through the bell thus 
producing an irregularity of tone quality.lO Second, the 
successive opening of holes close to the mouthpiece produced 
an increasingly poorer intonation.ll Such then, were the 
8~., p. 174. 
9Ibid., p. 175. 
lOGrove's Dictionary, V, p. 436. 
llForsyth, op. cit., p. 174. 
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basic problems which BlUmel and Stolzel set out to remove 
in their early experiments with the piston valve. Most 
authorities agree that Blllmel, a Silesian, devised the valve 
idea for the horn, but disagree as to the date of his inven-
tion; evidently sometime between 1813 and 1818. Later, 
according to Grove's, BlUmel sold his invention to Stolzel 
who took out a patent in Germany.l2 
The BlUmel invention and subsequent developments 
made possible the bridging of the harmonic series by adding 
various lengths of tubing to the open tones through the 
means of valves. The principle is one of merely adding 
additional lengths of tubing by pressing down a piston which 
opens a particular valve permitting the air column to cir-
culate into the added tubing. The length of tubing corres-
ponds to the musical interval to be gapped; for example, 
by pressing the piston for the first valve on a modern trum-
pet, the length of tubing added enables the pitch to be 
lowered one whole step; the second valve when opened gives 
a half step lower; the third, three half-steps lower. 
There were many experiments and many models con-
structed, however, before the modern valve system of the 
cornet, trumpet and other instruments finally came into be~ 
ing. In England, the development of valved instruments 
12Grove 1s Dictionary, V, p. 436. 
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took place in the following manner: Daubenyl3 states that 
the keyed bugle became rep~aced by the cornopean (Plate XII), 
the direct forerunner of the present day cornet. The corno-
pean seems to have stemmed from John Shaw's invention of 
transverse spring slides for trumpets, trombones, bugles and 
horns which were patented in England in 1824.14 The Shaw 
idea, much like the previous work of BlUmel and Stolzel, 
involved four valves, the first three of which when depressed 
sharpened the pitch, and the last when lifted, lowered it.l5 
Apparently it was Shaw's work with the trumpet which 
brought forth the cornopean, for according to Elliot,l6 
the instrument maker Embach of Amsterdam, produced his cor-
nopean in 1830 which was built along the same lines of the 
Shaw innovation. Embach made a few changes to the Shaw 
instrument including a reduction of the number of valves 
from four to three thereby simplifying the fingering tech-
nique considerably; in addition, he made several changes 
in the construction of the instrument which produced a soft 
tone color, in contrast to the severe tone quality of the 
old keyed bugle.l7 
13Daubeny, op. cit., p. 104. 
14Elliot, op. cit., p.39. 
15IMd. 
16Ibid., p. 43. 
17Ibid., p. 48. 
Plate XII 
Cornopeans: (184) soprano inC, c. 1830; (185) soprano in Ct 
c. 1840; Cornets: (186) sopranino in E flat, c. 1845; (187J 
sopranino in E flat, c. 1870. Trombones: (199) discant or 
soprano in B flat, 1781; (200) alto in F, late 19th century, 
(201) tenor in C, late 19th century; (204) bass in G, late 
19th century; (205) tenor in B flat, from Nicholas Bessara-
boff1s Ancient European Musical Instruments, Leslie Lindsey 
Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
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Elliot further reports that the cornopean was widely 
acclaimed, and upon importation in England, it became copied 
and manufactured by several English firms. The records 
show that by the late 1830 1s, the first amateur brass bands 
were making use of them. The great success enjoyed by the 
cornopean among the brass bands was chiefly attributed to 
its ease of fingering, the improved tonal accuracy over pre-
ceding instruments, and its suitability for melodic perfor-
mance.l8 Further improvements beyond the original Embach 
cornopean were made by others, notably Per1net in France 
who widened the valves and afixed accurate tuning slides; 
his instrument became manufac.tured by Besson of Paris in 
1838.19 
The development of brass ensemble performance was 
given its greatest boost in the nineteenth century by the 
contributions of Adolphe Sax, a French instrument designer. 
Beginning 1n 1845, he devised a series of seven brass instru-
ments of varying size and pitch which collectively covered 
a five and a half octave range.20 By giving a similar tone 
18Ibid., P• 48. 
19lli!. 
20A.ctually, Sax did not "invent" new instruments but 
redesigned a homogeneous group of instruments--related in 
structure and tone quality. The first Sax instruments made 
use of the German valves (short and wide piston valves 
designed by Weiprecht). Also, Sax did not invent bugles (as 
these saxhorns are sometimes called) nor was he the first to 
add valves, Adam Carse, "Adolphe Sax and the Distin Family"; 
Music Review, VI, (Novemaer, 1945), p. 198. 
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color to all of these instruments, called the saxhorns, he 
opened the way for concerted brass playing since now, for 
the first time, it was possible to combine s~veral registers 
of the musical scale into one homogeneous tonal effect. Fur-
thermore, his saxhorns constituted the basic forms from which 
most all of the instruments of the modern brass band evolved. 
This is readily seen in the following listing of the complete 
saxhorn family: 21 
Instrument 
Sopranino in E flat (prac-
tically the little E flat 
cornet of the modern brass 
band). 
Soprano in B flat (prac-
tically the Bbflat cornet). 
Alto in E flat (practically 
the althorn). 
Tenor in B flat (practically 
the B flat baritone). 
Bass in B flat (practically 
the euphonium). 
It 
I ~• 
!•_ 
1 
I;" 
' 
~ ~· I 
J , 
-
-0 
I 
r1 v 
l"l. 
c ..... 
-- -
_L_ k 
l ~-
~ ..,_ ... 
...... 
21Forsyth, op. cit., pp. 6-7; 163-4o 
~ 
"'-
Bass in E flat (practically 
the E flat bass). 
Contrabass in B flat (prac-
tically the BB flat bass). 
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The only instruments not included in the above list 
which belong the modern English brass band instrumentation 
are the tenor and bass trombones and the flugelhorn. Accord-
ing to Geiringer22 the flugelhorn came into existence in 
' Austria about the same time as the cornet a pistons (cornet) 
appeared in France. This instrument evolved directly from 
the ~eyed bugle, except that valves were used instead of 
keys. Its compass is the same as the cornet, however the 
deeper mouthpiece, wider bore and bell give the flugelhorn 
a fuller, softer tone than the cornet.23 The flugelhorn, 
in contrast to the saxhorns, was not adopted by the brass 
bands on a wide scale until about 1885. 
All of the saxhorns wer.e written in the treble clef, 
a practice apparently begun by the French composers and 
publishers during the time of Sax. 24 This procedure became 
adopted by the English brass bands in the 1870's, and by 
1900, it included all instruments except the bass trombone 
22Geiringer, op. cit., p. 288. 
23ng. 
24Elliot, op. cit., p. 213. 
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which still today is the only instrument written in the bass 
clef. The valve system for each of the saxhorns was the 
same: the first valve lowered the pitch by one step, the 
second by half a step, and the third a step and a half, this 
of course is the same system as employed today for all valved 
brass instruments25 (see plate XIII for saxhorns). 
II. THE USE OF BRASS INSTRUMENTS IN MILITARY BANDS 
A resume of English military music. The instruments 
of present day English brass music owe their existence to 
the military bands which became prominent in the latter part 
of the eighteenth century. It is in these bands where many 
of today's brasses were developed. 
The first English military band was formed in 1678 
according to Hind who bases his view on the Lord Chamber-
lain's records of that year which show the first allocation 
to instruments other than fife and trumpets for military use: 
Provision furnished out of His Majesty's 
great wardrobe for a war against France ••• 
velvet coats trimmed with s11Ter and silk 
buttons and lOORS • • • for ten hautboys and 
four drummers.26. 
The instrumentation of the early bands, composed 
principally of hautboys, was a result of Charles II 1s 
attempt to imitate the French bands which greatly impressed 
25Grove 1s Dictionary, V, pp. 531-2. 
26Harold Hind t'Wind Band, 11 Hinrichsen 1s Musical 
Yearbook (London: Hinrichsen's Edition Ltd., 1952), p. 184. 
11 
Plate XIII 
The Distin Family with Saxhorns 
From left to right: bass saxhorn (baritone in B flat), B flat contralto, 
E flat sopranino, tenor in E flat, and Austrian flugelhorn, 
Adam Carse, "Adolphe Sax and the Distin 
Family"; op. cit. 
him during his exile in France.27 Gone now were the old 
cornetts and sackbuts which were abandoned for the reed 
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instruments, the oboe and bassoon. The extent to which these 
instruments had replaced the old brass instruments is seen 
in the records of Charles II, who in 1684, "authorized the 
appointment of twelve haubois players for the various com-
panies of the foot guards."28 In the eighteenth century the 
English military bands began·to take on more of a profession~ 
al appearance largely as a result of several directives to 
improve the operation of the bands and also their instru-
mentation. For example, the regiments employing bands were 
issued these instructions in 1772: 
Musicians must be circumspect and exact in 
keeping their instruments in order and that they 
practise three times a week. The most skilful 
of the Band ought to be appointed Bandmaster. To 
his care and inspection the others should be sub-jected. It will be left to his discretion to find 
out and practise the best pieces.29 
A more varied instrumentation began to appear as a 
result of several orders such as the following directed to 
27Elliot, op. cit., p. 18. 
Note: It would appear that France led in the 
development of military music for according to Kappey, Louis 
XIV requested Lully (1653) to arrange well established tunes (such as Marche des Mousguetaires du Roi de France) for the 
court military band. The first military band which Lully 
organized consisted of four different types of oboe (descant, 
alto, tenor and bass) and two drum parts, J. A. Kappey, 
Military Music (London: Boosey and Co., n.d.), p. 78. 
28Leonard Kitcher, "From the Pages of History," 
British Mouthpiece, IV, no. -13, (March 31, 1962), p. 3. 
29Ibid. 
-
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the Honourable Artillery Company in 1731. It stated that 
the instruments to be employed in their group would be 11 one 
curtail (bassoon] and three hautboys. 1130 Later in the 
century the military bands were expanded considerably, and 
for the first time, brass instruments made their appearance. 
The Articles of Agreement of the Royal Artillery of 1762 
state: 11The regiments musick must consist of two trumpets, 
two French horns, two bassoons and four hautbois or clar-
inets."31 In 1783, the Coldstream Guards had a band of 
eight musicians, including two oboes, two clarinets, two 
horns and two bassoons.32 An examination of the instrumen-
tation employed by various English military bands between 
1794 and 1857, (see table IIr), shows the rapid rise of brass 
instruments and also the trends 1n using specific instru-
ments. Among the several striking developments to appear in 
the half century of military music, is the noticeable failure 
of the trumpet to win acceptance. Its position, like the 
short-lived keyed bugle, was largely usurped by the more 
facile cornet. The serpent, ophicleide and bass horn, 
employed in the early bands, were supplanted by the baritone, 
euphonium, and bombard by 1857. A comparison of the growth 
'~Hind, op. cit., p. 185. 
31Henry G. Farmer, Memoirs of the Royal Artillery 
~ (London: 1904), p. 37. 
32Grove 1s, 3rd edition, V, p. 734 
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of brass instruments in military and brass bands may be made 
by examining tables II and III; the influence of the mili-
tary upon brass bands is seen to be quite evident. 
Rise of cavalrY bands. The mounted bands, like the 
foot guard bands, also contributed to the advancement of 
English brass instruments. Prior to the middle of the 
eighteenth century, the cavalry bands were composed mainly 
of trumpets and occasionally kettledrums; however, after 
about 1766, according to Elliot,33 there were advancements 
made in the instrumentation of the cavalry bands in an 
attempt to emulate the more musically successful unmounted 
ensembles. The need for expanding the musical possibilities 
of the mounted bands beyond simple horn calls and signals, 
was evidently, another reason for experimenting with keyed 
and valved brass instruments. By 1800 the musical potential 
of the mounted English bands began to be expanded by the 
appearance of trombones and serpentcleides (a form of the 
old serpent) in addition to using trumpets.34 
It was noted previously that Germany led in the 
making of the first brass instruments; this is also true in 
the development of the modern military brass band. Accord-
ing to Kappey,35 about 1828 Wilhelm Wieprecht, Director of 
33Elliot, op. cit., p. 25. 
34Elliot, op. cit., pp. 25-26. 
35Kappey, op. cit., pp. 89-90. 
TABLE II 
BRASS INSTRUMENTS USED IN ENGLISH MILITARY BANDS 
BENEEN 1794 AND 1857* 
Instrument 1794 1820 1839 
Grenadier Royal A.r- Royal Ar-
Guards Band tillery tillery 
Total no. in Total mem- Total mem-
band: 15 bers: 39 bers: 48 
trumpet 1 2 4 
French horn 2 2 2 
serpent 1 2 2 
ophicleide 1 1 
'bass horn 2 2 
keyed bugle 3 
trombone** 3 4 
cornet 3 
soprano cornet 
in E flat 
flugel horns 
baritone 
euphonium 
bombard in 
E flat 
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1857 
Royal Ar-
tillery 
Totalmem-
bers: 71 
2 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 Eb 
4 
2 Bb 
2 
2 
4 
*This information was derived from Henry G. Farmer's 
Rise and Development of M~litarz Music, pp. 84, 98, 127. 
**No differentiation was made between types of trom-
bones (alto, tenor etc.) in the original source for the most 
part. 
the Prussian Bands, organized the first modern brass band 
consisting of the following: 
two E flat cornets (alto) fitted with three valves 
three keyed bugles in B flat 
two B flat cornets, fitted with two valves 
two tenor horns in B flat 
one euphonium in B flat 
three slide bass trombones 
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In 1833 Wieprecht discarded the keyed bugle and 
substituted the cornets for it; and in 1835 he constructed 
the bass tuba. 
In England the military brass bands reached a higher 
point of development with the adoption of a full array of 
brass instruments some thirty years after Germany set the 
pattern. For in 1863 the dismounted Royal Artillery Brass 
Band included one soprano cornet, one cornet, five chromatic 
bugles, five flugel horns in E flat, three trombones, two 
euphoniums and three bombardons.36 
The all-brass military band was not the forerunner 
of the amateur brass ~and in England since it appears to 
have developed simultaneously with the village and municipal 
bands (see tables II, III). The early mounted bands, regard-
less of their limited instrumentation, may have had some 
influence on the beginning brass bands due to their colorful 
garb and smart procession which has always been associated 
with English wind music. 
36Far.mer, Rise and Development of Military Music, 
p. 127. 
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Later development of military music. The tense po-
litical atmosphere at the turn of the eighteenth century, 
gave greater impetus to the rise of military bands in Eng-
land.37 Not only was there a rapid growth of regimented 
groups but beginning in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century the number of provincial volunteer bands grew stead-
ily throughout the British Isles. Farmer states that many 
of the volunteer bands of the provincial militia surpassed 
the regular army organizations; the strength and musician-
ship of these bands is exemplified in the numerous military 
pieces published with full scores at this time.38 
In addition to the establishment of militia bands, 
many other events such as the concerts by the touring reg-
ular army bands, brought indoor and outdoor concerts to the 
masses. The quality of some of these performances was, 
apparently, quite high, for the London Ii~es in 1857 praised 
a massed band concert of the Guards and Artillery for the 
"admirable execution, the energy and decision of the con-
ductors ••• and the unequivocal satisfaction of the 
auditors. 1139 
Along with the many public ceremonies and concerts 
which increased the interest of the public in this type of 
37Farmer, Military Music, p. 42. 
38Ibid. (also see subsequent pages, 301-2, for fur-
ther disc~on). 
39 ~., p. 48. 
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musical activity, the rising status of the band profession 
was also an important factor. The first music for mili-
tary band began to be published in 1845 under the editor-
ship of Boose of the Scots Guards; this was followed by 
Boosey 1s Military Journal in 1846, Jullien•s Military 
Journal 1n 1847 and Schott's Journal.40 The publication of 
military music brought forth increased attention·to stan-
dardizing the instrumentation for the military band, and 
in turn, music for brass band which began to appear in 
published form soon after the military music.41 
Further recognition and advancement of military 
music in England came with the establishment of the Royal 
Military School of Music (commonly known as Kneller Hall) 
in 1857 for the purpose of training instrumentalists and 
bandmasters for army bands.42 In summation, it was mainly 
in the military realm that: the instruments, standardized 
instrumentation, published music, and playing techniques 
were developed which later aided in the advancement of 
English brass music. 
40Farmer, Rise and Development of Military Music, 
p. 116. 
41The first published brass band music appeared in 
1857 by R. Smith Oo. 
42Grove 1s Dictionary, IV, p. 465. 
CHAPTER V 
THE REVIVAL OF ENGLISH BRASS MUSIC 
I. THE PERIOD 1800-1850 
Introduction. After a long hiatus of musical inac-
tivity in England, the crude artistic revival among the 
masses in the early part of the nineteenth century provided 
faint signs of an awakening musical art. The musical recon-
struction began with the formation of amateur bands; later, 
the movement also came to include choral societies. The 
instrumental movement spread rapidly from a small body of 
players in the 1830's to over 500,000 brass instrumentalists 
by 1900.1 The principal characteristic of this phase of 
brass performance was largely a quantitative one• Fortu-
nately, however, careful guidance at the turn of the century 
helped to shape this musically unproductive mass of perform-
ers into a sigaificant cultural force. 
Oddly enough, the growth outlines of the brass band 
movement resembled those of the wait ensembles in the Ren-
aissance--both were born in an environment in which artistic 
taste was dominated by the popular element, and both attained 
success when the barriers of insularity were removed by those 
lGrove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1954 
edition, I, p. 915. 
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desiring a higher level of expression. The reasons for the 
rise of the wait bands seem to apply also to the brass music 
revival of the nineteenth century. In addition to being 
motivated by social and cultural changes, both were provided 
impetus by the availability of melodic wind instruments 
suitable for group performance and the appearances of noted 
performing groups which stimulated interest among the 
people.2 
Social and cultural changes. The artistic renascence 
among the masses was apparently partly due to the emancipa-
tion of the working classes. Without going into detail, let 
it suffice to state that the passing of several Factory Acts 
of 1802 and 1819, exemplified a more liberal outlook toward 
labor practices and a greater interest in the welfare of the 
working classes by the employers.3 The industrial leaders 
established technical institutes, libraries, public promenade 
concerts in the towns and villages, vocal music classes and 
helped to organize orchestras and brass bands in the 
2Reference is made here to the early public perform-
ances by noted wait ensembles. In 1553, the date of the 
first public concerts in England, the Lord Mayor of Norwich 
required the Norwich Waits to go to the Guildhall "nexte the 
counsaill house • • • to blowe and playe uppon their instru-
mentes • • • to the Reyoysing and c.,omfo.r:te of the Heres there-
of."; supra, p. 72. Other wait bands followed this practice, 
sucb. as the famed London Waits, supra, p. 72. The nineteenth 
century brass band movement, on the other hand, was motivated 
by the Jullien concerts in England, to be discussed in subse-
quent pages. 
3Elliot, op. cit., p. 60. 
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communities and industry.4 The extent to which this cultural 
movement had taken hold in some regions in England, is shown 
in the writings of George Hogarth in 1835: 
In the densely peopled manufacturing districts 
Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Derbyshire, music is 
cultivated among the working classes to an extent 
unparalled in any other part of the kingdom. Every 
town has its choral society ••• where the sacred 
works of Handel and more modern masters are performed 
with precision and effect by a vocal and instrumental 
orchestra. • • • Hence the practice of this music is 
an ordinary domestic and social recreation among the 
working classes of these districts • • • listened to 
by a decent and attentive audience of the same class 
as the performers, mingled with their employers and 
their families. Their employers promote and encour-
age so salutary a recreation by countenancing and 
contributing to defray the expenses of their musical 
association and some great manufacturers provide a 
regular musical instruction for such of their work-
people as show a disposition for it.5 
The first amateur brass bands. The earliest amateur 
bands of the nineteenth century were basically a ~ixture of 
reed and brass instruments until about the third decade when 
more all-brass bands were formed. One of the oldest of these 
groups for which records still exist, is the Stalybridge 
Old Band,6 organized in 1814 in a small mill town in Staly-
bridge noted primarily for its woolen trade and cotton mill.7 
The band's instrumentation in 1814 consisted of a trumpet, 
4Ibid. 
5George Hogarth, Musical History (London: 1835), 
quoted in Elliot, op. cit., pp. 5B-9. 
6stalybridge Old Band, A Record of 100 Years, 1814-
1914, (Stalybridge: Whittaker and Sons, 1914). 
7Elliot, op. cit., p. 41. 
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two French horns, bugle horn (probably the Halliday keyed 
bugle), serpent, two bassoons, bass horn, four flutes, four 
clarinets and drums. A cornopean was added sometime between 
1832 and 1839; the coming of this instrument may have been 
the reason for eliminating reeds altogether in the 1840's 
thus making it a pure brass band. 
Another early amateur band which began at this time 1 
and has continued unto the present day is the Clegg's Reed 
Band which later became known as the Besses o• the Barn 
Band. 8 The instrumentation of 1818 consisted of three clar-
inets, piccolo, keyed bugle, trumpet, two French horns, trom-
bone, two bass horns, and drums. In 1853 this group became 
a brass band. The Bramley Old Band, established in 1828 
as a reed band with four clarinets, bugle, two trumpets, 
two French horns, serpent, two trombones and drums, became 
reorganized as a brass band in 1836.9 
In all probability, the invention of the cornopean, 
due to its ease in playing and lyrical qualities which ap-
pealed to the amateur bandsmen, paved the way for the form-
ulation of brass bands.10 Support for this view is found in 
the historical records of the York band, organized by James 
'iialker who had procured one of the new cornopeans from 
8 !ill·, p. 41. 
9ill,!!. 
10 Ibid., p. 48. 
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Ambach in Amsterdam. He succeeded in convincing his fellow 
bandsmen of its musical value, and in 1833, with the help 
of Daniel Hardman a surviving member of the city waits of 
York, they formed an all-brass ·band of twenty-four instru-
ments including cornopeans, French horns, trumpets, trombones 
and ophicleide.ll 
The first brass band contest.l2 The year 1845 was 
significant in several respects: it represented a marked 
increase in the number of brass bands and also the beginning 
of th~ brass band contest movement which has continued up 
to the present day. The first contest took place at the 
home of Sir Clifford Constable as part of an elaborate fes-
tival which, in addition to brass bands, included medieval 
games, falconry, archery and tournaments. The Patrington 
Band, one of the five bands participating in the contest, 
employed three cor.nopeans, two keyed bugles, trumpet, two 
trombones, an ophicleide and three serpents. The instrumen-
' tation of the Holmes Band included one sax cornet a pistons, 
three cornopeans, two saxhorns, three trombones, sax bass 
and two ophicleides. In the Brocklesby Yeomanry Band, the 
cornopeans were well represented with four players, and in 
addition two sax tenors, three trombones, a sax bass and 
two ophicleides were included in the instrumentation. The 
11Ibid., p. 46. 
12This information has been taken from The Brass Band 
Movement by Elliot and Russell, op. cit., PP• 80-83. 
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Wold Band employed the new high soprano cornet in D flat, 
a sax cornet ~ pistons (practically the same thing as the 
cornopean), two cornopeans, two valved French horns, three 
trombones and two valved basses. (See table III, page 157). 
From this data compiled from Elliot's book the most 
important finding is the disorganized assemblage of instru-
ments; and secondly, the definite trend in emulating the 
military brass instruments. The instrumentation of the early 
brass bands, still in the experimental stage, is however, 
beginning to show a pattern of usage regarding the trombone, 
serpent, and especially the new cornet or cornopean which 
was well represented among these first bands. 
Of particular historical interest is the music which 
was performed by these bands at the first brass contest. The 
music, all arrangements of semi-serious works, was typical 
of the programs offered at the promenade concerts then 
coming into vogue in England. The music played by the vari-
ous bands at the contest included a selection from Mozart's 
Twelfth Mass, the "Prayer" from Weber's Der Freischutz, a 
selection from Rossini's Barber of Seville, the "Hallelujah 
Chorus," and a pot-pourri of country airs. These arranged 
selections formed the standard repertory of the amateur 
brass bands throughout the nineteenth century. 
Aside from the negative value of the music performed, 
the first brass contest of 1845 and the many that followed, 
were important for placing the ensembles in somewhat of a 
TABLE III 
THE USE OF BRASS INSTRUMENTS BY AMATEUR BANDS 1814-1845 
Instrument Staly- Olegg 1s Bramley Patring- Holmes Brook- Wold 
bridge Band Band ton Band Band lesby Band 
1814* 1818* 1828* 1845** 1845** 1845** 1845** 
trumpet 1 1 2 1 
French horn 2 2 2 
keyed bugle 1 1 1 2 
bass horn 1 2 
serpent 1 1 3 
saxtenor 2 
saxhorn 2 
oornopean 3 4inol. 1 4 3 incl. 1 
saxoornet saxoornet 
trombone 1 2 2 3 3 3 
ophioleide 1 2 2 1 
valved bass 1 1 2 
D flat soprano 1 
cornet 
Note: this chart has been compiled from information in Elliot's The Brass 
Band Movement, PP• 80-3. 
*combination reed and brass bands 
**First brass band contest participants of 1845. 
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concert setting. Even though the first contests were held 
in the open air, they created a listening audience which was 
to grow in interest and in musical understanding over the 
years.l3 Furthermore, the contests were important for 
encouraging performance skills, musicianship, and a balanced 
instrumentation. 
The Saxhorns and the Distin Family. That the cor-
nopeans and saxhorns were instrumental in giving the brass 
movement its initial start, was due to their popularization 
by the concertizing Distin family between the years 1838-
1850.14 
The Distin family, John Distin the father, and four 
sons, George, Henry, William and Theodore, first came into 
notice in 1837 when the group performed in Scotland as a 
brass quintet composed of a slide trumpet, trombone, and 
three hand French horns. The father, a famous trumpeter 
second only to Thomas Harper, perhaps the most celebrated 
English trumpeter, had performed in the band of George IV, 
the Handel festivals, and in the famed Grenadier Guards Band. 
13In this respect, the history of the Stalybridge 
Band is most significant. Beginning in 1814 with open air 
concerts, the band eventually moved into the Town Hall where 
in addition to performances by the band, guest vocal and 
instrumental soloists were featured. Beginning in 1814 the 
Stalybridge organization gave an annual concert for 79 
years, Stalybridge Old Band, A Record of 100 years, p. 41. 
14The information pertaining to the Distin family is 
from Adam Carse's "Adolphe Sax and the Distin Family,"· 
op. cit. 
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The Distins became interested in the Sax instruments 
after hearing them performed in a composition by Berlioz, 
a strong supporter of Adolphe Sax. Beginning in 1844, the 
Distins, thus equipped with the new saxhorns, toured England 
and the Continent and played before the King of France, 
Queen Victoria, and also participated in the popular Jullien 
promenade concerts in London's Covent Garden. The instru-
ments heard in their concert appearances were shaped in the 
form of trumpets with the bell forwardl5 and included a 
soprano saxhorn in E flat, a contralto in B flat, tenor in 
E flat, baritone in B flat; and in addition, they employed 
the comparatively new Austrian flugelhorn (see plateXIII, p. 14)~ 
Elliotl6 believes that the upsurge in brass band 
activity in England about 1845 was mainly due to the Sax 
instruments and the Distin performances on these instruments 
before many people in London and the provinces. The Sax 
inventions made their appearance at the first brass band 
contest in 1845 where the Holmes band performed with a sax 
' cornet a pistons, two saxhorns and saxbass. The saxhorns 
gradually became adopted by other bands including the Cyfor-
tha band which in 1847, employed an E flat saxhorn, two 
D flat tenor saxhorns and B flat sax baritone.l7 
15soon after (in 1848) Sax changed the position of 
the bell--to an upward position--as seen in Kastner's Manuel 
general de Musi~ue Militaire, plates XX, XXII, 1848. 
16Elliot, op. cit., p. 56. 
17Elliot, op. cit., p. 57. 
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In 1845, the Distins became the sole selling agent 
for the Sax instruments in England, and as the years passed, 
the family placed increased emphasis upon this phase of the 
music profession. Henry Distin was appointed in 1851 as 
Instrument Maker to His Majesty's Army and Navy; this busi-
ness was sold to Boosey in 1868 and later became the music 
publishing firm of Boosey and Hawkes.l8 
The Jullien Promenade Ooncerts.l9 To understand the 
development of musical taste among the amateur brass instru-
mentalists of the nineteenth century, we must give attention 
to a leading musical f~gure of the period. Louis Jullien, 
the man who gave a substantial foundation to England's prom-
enade concerts between the years 1844 and 1860, had a prin-
cipal role in the formulation of musical taste among the 
masses in the nineteenth century, and indirectly, gave 
momentum to the brass band movement. The promenade concerts 
had their origin in France with Philippe Musard, who in 1833, 
inaugurated a series of light programs in Paris. The orches-
tral personnel of these concerts consisted of about ninety 
players many of which were the finest in Paris. The Musard 
programs whi.ch later became standard fare in England, 
included the popular ballroom dances of the time such as the 
polka, waltz, galop, and quadrille; and in addition, there 
18oarse, op. cit., P• 199. 
19Adam Carse, The Life of Jullien (Cambridge: w. 
Heffer and Sons Ltd., 1951). 
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' were always several solos on the new cornet a pistons and 
the ophicleide by outstanding artists. Occasionally the 
program would include a gay opera overture or an arranged 
opera in which the vocal parts were played by instruments. 
These practices became transplanted in England and remained 
a permanent part of the English promenades up to the end of 
the nineteenth century. 
When the Frenchman, Jullien, began conducting his 
famed promenade concerts in England, the same type of pro-
gram was followed. These first concerts were designed to 
attract the ordinary person who did not wish a formal con-
cert, but who wanted a pleasant evening of musical enter-
tainment at a low price. Below is the program from Jullien's 
first promenade concert of 1840 which will serve as an 
example of the music played during the early years of his 
career in England. Note the appearance of the popular dance 
pieces and the cornet solos: 
Part I 
Overture- Fra Diavolo •••.•••••••••• Auber 
Chorus - Introduction from Semiramide • • • • Rossini 
Duet - Dunque io Son. • • • • • • • • • • • • Rossini 
Descriptive Ballad - The Young Soldier. • • • • Balfe 
' , Romance for cornet a pistons •••••••••• Halevy 
Aria - Miei Pompolli ••••••••••••• Rossini 
Terzetto - Zitti Zitti •••••••••••• Rossini 
Part II 
, 
Overture - Zampa •••••••••••••••• Herold 
Chorus- Sonnambula ••••••••••.••• Bellini 
Ballad - The Old Oak Tree ••••••••••• Russel 
Trio - Papataci ••••••••••••••• Rossini 
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Aria - As I view now ••••••••••••• Bellini 
Quadrille - Gais Loisirs ••••••••••• Dufresne 
Galop - La Victotre • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Musard 
Carse states that beginning about 1845, Jullien 
offerred programs of higher musical quality. The following 
concert listing from 1845 is an example of his later efforts: 
Part I 
Overture - La Barcolle ••••••••••••• Auber 
Quadrille from Ernani • • • • • • • • • • • • • Verdi 
Cornet solo - Cujus Animam. • • • • • • • • • Rossini 
Polka - The Imperial ••••••••••••• Jullien 
Symphony in A, the Allegretto • • • • • • • Beethoven 
Oboe Solo - Jenny Jones • • • • • • • • • • • .Barret 
The Original Napolitaine ••••••••••• Jullien 
Part II 
Selection - from Beatrice di Tunda. • • • • • Bellini 
Valse - a deux Tems • • • • • • • • • • • • • Jullien 
Flute solo - by Richardso~ •••••••••• 
The original Polonaise •••••••••••• Jullien 
The Post-hom Galop • • • • • • • • • • • • • Koenig 
Interspersed among many of these later programs were 
trumpet, cornet, ophicleide and euphonium solos by famous 
brass instrument artists of the day such as Koenig and Phasey 
who frequently played such public favorites as the "Post 
Horn Galop" and the "Swiss Quadrille." Needless to say, 
these artists tended to attract many amateur bandsmen to 
these concerts in the formative period of English brass band 
music.20 
The performance of popular dances and Jullien-
arranged operatic selections for brass ensemble also had a 
2~lliot, op. cit., p. 89. 
pronounced effect upon brass music publishing in the nine-
teenth century. In 1845, for example, Jullien included in 
a concert program, Bellini's El Puritani, scored for twenty 
cornets, twenty trumpets, twenty trombones, twenty ophi-
cleides and twenty serpents. Furthermore, Jullien inter-
jected the popular dance pieces such as the quadrille, polka, 
galop, quickstep in the programs of the twenty year period, 
1840-60. This probably accounts for the presence of these 
forms in the publishers catalogues of brass band music up 
to 1900. 
Though the musicianship of the amateur brass per-
formers was of high standards, it ·was principally the prac-
tice of catering solely to public taste which prevented the 
English brass band from becoming a potent musical force 
until the turn of the century. On the positive side, how-
ever, the arranged operatic selections provided a ready-made 
repertory for the early bands and helped to bring music edu-
cation to the masses of England. In this connection, the 
work of Jullien was most important. His contribution to 
music education in general and which indirectly came to be 
felt in the brass band movement, is perhaps best summarized 
in the words of Adam Carse: 
On the orchestral side it was Jullien who set 
the pace and supplied the impetus that saw popular 
orchestral concerts through their teething troubles 
and out of the uncertain experimental stage; and 
this work was not done by a hum~ug, charlatan, 
mountebank or quack. It was done by a man who had 
courage, initiative and driving force, and above 
all, the extraordinary personality that acted with 
mesmeric power on the minds of the thousands of 
people who thronged his concerts in London and the 
provinces.21 
II. THE PERIOD 1850-1900 
Introduction. The latter part of the century 
brought forth greater expansion of the brass band contest, 
a higher level of musicianship, and a standardized brass 
instrumentation. While a more professional attitude began 
to take hold in the organization of contests and in actual 
musical performances, the selection of musical materials 
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was still guided by earlier practices. In brief, the English 
brass band movement, though developing strong leaders from 
within, was still disconnected from the mainstream of 
musical activity and the formal disciplines and associations 
needed for growth and recognition. 
The Belle Vue Contest of 1853. Among the many 
important contests held after the half century mark was the 
famous Belle Vue festival of 1853. Apparently greater mus-
ical strides were being made by this date since the Manches-
ter Guardian reported that "These working-class amateurs 
were little less skilful than the best professional play-
ers."22 This contest attracted eight bands with an audience 
2lcarse, The Life of Jullien, p. 132. 
22~., p. 102. 
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estimated at 16,ooo23 which is typical of the tremendous 
following given to brass band contests in the latter part 
of the nineteenth century; in fact, this intense public 
interest has never subsided even in the present day English 
brass world. 
In comparing the size of the bands in the Belle Vue 
contest with those of the first event in 1845, there was 
little change made; the average size of the participating 
bands was still about twelve players: 24 
Dewabury 
Bury Borough 
Saddleworth 
Newton Bank Print 
Nantwich 
Woodside 
Bramley 
Mossley Temperance 
11 players 
10 
12 
16 
11 
13 
18 
10 
According to Elliot,25 the instrumentation of the 
Dewsbury band was typical of the time: three Kent bugles 
(keyed bugles), two cornopeans, three trombones, and three 
ophicleides. This points up an interesting development 
relative to scoring techniques. Evidently, the operatic 
selections were arranged in four parts at this time, with 
the cornopeans on the soprano part, the keyed bugles given 
to the alto, the trombones assigned to the tenor, and the 
ophicleide given to the bass part. This is in strong 
23~. 
24rbid. 
25Ibid. 
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contrast to later developments in the 1870's when the number 
of brass instruments in the ensemble was increased two-fold, 
and the parts subdivided considerably throughout the entire 
instrumentation. From the standpoint of studying the early 
scoring and arranging techniq~es, it is regrettable that the 
music played prior to about 1870 was still mainly in manu-
script form.26 
The music performed at the Belle Vue contest con-
sisted primarily of arranged materials taken from the choral 
and operatic idioms, including the "Hallelujah Chorus, 11 "Tan-
credi Overture 11 by Rossini, 11 The Heavens are Telling,u from 
Haydn's Creation, Bellini's Madisdeen, Cavatina by Rossini, 
and Bishop's 11 Guy Mannering Overture.n27 
The test piece. In 1854, Enderby Jackson, a lead-
ing figure in the early history of English brass music, 
established the procedure of having all participating bands 
in contests perform a designated test piece.28 This inno-
vation not only provided a more accurate measure of musical 
achievement since all bands were placed on equal footing, 
but it also created greater interest in standardizing the 
26unfortunately, many of the earlier publications by 
R. Smith Co., founded in 1857, were destroyed during the 
bombing raids in the Second World War. Not until about 1870, 
did brass band music begin to be published on a large scale. 
27Elliot, op. cit., P• 101. 
28Ibid., p. 103. 
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instrumentation in printed music. Another innovation which 
came into being at this time as a result of Jackson's sug-
gestion, was the practice of employing three judges for the 
contests. 29 As yet, original compositions other than a few 
of a simple character by Jackson, 30 were not regularly per-
formed; operatic selections and orchestral adaptation still 
prevailed. 
The contemporary newspaper reports provide some idea 
of the musical quality coming forth from the contests. The 
Yorkshire contest of 1856, which involved fourteen bands, 
was given this review by the Hull Packet: 
The number seven band (Smith's Leeds Band, con-
ducted by R. Smith) was a very fine band; indeed, 
we have rarely if ever, heard a finer private band 
••• they played in perfect time; with tone quality; 
they observed the points of expression, and there 
was much sweetness about the subdued tones of the 
piano passages • • • the whole of their performance 
exhibited great tact in training ••• other bands 
reaped substan~ial benefit from this excellent 
example. • • • 
London Contest of 1860. The London event of 1860 
marked a geographical expansion in the brass band movement 
which now included southern England. The audience of some 
27,000 heard approximately 115 bands take part in the con-
test and a massed band concert conducted by Enderby Jackson. 
The gigantic band of 1,390 players presented the 11Wedding 
29Ibid. 
3°He wrote Yorkshire Waltzes and Londesborough Galop. 
3lElliot, op. cit., p. 105. 
March 11 by Mendelssohn, the "National Anthem, 11 t1Rule Brit-
tania," the "Hallelujah Chorus, u and t1The Heavens are Tel-
ling.1132 
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The instrumentation of the brass band at this date, 
according to the listing of instruments which took part in 
the massed band concert,33 resembled the modern ensemble: 
soprano cornets, first and second cornets, E flat althorns, 
first and second althorns, B flat baritones,34 tenor and 
bass trombones, euphoniums,35 E flat contrabasses, B flat 
contrabasses and percussion. The only instrument which did 
not be come a part of con temporary practice, was the ophi-
cleide. 
Table IV (page 170) shows some interesting changes 
in the instrumentation for the latter part of the century. 
Particularly noticeable is the adoption of' the baritone, 
euphonium, bass trombone, contrabasses in E flat and B flat, 
and percussion. Furthermore, there is a decided increase 
in the number of players: from twelve in 1845 to twenty-four 
in the latter part of the century. 
32Ibid., p. 115. 
33lli!!· 
34The B flat saxhorn and the B flat bass saxhorn 
evolved into the euphonium and bombardon (also called Bb con-
tra bass) respectively in the 1870 .. s largely through the 
efforts of Phasey of the Coldstream Guards, Daubeny, ~· 
ill•t p. 113. 
35see previous footnote. 
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The rising popularity of the basses can perhaps be 
attributed to a large extent to the Wagner achievements in 
scoring for these instruments;36 also to Berlioz, who in 
his treatise on orchestration of 1843, praised the tuba. 
This instrument he states was "incomparably more noble than 
the serpent and ophicleide."37 Also to be named in the 
advancement of the tubas is Adolphe Sax, who in addition 
to devising the saxhorns, constructed an E flat tuba which 
was employed by military bands in Prussia and in northern 
Germany.38 
The performances by the bands in the London contest 
of 1860 were given this evaluation by the newspaper !£!: 
The excellence of these bands has proved what 
rapid strides music has been making in our manu-
facturing districts. No military band in Her Maj-
esty1s Service could at all compete with some of 
the bands that played. Among such a number it was 
a difficult matter for the judges to define excel-
lence of each, more especially where so many were 
equal.39 
Music publishing. Not until the latter part of the 
nineteenth century did brass music begin to be published on 
a large scale. Among the brass band journals established 
36rn the 11Ring 11 Wagner employed two tenor tubas in 
B flat, two bass tubas .in F and one contrabass in c. 
37Alex Mortimer, "The Bigger Brasses," Brass Today, 
ed. Frank Wright (London:. Besson and Co. Ltd., 1957), p. 50. 
38Ibid. 
39Elliot, op. cit., p. 116. 
TABLE IV 
BRASS BAND INSTRUMENTATION 1850-1882 
Instrument 
cornet 
keyed bugle 
ophicleide 
tenor trombone 
bass trombone 
horns 
baritone 
percussion 
fliigel horn 
euphonium 
E flat bass 
B flat bass 
Dews bury 
Band40 
1853 
2 
3 
3 
3 
Besses 0 1 
Barn Band41 
1853 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
40Elliot, op. cit.,pp. 102. 
41Hind, op. cit., p. 190. 
Staly-
bridge42 
1860 
8 
2 
2 
1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
Sta1y-
bridge43 
1875 
5 
2 
1 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
42stalybridge Old Band, A Record of 100 Years, p. 20. 
43Ibid., p. 30. 
-
44Ibid., p. 35. 
Staly- Black 
bridge44 Dyke45 
1882 1885 
6 6 
2 3 
1 (1 probably a bass) 
3tenors 3 
2 2 
2 
3 3 
2 2 
2 4 (listed 
2 merely as basses) 
45Leonard Kitcher, "From the Pages of History," The British Mouthpiece, IV, 
no. 5, (February 3, 1962), P• 5. 
I-' 
......:) 
0 
at this time were the Bandmaster Brass Band Journal by J. 
Sidney Jones, published by George Bell of Leeds beginning 
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in 1872; the Distin Brass Band Journal, begun in 1869 and 
later (1883) .became the Boosey's Brass Band Journal; and the 
brass band music firm of Wright and Round, which was founded 
in 1875; the latter along with the R. Smith Company, and 
Boosey, have continued to the present day. 
Greater strides were made in standardizing the instru-
mentation in the last half of the century as a result of 
the brass band contests. The instrumentation given below46 
is typical of the publishing practices of the year 1872: 
cornet - conductor's part 
1st cornet in B flat 
2nd cornet in B flat 
3rd cornet in B flat 
E flat cornet 
ripieno cornet . 
1st flugel horn 
2nd flugel horn 
3rd flugel horn 
1st E flat saxhorn47 
2nd E flat saxhorn 
3rd E flat saxhGr.n 
1st althorn in B flat48 
2nd althorn in B flat 
euphonium in B flat (treble clef part and 
a bass clef part furnished) 
1st tenor trombone in B flat (tenor clef) 
46From the catalogue of the Bandmaster Brass Band 
Journal, 1872, located in the Cambridge University Library. 
47Later, theE flat saxhorn was renamed "tenor horn," 
according to Hind, The Brass Band (London: Boosey and Hawkes 
Co. Ltd., 1952), p. 10. 
48Later, the althorn was renamed "baritone," accord-
ing to Hind, ~., p. 11. 
2nd tenor trombone in B flat 
bass trombone in bass clef 
E flat bombardon, (treble clef and bass 
clef part fmrnished) 
BB flat bass in tre.ble clef 
side drum 
This basically, is the same combination of instru-
ments as employed in the present day English brass bands. 
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The flugel horn disappeared from the published instrumenta-
tion about 1900 and then not until about 1925 did the instru-
ment again find a permanent position in the brass ensemble. 
The treble clef, of course, was used for all instruments 
except the bass trombone, printed in the bass clef, and the 
tenor trombone which for a short period of time was printed 
in the tenor clef. Though considerable progress took place· 
in instrumentation practices, little advancement was made 
in the quality of music published. The following extract 
from the Bandmaster Brass Band Journal of the year 1872, will 
give an idea of the type of music which was in demand: 
Contents for 181249 
No. 1. January - The Dragoon Guards Valse 
No. 2. February- The Schubert March 
No. 3. March - Grand Selection - Il Flauto 
Magi co by Mozart 
No. 4. April - Polka 
No. 5. May - March 
No. 6. June - Galop 
No. 7. July - Quadrille 
No. 8. August - Schottische 
No. 9. September-Quickstep 
49The Bandmaster Brass Band Journal, 1872. Also see 
appendix for fist of publications for the years 1886 through 
1889. 
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Interestingly, the ballroom forms of music (polka, 
quickstep and quadrille), which were popular in the earlier 
promenade concerts, are to be found in the Jones Catalogue 
and in many others of the late nineteenth century. Evidently 
the better bands such as Stalybridge and Black Dyke, and 
numerous others listed as contest winners in these years, 
played a much higher level of music as evidenced by the 
concert programs. For example, Leo~ard Kitcher states that 
hie .examination of a large number of concert programs dating 
from these early years of the brass band movement, disclosed 
a preference among the bands for very lengthy and difficult 
compositions.5° The gigantic Exhibition at Edinburgh in 
1886 featured twenty-two brass bands including the outstand-
ing Black Dyke band under the direction of Alexander Owen. 
Concerning the vast repertoire of this band Kitcher writes: 
During their five day engagement at the Exhi-
bition, Black Dyke band featured 89 items, among 
them being two selections from "The Creation" 
(Haydn), massive selections of works by the Great 
Masters such as Mendelssohn (his "st. Paul" was 
played in two parts), Rossini ("William Tell"), 
Gounod ~ 11 Cinq Mars 11 ), Wagner ( 11fannhauser 11 ), • 
Weber ( Oberon"), Mozart ("Magic Flute"), .and 
many others ••• 51 . . 
The musical quality of these performances by the 
better bands apparently was quite outstanding according 
to such reports as the following by Dan Godfrey, a member 
5°Kitcher, "From the Pages of History," The British 
MGuthpiece, IV, no •. 6., (Febuary 10, 1962), p •. 3. 
51 ,!ill. 
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of the famed Grenadier Guards, who adjudicated a contest in 
1881. Regarding the quality of the playing by the winning 
group, the Stalybridge band, he stated that "it was far 
above average, in fact, he had never heard better brass band 
playing at a contest in his life.u52 His adjudication 
report was as follows for the honored band:53 
The quality of tone was rtch and full; the 
general body of the band excellent, the recita-
tives by the trombone were played with wonderful 
smoothness, accuracy, and beauty of tone; while 
the euphonium solos were extremely well executed 
being a marvel of beauty in tone and brilliancy 
of execution and artistic shading in style; the 
solo cornet played with an excellent tone and his 
general playing throughout was the great feature 
of the selection. 
The excellence in musicianship is to be partially 
explained by several new developments of this time. For 
example, in the case of the Stalybridge organization, the 
appointment of J. Sidney Jones as professional conductor 
and coach with a regular salary may have helped to bring 
increased artistry to the performers. Jones accepted the 
position in 1875 according to the records of the Stalybridge 
band. This practice seems to have been generally followed 
by the better bands after 1875 and interestingly enough, it 
is still common today. Another reason for the quality 
52stalybridge Old Band, p. 34. 
53The Stalybridge group was, evidently, one of the 
most outstanding brass bands of the nineteenth century. 
Between 1859 and 1892, it won over 127 prizes for ensemble 
and solo performances in various contests. (Stalybridge 
Old Band, pp. 35-9.) 
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performances which were becoming more prominent at this date, 
is the technical advancement in instrument construction, 
particularly in matters of intonation. A fundamental problem 
connected with valved instruments which had to be overcome, 
was the difficulty of playing in tune when two or more valves 
were employed to produce a given pitch. Many manufacturers 
attempted to overcome the intonation problem by devising 
various devices, especially for the larger instruments such 
as the baritone and euphonium which could not be easily 
brought into pitch by slight adjustments of the player's lips 
as with the smaller brass instruments. In 1878, D. J. 
Blaikley of the Boosey Company in London, found a successful 
solution which he developed as the automatic compensating 
system. The basic principles of the system are as follows: 
By an ingenious arrangement of double porting 
of the valves and making the third valve a master 
control valve when any other valve is used in com-
bination with this third valve, he arranged for an 
increment of extra lengt~ of tubing to be brought 
. into effect by the double porting; the length 
depending upon the particula+ valve used in combina-
tion with the master valve.54 
In regards to the music performed in this period, 
Elliot55 states that there was a marked advanc'e away from the 
inferior music of the quickstep and polka variety in the 
54F. c. Draper, "The Development of Brass Wind 
Instruments," Brass Today, ed. Frank Wright (London: Besson 
and Company Ltd., 1957), P• 97. 
55Elliot, op. cit., p. 168. 
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latter part of the century. In the closing years, the oper-
atic arrangement became a staple part of the brass band 
repertory. He adds further: 
They [the operatic selections] brought brass 
bandsmen into touch with a better type of music 
than they hitherto had known; and it is safe to 
say that the brass band movement was responsible 
for carrying into remote districts a good deal 
of musical knowledge that would certainly not have 
been conveyed through any other channel. 
The test piece idea which came into being in 1845 
continued through the nineteenth century and up to the 
present day. In the nineteenth century, the test pieces 
were invariably operatic arrangements, whereas sinQe 1913 
they have been mainly original compositions commissioned 
for a specific contest. Below is a partial listing of the 
test pieces employed at the Belle Vue contests in the latter 
part of the century:56 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 
1870 
1871 
Satanello (Balfe) 
La Musette de Partisi (Auber) [sic.] 
Faust (Gounod) 
Reminiscences of Auber 
Un Ballo in Maschera (Verdi) 
L'Africaine (Meyerbeer) 
Der Freischutz (Weber) 
Robert le Diable (Meyerbeer) 
La Pro~hete (Meyerbeer) 
Erane (Verdi) 
Barber of Seville (Rossini) 
The year 1898, according to Elliot,57 became the 
turning point in the rise of the brass band in England --
56Elliot, op. cit., p. 169. 
57Ibid., p. 171. 
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from comparative obscurity to an important musical force. 
The greater progress after this date, especially in terms of 
the organization of the national contests and the quality of 
the music, was due principally to the efforts of John Henry 
Iles,58 who after hearing a performance in Manchester stated: 
"It was not too much to. say that I was positively astounded. 
• • I came away from the contest a completely converted 
enthusiast for their cause. 1159 
Among the many contributions by Iles to English 
brass music, perhaps the most noteworthy was his pian of 
commissioning British composers to write test pieces for 
the National Festival contests. Furthermore, his wor~ in 
organizing.a progressive series of graded contests for all 
levels of brass bands, instituted in 1900 at London's Crys-
tal Palace, brought the contests to the national level; 
This festival included twenty-nine participating bands and 
three graded contests in 1900; by 1934, the average number 
of bands in this annual event was 200.60 
In conclusion, the English brass band of the nine-
teenth century traveled a considerable distance before 
58Iles, a Master of the Worshipful Company of Musi-
cians (founded 1604), was decorated with the Order of the 
British Empire by King George for his long and outstanding 
service to English brass music. (Alfred Zealley, "The Great 
British Brass Band Movement," Etude (September, 1948), p. 
569. 
59Elliot, op. cit., p. 171. 
6°Ibid. 
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becoming a noteworthy musical expression. Along the way, it 
created many interested listeners and performers throughout 
much of England by stressing the popular element among the 
masses. And in its own way, as Elliot states, it did con-
tribute to bring music education to many who would never 
have had the opportunity. In seeking a significant position 
in English musical culture, recognition and respeot had to 
be won rro• the nat1onjs composers, conduc~ors and critics. 
This trend began to be somewhat more perceptible in the 
early years of the present century. In this regard, the 
original music itself became a decisive factor in attaining 
a higher stature for the brass medium, for as Elliot writes: 
As long as the all-brass ensemble was confined 
to arrangements of music conceived in terms of 
other media, it was employing a foreign tongue with-
out posessi~g the natural advantages of a native, 
while its own rich and resourceful language remained 
undeveloped--indeed, largely unsuspected.61 
61Ibid., p. 213 • 
............ 
CHAPTER VI 
ENGLISH BRA.SS MUSIC OF THE TwENTIETH CENTURY 
I. PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
Introduction. The advancement of English brass music 
in the twentieth century stands in striking contrast to that 
of the previous century; whereas the earlier period was one of 
reflection and evaluation. The new outlook has enhanced the 
stature of this phase of English music considerably as shown 
by the numerous leading conductors and composers that have 
become affiliated with the movement. The extent to which 
this activity has progressed may be more clearly understood 
in the words of Sir Adrian Boult: 
The brass band world has given me a number 
of wonderful experiences. I have learnt to 
admire their superb tone quality and range at 
both ends of the dynamic scale; their readiness 
to adopt the modern idiom in music which has 
attracted the interest of many distinguished 
modern composers; their powerful interpretations 
of the great classics in excellent arrangements 
made for them by first-class musicians; and 
their infectious enthusiasm which carries before 
it and always stimulates their audiences to a 
high pitch of excitement in the power of great 
music.l 
1Sir Adrian Boult, Brass Today, ed. Frank Wright 
(London: Besson and Coffipany, Ltd., l957), p. 7. 
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The sharp turn in artistic view has lessened the 
deep-rooted provincialism which for years limited the musi-
cal progress of brass band music in England. The basic 
point here, however, is that despite the more artistic and 
professional inroads, English brass music remains as a native 
musical expression. This is so by nature of its musical 
style, performers, conductors and performance practices--all 
of English origin. These are the four principal areas with 
which the foilowing discussion is concerned. The matter 
of English brass music style and its evolution will be 
treated in considerable detail in the second half of this 
study. 
The landmark of 1913. The first signs of a dimin-
ishing provincial influence and the coming of a new artis-
tic-minded group of leaders occurred in 1913 with the per-
formance of an original work at the national contest in 
London. During that year there was considerable interest 
expressed in the British Bandsman for new and improved brass 
band music. 2 The climax came in the May issue of that 
journal: 
Reform should come from within ••• and the 
first step in this direction will be made at the 
Crystal Palace contest next September when a modern 
work specially written for brass band by a composer 
of note, will be the test piece in the championship 
section.3 
2Elliot, op. cit., p. 180. 
3illi· 
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The score, Labour and Love, by Percy Fletcher, though 
yielding weaknesses typical of a pioneering work, provided 
the direction so desperately needed at this time. The pro-
cedure of commissioning an original test piece for the 
national contests was a major step ahead, and which is most 
important, it caught the attention of several leading com-
posers. A listing of test pieces in the national contests 
for the years 1920-35 indicates the representation of com-
posers in the period preceding the second world conflict: 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
Coriolanus, symphonic poem by Cyril Jenkins 
Life Devine, tone poem by Cyril Jenkins 
~reedom, symphony by Hubert Bath 
Oliver Cromwell, overture by Henry Geehl 
On the Cornish Coast, rhapsody by Henry Geehl 
Joan of Arc, overture by Denis Wright 
An Epic Symphony by Percy Fletcher 
The White Rider by Denis Wright 
Moorside Suite by Gustav Holst 
Victory tone poem by Cyril Jenkins 
Severn Suite by Edward Elgar 
Honour and Glory, tone poem by Hubert Bath 
Downland Suite by John Ireland 
Prometheus Unbound by Granville Bantock 
Comedy Overture by John Ireland 
Pride of Race, suite by Kenneth Wright4 
The National Brass Band Festival.5 The national 
contests founded by Iles in 1900 continued up to the outbreak 
of war in 1939. In 1945 they were resumed under the aegis 
of the Daily Herald whose sponsorship brought forth increased 
participation by inaugurating a system of qualifying contests 
4Elliot, op. cit., p. 180. 
5E. Vaughan Morris, 11 The National Brass Band Festi-
val," Brass Today, ed. Frank·Wright (London: Besson and 
Company, 1957), P.P• 31-36. 
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held in eight regions of the British Isles. Four sections 
or levels are embraced in each of the eight Area Qualifying 
Finals--Championship, Second, fhird and Fourth. Bands rated 
first or second position in each of the four sections are 
then invited to the National Finals in London. The test 
pieces employed for the Area Qualifying Finals and National 
Finals, are selected by a committee of specialists in the 
field and are kept secret until six weeks prior to the 
finals when the information is then sent to all competing 
bands by registered mail. The complexity of planning and 
organizing the national festival may be perceived in the 
following description of the 1958 contest: 
There were three separate presentations at 
the Royal Albert Hall and from about 9:30 a.m. 
until 10 p.m. there was barely any time when the 
sound of brass band music was not heard within 
this 8,000 capacity venue. The Championship Con-
test--in which 19 Area Champions took part--occu-
pied from 9:30 a.m. until 3:45 p.m. and the twin 
Festival Concerts commenced at 5 o'clock and 9 p.m. 
A new composer, with many subtle innovations in 
scoring for brass band, led to speculation and a 
deal of wonder. ''Variations on The Shining River"· 
by Dr. Edmund Rubbra, Professor of Music at Oxford. 
University, proved an exacting test for even the 
most advanced bands. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The chief guest conductor ~or the massed concerts] 
Sir Arthur Bliss, Master orthe Queen's Musick, sup-
ported by the associate conductors, Eric Ball and 
Frank Wright, created an atmosphere and reactions 
which transcended anything we have known in the 
history of this festival. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • At the adjacent Seymour Hall, Kensington Town Hall 
and Hammersmith Town Hall, the fortunes of the sixty 
bands concerned with the National Finals of the Sec-
ond, Third and Fourth Sections were being decided 
simultaneously with the Championship Contest in Royal 
Albert Hall •••• Certainly a day to remember with 
384 coaches making the long journey to London with 
supporters and friends, and over 22,000 admitted to 
the Royal Albert Hall for the three events staged 
there.b 
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The National Registry of Brass Bandsmen, the admin-
istrative overseer of the tremendous activity, has today 
some 90,000 names of competing bandsmen listed within its 
jurisdiction. According to Morris, about 700 bands compete 
annually in the national contests.7 In addition to a staff 
of eminent conductors and adjudicators drawn from music 
departments of various colleges and universities, these 
contests are honored by the presence of distinguished 
guests: 
Her Majesty the Queen honours the occasion by 
extending patronage to the Festival, and it was a 
signal honour in 1949 when--as Princess Elizabeth--
she attended the Festival Concert and presented 
the awards to the representatives of the winning 
bands •••• and there have been tumultous scenes 
when the awards have been presented by persons of 
such eminence as Dr. Ralph Vaughan Williams.8 
Conductors. The many illustrious figures connected 
with the contemporary brass band world include Sir Adrian 
Boult (president of the National Association of Brass Band 
Conductors), Sir John Barbirolli, the late Albert Coates 
and Sir Granville Bantock, Sir Malcolm Sargent and Sir Arthur 
6''The National Brass Band Festival 1958, 11 The Con-
ductor, ed. Frank Wright, V, (January, 1959), PP• 4-5. 
7Morris, op. cit., p. 35. 
8Ibid., p. 36. 
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Bliss, Master of the Queen's Musick.9 In addition to these 
conductors who have taken part principally in the national 
festivals in London, there are numerous names who have been 
associated with English brass music as professional coaches, 
composers, or conductors including Frank Wright (editor of 
The C:on.ductor), Drake Rimmer, Major G. H. Willcocks, Dr. 
Denis Wright, Dr. Henry Geehl, Edric Cundell (Principal, 
Guildhall School of Music and Drama), Phillip Catelinet, 
(presently with Carnegie Institute of Technology), Dr. Harold 
Hind (author on brass music), and Harry Mortimer (British 
Broadcasting Company). 
In 1946 the National Association of Brass Band Con-
ductors was formed to provide among other benefits uconfer-
ences and conventions of its members at which by lecture 
and discussion the cause and progress of the brass band move-
ment, band teaching and contesting may be stimulated. 1110 
The official organ of the association is The Conductor, 
edited by Frank Wright and published quarterly. 
9"Massed Bands and Celebrity Conductors," The Con-
ductor, ed. Frank Wright, III, no. 10, (October, ·1954), p. 4. 
lOS. A. Early, "The National Association of Brass Band 
Conductors," The Conduator, V, no. 5, (July, 1959), p. 4. 
II. THE MUSICIANS 
• • • Their artistic performances are truly 
amazing. Music is more than a hobby with these 
men; ••• Apart from their employment, music 
demands the greater portion of their leisure hours. 
One rehearsal a week is of no use to these men; 
it is usually two or three, and in the case of a 
band attending a championship contest, they are 
at it every night in the week for a couple of 
weeks previous to the co~test.ll 
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Though of striking dissimilarity in several respects 
from their nineteenth century counterparts, the English brass 
bandsmen of today are, like their predecessors, amateur 
performers. For the most part the players still acquire 
their musical skills informally through personal study with 
talented amateur instrumentalists, conductors, coaches and 
from actual playing experiences with various brass ensembles. 
More recently, a large number of players have sought profes-
sional instruction, and in addition, there are many English 
secondary schools which offer instruction in brass instru-
ments. The standard practice of employing a professional 
musical director and coach for th~ leading bands has, 
undoubtedly, provided greater opportunities for growth in 
musicianship. The extraordinary feature of the entire brass 
band movement in England, however, is that in general most 
of these players have not received a formal music education 
but have come by musical skills and understanding as a result 
llAlfred Zealley, 11The Great British Brass Band Move-
ment, 11 Etude, LXVI, (September, 1948), p. 534. 
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of a long tradition of brass music in the family and commun-
ity. 
Even though the major brass bands fill many import-
ant paid engagements during the summer months and ar·e members 
of the musicians union, the players are still classified as 
amateurs. The ruling on amateur status is that 11a man's 
earnings as a musician must not total more than two-thirds of 
his income. 1112 Many of the conductors of these brass groups 
are professionals who train not one but several bands and 
conduct them in concerts and contests. A player, on the 
other hand, may play in only one band and must be a member 
of that particular group three months previous to a con-
test.l3 
Hind,l4 who has been associated with English brass 
bands for several decades, reports that at the present, most 
all of the bands rated in the excellent category are attached 
to industry, and moreover, there is considerable rivalry and 
competition for outstanding players. This has led to the 
practice, evidenced at least among some firms, of offering 
good salaries and favorable working conditions for exception• 
al brass instrumentalists. 
12Zealley, op. cit., p. 569. 
13lli,g,. 
14Harold Hind, 11The Brass Band in Britain Today," 
The Brass Quarterly, I, ·(March, 1958), p. 156. 
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The musicianship. It is interesting to speculate 
what the present day style of brass performance would be if 
English brass music was devoid of its extensive historical 
background. The heritage aspect of musicianship is, appar-
ently, not to be taken lightly. Today, the many recognized 
institutions offering formal studies in music, provide the 
major English symphony orchestras with qualified brass 
instrumentalists; however, up until recently this was not 
the case. George Eskdale, who received his early musical 
training 1n a brass band and who is presently with the London 
Symphony and the Royal Academy of Music, states that the 
brass bands were an important source for symphony orchestras. 
In the following extract he provides further elaboration on 
this point and also some insight into the excellent tone 
quality possessed by brass bandsmen: 
It is not many years since nearly all young 
orchestral brass players were recruited from the 
ranks of either brass or military bands. Most of 
them came from brass bands, but military bands were 
also a source of supply ••• In early times, when 
facilities for general education in music were not 
always readily available, brass bands provided 
opportunities for instrumental tuition and for 
learning something of the standard works. They 
were an excellent medium for training young musi-
cians in the principles of ensemble playing. The 
more talented of these young players made names 
for themselvesit and it was from this select com-
pany that the 'recruits" mostly came ••• Brass 
band playing and orchestral playing have at least 
one imRortant factor in common--good quality of 
tone.l5 
15George Eskdale "Brass Band to Symphony Orchestra," 
The Conductor, V, (April, ·1959), p. 7. 
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The amateur players from the very beginning of their 
musical experiences are conditioned by the ensemble prin-
ciples of tone, dynamics and inter-play. Many writers, both 
English and American, have commented on the amazing skill 
and beauty of tone of the British brass groups. An Ameri-
can, John Hall Stewart, after hearing several brass band 
performances in a contest held in Lancashire, England, made 
the following statement: 
I have played recordings of some of the better 
British brass bands for many American friends--
bandsmen, orchestra musicians and others. Inevi-
tably they found it difficult to believe that indi-
vidual brass players could accomplish such feats, 
or that such a small ensemble could produce such 
results. I wonder how they would respond if they 
could hear the bands in person. For, to me, they 
beggar description. The solid "organ" tone of 
the basses ••• the rich French horn.tone of the 
euphoniums • • • the exactness of phrasing in both 
solo and sectional passages, the complete integra-
tion of sections and ensemble, the superb intona-
tion, the startling dynamic transitions and the 
trueness of attack ••• these are but a few of the 
lasting impressions which these fine bands made 
upon me.l6 
Several reasons for the exceptional intonation and 
tonal qualities of many English brass bands are clearly 
stated by Phillip Catelinet, an authority on English brass 
music: 
The very environment which surrounds the major-
ity of young British players greatly influences 
their conception of tone and style in playing. From 
the very beginning most of them are concerned with 
group and ensemble playing. I would say that most 
British Orchestral brass players commence their 
16Jobn Hall Stewart "The British Brass Band," Music 
Educators Journal, XXXVII (April-May, 1951), p. 52. · 
careers in brass bands. There they learn the art 
of team work, of listening to the other player, of 
detecting thematic material and the other hundred-
and-one assets necessary to good ensemble playing. 
As most brass bands do little in the way of the 
spectacular, football parades and suchlike, rehear-
sals are confined to concert and contest work. 
Each and every instrumentalist has but one objec-
tive in his musical effort, that to improve artis-
tically. If his ambition leads him toward the 
orchestral profession he has a sound instrumental 
basic training • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • To sum up, I feel that the more serious approach to 
his instrument necessitated by the fact that the 
amateur player is forever concerned with concert 
or contest standards of performance, is bound to 
effect the general quality of sound produced. So 
it is that in balance and blend, and in those 
qualities necessary for effective ensemble playing 
that British brass excel.l7 
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The eminent English composer, Gustav Holst, had the 
highest regard for the musicianship possessed by the amateur 
brassmen. Holst's daughter, Imogen Holst, describes his 
estimation of these musicians in the following words: 
The Moorside Suite ~y Gustav Holst] was the 
test piece for the brass band competition at the 
Crystal Palace that year ~928] and Holst listened 
to it fifteen times on end. Here were players who 
combined the enthusiasm of amateurs with the skill 
of professionals. It was not only their technical 
proficiency that he admired so much; it was their 
sense of phrasing and their real musicianship.l8 
The excellence of tone and the ensemble skills 
attributed to English brass performers by the above writers 
17Phillip Catelinet, 11The British Concept of Brass,u 
The School Musician, XXIX (February, 1958), pp. 38-39. Mr.· 
Oateiinet has long been affiliated with English brass music 
as a conductor, performer, adjudicator and composer. 
18Imogen Holst, Gustav Holst (London: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1938), p. 132. 
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and by others, may have their origin in the ensemble perform-
ances dating back to the Renaissance. In view of the fact 
that most of the English amateur brass players have not had 
the opportunity for formal study in a conservatory or uni-
versity, there must be some validity in a historical explan-
ation of their musical achievements. In this connection, 
there are several factors which sheuld receiTe same ooRsid-
eration at this point: the extensive tradition of folk 
interest in wind music, the early performance practices 
involving brass instruments, and the long historical prefer-
ence for the conically constructed forms. 
From medieval times to the present, except for a 
period of some one hundred years, England has always been 
foremost in brass music. Even during the interim following 
Purcell there were wait bands which though decreasing in 
number, continued the brass instrument tradition. In short, 
there has been a line of development from the minstrel and 
wait bands of the early Renaissance ~P to the present. 
The waits and minstrels at an early date created an 
interest among the villages and towns for various reed and 
brass instruments. At the end of the eighteenth century 
the results of their musical endeavors became manifested in 
the amateur militia bands which sprung up in various parts 
of the British Isles. Then, as a result of these and other 
regular military bands, an interest in mixed reed and brass 
ensembles appeared among industrial communities early in 
the nineteenth century which eventually gave rise to the 
brass band movement. Thus, brass instruments have always 
been associated with the people--an informal rather than a 
formal means through which concepts of instrumental per-
formance have been transmitted from one generation to the 
next (see table V). 
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The first ensemble practices involving brass instru-
ments may also be a contributing factor. The waits, prob-
ably the first in England to give attention to the combining 
of brass instruments into consorts, were well accustomed to 
the short, conical forms, the cornetts, dating from medieval 
times. These instruments with their equally soft-toned 
counterparts, the sackbuts, were cherished for their blend-
ing qualities in conjunction with voices in·church per-
formances. This practice, plus the early custom of per-
forming wind instruments in conjunction with voices in the 
secular English forms (estampie and carols) and the per-
formance of vocal-based materials (operatic arrangements) 
for most all of the nineteenth century, constitutes the 
background of the present day English propensity for a 
light, lyrical tone quality in brass performance. 
The English preference for the scoring of multiple 
instrumental parts as found in the brass band music of the 
nineteenth century and of today, may have had its origin in 
the polyphonic style of sixteenth and seventeenth century 
English brass music. Although there is a difference between 
TABLE V 
THE RISE OF THE ENGLISH BRASS ENSEMBLE 1100-1700 
Roman 1100-
Period 1250 1350 1400 1469 1475 1500 
cornui King Edward III Edward IV Henry VII 
tubas Richard 5 trumpets trumpets 9 trumpets 
organs tuba 2 clarions pipes 5 sackbuts 
auloi lituus 5 pipes shawms shawms 
(Amphi- buccina 3 shawms 
theatre) (cornu) cornetts 
Norwich London 
Waits Waits 
begin: ensemble 
shawms of 6: 
sackbuts 
cornetts 
shawms 
1585 
Norwich 
Waits: 
cornetts 
sackbuts 
lyzar-
dyne 
recorders 
shawms 
1603-
1700 
James I 
to 
Queen 
Mary 
Royal 
Wind 
Band: 
cornetts 
sackbuts 
(haut-
boys) 
1-' 
\0 
1\) 
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playing and independent line in a small ensemble and that of 
playing a doubled part among many instruments, the techniques 
of balance, blend, intonation and interplay are common to 
both. Such then, is the rich instrumental background from 
which contemporary English ensemble practices have evolved. 
The conical principle of construction, perhaps the most 
influential factor upon the evolution of English tone qual~ 
ity, has been associated with English lip-reed instruments 
since the medieval period. From the soft-toned, lyrical 
qualities of the cornett family which continued into the 
eighteenth century from the Middle Ages via the serpent 
(bass cornett), evolved the next phase of conical forms--
the valved bugle or saxhorn assemblage.l9 (See Table VI) 
These instruments ushered in the entire group of modern 
English brasses and with these conical forms came a long her-
itage of brass performance which would play a major role in 
forming concepts of tone. 
19iabert Donington classifies the keyed bugle, ophi-
cleide, flugel, tenor, baritone, euphonium, bass tubas, and 
the complete family of saxhorns as members of the 11bugleu 
family; all are characterized by a wide, conical bore and 
broad tone, The Instruments of Music (London: The Pitman 
Co., 1951), pp. 97-98. The "bugle family" is complete with 
the additions given by Forsyth: the E flat and B flat cor-
nets--which are the Sax instruments, the Eb sopranino and Bb 
soprano, respectively, Forsyth, of. cit., pp. 163-164; also 
supra, p. 121; Carse also classif es the saxhorns in the 
bugle family, "Adolphe Sax and the Distin Family," op. cit., 
p. 198. Joseph Wagner lists cornets, alto horns, ·euphonium 
baritone, and tubas as members of the saxhorn family. ~ 
Scoring ~New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1960), p. 123. 
TABLE VI 
THE EVOLUTION OF THE ENGLISH BRASS INSTRUMENTS 
Roman England 
Empire 900 1200 
bucina cor-
{animal nett 
horn) 
straight 
form 
cornu - - -)-
buzine 
tuba - - -
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Professional affiliations. One difference between 
amateur brassmen of today and those of yesterday, is that 
contemporary players have a greater opportunity for profes-
sional and artistic growth. In former years the British 
brassmen were a highly inbred group bound by the musical 
tastes common to a certain segment of society. However, 
with the advent of numerous musical organizations, concert 
events beyond the local level, publications, records, pro-
fessional conductors, and colleges offering advanced study, 
the possibilities for individual musical advancement and 
the exchange of musical concepts have been increased consid-
erably. 
The na~ional and regional contests which have brought 
thousands of players together to receive expert criticism 
and coaching by major conductors, and to be disciplined in 
the exacting requirements of original music, probably con-
stitutes the principal avenue through which changes in mus-
ical taste are brought about. Aside from the inspirational 
performances under major conductors in the national festi-
vals, the instrumentalists of today have the professional 
help of a conductor who has been schooled in a formal aca-
demic environment and thus posse.ssed with a knowledge of 
instrumental techniques, music theory and conducting.20 
20Indicative of the type of preparation offered stu-
dents is the examination given for the Licentiateship for 
Brass Band Conducting granted by the Guildhall School of 
Music and Drama. The examination is as follows: "Not 
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In the previous report cited by Hind, he mentions 
that there has been an increase in the number of candidates 
seeking diplomas in bandmastership at such schools as the 
Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Trinity College of 
Music, and the Royal College of Music. This trend seems to 
indicate the existence of an informed group of rising instru-
mentalists who are apparently qualified musically to pursue 
less than one month before the date of the examination can-
didates must submit their own brass band arrangement of the 
Allegretto from Pianoforte Sonata Op. 10, No. 2 (Beethoven) 
and the Overture ttson and Stranger" (Mendelssohn). No marks 
will be awarded, but if the work is approved, the.candidate 
may proceed with the remainder of the examination. This con-
sists of five sections. Section 1. To conduct: (a) One 
of three prepared works, each not exceeding twelve minutes 
duration, the names of which will be sent to the candidates. 
The examiners will select the work to be conducted. (b) An 
unprepared work, not exceeding twelve minutes duration. The 
candidate will be allowed fifteen minutes in which to famil-
iarize himself with the work. A band will be provided. 
Section 2. (a) To play a piece, selected by the candidate, 
on either a valve instrument or slide trombone. (b) To 
play at sight on the selected instrument. (c) to answer 
questions on the technique of the various instruments (fing-
ering etc.) and on other matters connected with the brass 
band. Section 3. To score a short orchestral extract and 
a pianoforte or organ extract for full brass band, treble 
clef to be used for all instruments except bass trombone and 
drums. Section 4. To work a three-hour paper on Rudiments, 
Harmony and general principles of Musical Form, including the 
analysis of a short composition, and elementary questions on 
the notable composers and their works. Section 5. Aural 
tests. {a) To write from dictation a melody of reasonable 
length. (b) To write from dictation a short two part melodic 
test. (c) To write from dictation a short passage of four-
part harmony. {d) To recognize modulations to related keys 
in a continuous musical passage. (e) To identify short 
extracts from well-known works.'' Kenneth Cook, The Bandsman • s 
Ever,thing Within, (London: Hinrichsen Edi tioil. Ltd~, 1950.), 
pp. 9-BO. 
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music study at the college level. Certainly the advancement 
made in brass band music in the past half century has con-
tributed to the development of many professional musicians 
as attested in the discussion of previous pages. 
Another important influence in the music education 
of Britain's instrumentalists, and at the same time pro-
viding a firmer foundation for the brass movement, is the 
rise of brass instruction in the schools. A comparatively 
new development (1934), it has been steadily gathering momen-
tum since the war until now there are numerous brass bands 
in secondary schools and junior high schools. 21 Evidently 
there is progress being made musically among these school 
groups which eventually will be felt in the amateur brass 
movement, for according to Cook, stress is being placed on 
quality music: 
As to the musical standard attained by indivi-
dual bands, there is obviously great variation from 
year to year. With an ever-changing school popula-
tion great difficulty is experienced in maintaining 
high standards; yet many bands perform with a marked 
degree of technical proficiency and musicianship • • 
• Schoolbands have visited Norway, Holland and Germany 
• • • School bands have taken premier honours at mus-
ic festivals. One school band provided the accom-
paniment to a full scale Handel organ concerto, and 
introduced a modern concerto for percussion and 
brass •••• Programmes reach us from schools with 
names of composers of brass music of the 16th and 
17th centuries ••• 22 
21Hind, op. cit., p. 157. 
22Kenneth Cook, 11 Brass Music in Schools," The Con-
ductor, IV, no. 6 (October, 1956), pp. 8-9. 
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III. COMPOSERS AND THEIR MUSIC 
The modern instrumentation. The usual size of the 
English brass band of the present day is twenty-five play-
ers. An examination of the instrumentation employed by 
leading bands in the late nineteenth century (see table IV, 
page 170) shows that the practice of using twenty-five per-
formers became established after about 1880. Both the number 
and type of instruments became standardized largely due to 
the formation of national contests which required competing 
groups to meet certain specifications. The brass band score, 
having changed very little in instrumentation during the past 
seventy-five years, consists of eighteen parts arranged in 
the following order: 
TABLE VII 
ENGLISH BRASS INSTRUMENTATION 196023 
Number 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Instrument 
E flat soprano cornet 
Solo B flat cornets 
Repiano B flat cornet 
B flat flugel 
2nd B flat cornets 
3rd B flat cornets 
Solo E flat tenor horn 
1st E flat tenor horn 
2nd E flat tenor horn 
1st B flat baritone 
2nd B flat baritone 
1st B flat tenor trombone 
2nd B flat tenor trombone 
G bass trombone 
B flat euphoniums 
E flat basses (or bombardons) 
BB flat basses (or contra basses) 
Percussion 
23Catelinet, op. cit., pp. 37-38. 
The above listing discloses very few changes between the 
instrumentation of 1872 and the present day. The former 
•• bands employed three flugel horns as opposed to one of the 
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contemporary practice; also, the older flat saxhorn and 
althorn became named "tenor horn" and "baritone horn" respec-
ti,aly with no major change in construction being made. 
The brass band is composed of different types of 
brass instruments which may be divided into two tonal 
groups: the bright toned, comprising cornets and trombones, 
an£ the rich, rather sombre group consisting of the flugel 
horn, tenor horns, baritones, euphoniums and basses. 24 
There is, of course, th.e noticeable absence of the trumpet 
and French horn. Aside from the technical requirements of 
,., .. --
~ two instruments {the substitutes, cornet and tenor horn 
require less effort), Wright states that trumpets do not 
blend well with cornets, nor do the French horns blend into 
the ensemble due to their clarity of sound.25 
The over-all tonal effect resulting from the modern 
brass band combination of instruments, and which, of course, 
is traceable to Sax's efforts, is a homogeneous quality in 
which no individual tone colour predominates.26 As we shall 
see in the subsequent stylistic analyses, some composers have 
ed. 
24Denis Wright "Brass Colotir Contrasts," Brass Todat' 
Frank Wright {London: Besson Company Ltd., -1957), p. 5 • 
25Ibid., p. 55. 
261.ill.·, p. 54. 
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been relatively successful in achieving a fairly wide variety 
of tonal colours within this seemingly limited medium of 
expression. Another interesting point which will become 
clearer to the reader is that the modern English brass medium 
bears little resemblance to the woodwind and string ensemble. 
Rather, it is more closely allied to the large brass choirs 
of the Venetians in terms of depth and power of expression; 
and, in its use of short divertimento or suite forms, the 
English brass medium resembles the chamber wind bands of the 
classical period.27 
The cornets. Occupying the first five lines of the 
brass band score, this treble group of instruments is equiv-
alent to the clarinet section of the military band or to the 
vi~in section of the orchestra.28 The composite sounding 
27Reference is made here to the following wind band 
compositions of the classical period: the Royal Fireworks 
Music by Handel (1749) comprising six movements:. overture, 
bourree, a largo siciliana, allegro, and two minuets, Charles 
Bolen, 'Open-Air Music of the Baroque," Ph. D. dissertation, 
Indiana-University, 1954, P• 120; Water Music Suite by Handel 
(1715), consisting of 19 movements such as: songs, airs, 
bourrees, hornpipes, an overture, and minuets, Bolen, 2£• 
£!!., p. 105; Six Feldaartien (1761) by Joseph Haydn, Gold-
man, oi. cit., p. 39; erenade for Winds in B flat, K. 361 
by w.. Mozart (1781), Alfred Einstein, Mozart His Character 
and His Work (New York: Oxford University Press, 1945, new 
edition 1962), u. 203; Serenade for Winds in E flat, K. 375, (1781) by w. A •. Mozart~ Ibid., p. 264; Serenade for Winds in 
C minor, K. 388, (1782J ~. A. Mozart, Ibid., p. 153; 
Divertimento for Winds, K. 166, (1773) by-w;-A. Mozart, ~., 
p. 202; also several other divertimenti by w. A. Mozart: 
K. 187, 188, 213, 240, 252, 253, 270, 289, ~; and one final 
work should be mentioned from this era: Serenade a 9 by 
Ignaz Joseph Pleyel (1757-1831), Goldman, op. cit., p. 41. 
28Harold Hind, The Brass Band, p. 4. 
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range of the cornet group covers practically three octaves, 
from e to eb•••. The highest pitched member is the soprano 
in E flat with a sounding compass of a to eb•••.29 The 
remaining cornets, all pitched in B flat and all having the 
same playing range, possess certain individual characteris-
tics and functions which are pertinent to this study. The 
solo B flat cornet, the next instrument in the score follow-
ing the high soprano, is assigned the chief melodic part 
performed in unison by four players; its sounding range, like 
the remaining instruments of this group, is from e tobb•••.30 
The next instruments of the cornet group,. the flugel 
and repiano, play from the same part. The repiano, a regular 
B flat cornet, is used as a supplementary instrument (hence, 
the derivation of its name) for·either doubling the solo 
cornets in tutti, or strengthening a certain group of instru-
ments.31 The flligel has a tone somewhat like a French horn 
owing to its larger bore than the cornet; it also differs in 
other respects from the cormet such as its deeper mouthpiece, 
and wider bell which gives a more mellow and less brilliant 
tone than that of the cornet. 
29Denis Wright, Scoring for the Brass Band (Lanca-
shire: Joshua Duckworth, Ltd., 1935), p. 17. 
30Ibid., p. 15. 
31~., p. 19. 
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The scoring practice generally followed for the cor-
nets according to Hind,32 is to give the soprano-ranged 
melody to the solo cornets and to the flugel and repiano 
cornets if the melody is not pitched too high. The second 
and third cornets are assigned to harmony notes, while the 
soprano cornet may continue the melodic part of the solo cor-
nets if it moves out of their range. The flugel is frequently 
used in combination with the tenor horns where the deeper 
flugel tone is used to enhance the horns; if it is employed 
in this way, the part is marked simply 11 flugel 11 to indicate 
tacet repiano.33 
The tenor horns. These instruments, pitched in E 
flat, one octave lower than the soprano cornet, provide a 
French hom-like fullness to the middle range of the brass 
ensemble.34 The tenor horn, formerly called E flat saxhorn 
in nineteenth century English brass band music, is actually 
an alto range instrument and is, hence, misnamed, according 
to Wright.35 The sounding range of the instrument is one 
octave lower than the soprano cornet, from A to eb''· The 
tenor horn parts fall into three divisions, solo, for melodic 
32Hind, The Brass Band, P• 9. 
33wright, 
. 
Scoring for the Brass Band, p. 19. 
34Wright, Scorin~ for the Brass Band, p. 22. 
p. 54. 
35wright, uBrass Colour Contrasts, II Brass Todaz, 
or florid accompaniment; and first and second horns for 
harmonic use.36 
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The baritone. This instrument, formerly called the 
althorn in older brass scores,, is pitched one octave lower 
than the B flat cornet. In possessing a playing range of E 
to ·bb 1 , it is actually the "true tt tenor range instrument and 
has a function similar to the viola in the orchestra. Two 
baritone parts are written in the score; the first may double 
the solo cornets melody at the lower octave, and the second 
may double the bass an octave .higher in soft passages .37 
Euphonium. Constructed in the same key as the bari-
tone, this instrument is frequently called the cello o~ the 
. 
brass band due to its full, rich tone and the great playing 
range afforded by the extra valve.38 The fourth valve per-
mits chromatic playing down a fourth from the baritone's 
lowest note and thus fills in the gap between the pedal 0 
and the F sharp. The euphonium is similar in function to 
the cello by.nature of its effectiveness as a solo instrument, 
for florid accompaniment and for reinforcement of the bas~ 
ses.39 The two players in the brass band share the same part. 
36H1nd, The Brass Band, p. 10. 
37Ibid., p. 11. 
38Ibid., p. 11. 
39Ibid.,pp. 12. 
-
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The trombones. The trombones are, like all the other 
brasses (except the bass trombone), scored in the treble 
clef, and occasionally in the tenor clef for high soprano 
range melodies. This scoring practice is common in England 
since it permits easy transfer of amateur players to various 
instruments without having the performer re-learn another 
notational system. Three trombones are employed in the 
brass band, two tenors in B flat with the same sounding 
range as the baritone, and a bass trombone in G with a sound-
ing compass of C# to e 1 • 
The basses. The basses, also referred to by the 
English as bombardons or bass tubas, are of two types, the E 
flat and the double B flat. The E flat, the smaller of the 
two, is pitched an octave lower than the tenor horn or two 
octaves lower than the soprano cornet. The sounding range 
is AA to eb 1 • The BB flat bass, considerably larger than 
the E flat bass, but of the same shape with the bell point-
ing upwards, has a sounding range of EE to b~ The E flat 
and the BB flat instruments generally play the same part. 
The senior composers.40 During the early part of 
the century, that is prior to the second world war, rela-
tively little original brass music was published in England. 
The few works published between 1913, the date of the first 
noteworthy score for the national contests, and 1940, were 
4~ost of the biographical information is from Ken-
neth Cook's The Bandsman's Everything Within, previously 
cited. 
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from a wide selection of composers, including several major 
figures. A few of these earlier composers,·with a brief 
biographical sketch, are mentioned here to merely indicate 
the background from which the first original works emerged. 
Percy Fletcher, who in addition to the 1913 test piece, 
Labour and Love, composed Epic Szmphony, the 1926 champion-
ship test piece. Hubert Bath (1883-1945), contributed two 
test pieces, Honour and Glory for the national contest of 
1931, and a symphony, Freedom, the score for the champion-
ship section in 1922 and again in 1947. 
Henry Geehl (1881-1961), one of the most important 
figures in the brass band movement, originally intended to 
pursue the career of a concert pianist and studied in London 
and Vienna. Dr. Geehl (Dr. Philosophy, Bonn University), 
affiliated with the brass band movement since 1923, was 
composer, te~cher, and adjudicator for the national and 
regional contests. In later years he was professor of piano-
forte, composition, orchestration, brass and military band 
scoring; and lecture and examiner at Trinity College, Lon-
don. His original brass music includes: Oliver Cromwell 
(1923), On the Cornish Coast (1924), Robin Hoed (1936), 
Normandy (1945), Sinfonietta Pastorale (1946), In Tudor 
Days (1947), Festival Overture (Daily Herald Area Champion-
Test piece 1950), &oona Sinfonica (1952), and Thames Valley 
Suite (1954). 
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Sir Granville Bantock (1868-1946), a leading composer 
of orchestral music.and long associated with the University 
of Birmingham as professor of music, was knighted for his 
musical achievements in 1930. His brass music includes, 
Oriental Rhapsody (1930), Kubla Khan (1928), Prometheus 
Unbound (1933), and several scores published after his death, 
The Frogs of Aristophanes, Orion Overture, and The Land of 
the Ever Young. 
Adam Carse (1878-1958), who received his training at 
the Royal Academy of Music, wrote a number of large scale 
works for orchestra, including a symphony. His Musical 
Wind Instruments, History of Orchestration, The Orchestration 
from Beethoven to Berlioz and other books, are valuable con-
tributions to music theory and history. His two known works 
for brass are, Proce·ssional March and Three English Pictures, 
the test piece for the Area contest of 1955. 
Other noted older generation composers who wrote for 
the brass medium include John Ireland, Downland Suite (1932), 
and Comedy Overture (1934); Sir Edward Elgar, Severn Suite 
(1930); Gustav Holst, Moorside Suite (1928), and Vaughan 
Williams1 Variations for Brass Band (1957). 
Younger generation composers. A long affiliation 
with English brass music marks the musical career of Denis 
Wright (D. Mus. Edinburgh), who has been active as conductor, 
teacher, author, and composer since 1925. In addition to 
being on the music staff of the B.B.C. for a number of years, 
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he has served as examiner at Guildhall School of Music and 
Drama and has authored two works, Scoring for Brass Band 
(1935) and The Brass Band Conductor (1948). He began com-
posing brass music in 1925 with a prize winning test piece, 
Joan of Arc. Other works followed such as the White Rider 
(1927), Tintagel (1931), The Sea (1931), Handelian S~ite 
(1941), Overture for an Epic Occasion (1944), Music for 
Brass (1948), Glastonbury Overture (1953), and Salzburg 
(1960). 
The most prolific English composer of brass music 
is Eric Ball (born 1903), a graduate of the Royal College 
of Music, who has composed numerous works for the medium 
including Thanksgiving (1945), Four Preludes (1947), Resur-
gam (a 1950 test piece), Tournament of Brass (1955), and 
others. 
Drake Rimmer, nephew of the nineteenth century brass 
band pioneer, William Rimmer, in addition to professional 
conducting and editing of a brass journal, has composed 
various works including Welsh Rhapsody (1949), Introduction 
and Fugue (1949) and more recently MacBeth, Othello and 
Ruford Abbey. 
Among other contemporary English composers of brass 
music, Herbert Howells (D. Mus.) born in 1892, is known for 
his championship test piece Pageantry Suite of 1934, and his 
Three Figures, the test-piece for 1960 national championship 
finals. Gordon Jacob, (D. Mus.) born 1895, is known for 
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his text on orchestration and numerous orchestral works; he 
has composed several works for brass: Prelude to Revelry 
(1951) and Suite in B Flat (1955), and the English festival 
music of 1951. 
Brief mention should be made of the contributors of 
the national test pieces in recent years. William Alwyn, 
professor of composition at the Royal Academy of Music, and 
composer of two symphonies, wrote The Moor of Venice for the 
1958 Area Championship section. 
Dr. Edmund Rubbra, professor of music at Oxford 
University, wrote the test score for the 1958 national 
championship contest, Variations on the Shining River. 
Lastly, Edric Cundell, principal, Guildhall School 
of Music, provided the 1954 national championship brass 
music, entitled, Blackfriars. 
There has been a steady growth in the quantity of 
brass music composed in England during the first sixty years 
of the present century. Although the following listing is 
perhaps somewhat incomplete it does provide some idea of 
the advancement made since 1913. Note the strong up-swing 
in the ten year period 1950-60 which doubled the previous 
period in terms of published brass music. 
Period 
1913- 1930 
1930- 1940 
1940- 1950 
1950- 1960 
Published Works 
13 
20 
28 
42 
PART II 
THE STYLISTIC EVOLUTION OF THE MUSIC 
FOR THE ENGLISH BRASS ENSE~ffiLE 
CHAPTER VII 
EARLY STYLISTIC SOURCES 
Introduction. The appearance of brass music in 
printed form at the turn of the sixteenth century had a 
marked effect upon the course of English brass music his-
tory. In addition to removing the ambiguity which sur-
rounded previous group performances, music printingl and 
the subsequent practice of designating instrumental parts 
gave impetus to instrumental music composition. Now, the 
techniques of writing for instruments--their capabilities, 
limitations, and combined tonal effect--became of greater 
importance. In this respect a new musical medium came 
into existence. 
The first brass music composed in this manner 
occupied an important position in several ways: it drew 
upon preceding English musical styles for inspiration and 
thus continued certain native characteristics; and secondly, 
it pointed the way for subsequent contributions in the brass 
idiom. An examination of representative brass music of the 
seventeeBth century and related music of preceding periods 
lThe earliest printed English music is Cornysh 1s 
XX Songes of 1530, Rokseth,: op. cit., p. 421. Oddly enough, 
not until 1611 did wind music become available in printed 
form. 
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will provide information concerning the origins of the 
ideas expressed in the new musical medium and the stylistic 
direction of the early brass compositions. However, before 
taking up these questions, a few preliminary remarks are 
necessary. 
The collections of Eriglish libraries contain but a 
few pre-seventeenth century examples which bear a direct 
resemblance to the first printed brass music; therefore, 
other music, more indirectly related, is incorporated in 
the study. In the order of discussion the listing of this 
music includes: old English dance tunes (estampies, carols, 
and wait and country dance tunes), early English chamber 
music, and sixteenth century dance music. 
The evolution of musical style in the brass medium, 
like all other media, proceeded from the general to the 
specific; hence, it is on the rather broad planes of musi-
cal art that we must seek the first distinctiv~ signs of 
an emerging style. Of the many important characteristics 
inherent in the collection of the first English brass music 
of the seventeenth century, the most prominent is the scintil-
ating, joyful spirit which results mainly from the rhythmic 
and metrical setting. This broad aspect of style, that is, 
the rhythm1c,2 represents an extensive heritage in English 
2Reference here is made to "symmetrical and regularly 
recurrent groupings of tones according to accent and time 
value," Webster's New International Dictionary, second edi-
tion, 1945 edition. 
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musical history; and it is chosen as the starting point 
because of its dominant position in the melodic construction 
of seventeenth century brass music. Inseparable, of course 
from such a discussion, is the more subjective matter of 
pitch relationships and their organization which also merit 
a close examination. In the following, no attempt has been 
made to cite every example of early related music but rather 
to bring in certain selected excerpts which are character-
istic of the form in general. 
Old English dance.music. The lively, secular spirit, 
characteristic of the rhythmic patterns found in most early 
brass music, is to be traced to the medieval dance tunes. 
These dance pieces {estampies and fragments in the conducti 
caudae) display an unusual rhythmic vitali·ty somewhat dif-
ferent from the sacred English polyphony of the same period. 
For example, compare the more reserved, rhythmic movement 
of the thirteenth century Alleluia (Ex. 1) with the gregar-
ious English dance tunes (Ex. 2, 3). Although there is 
considerable modal rhythm, it does lack the regular bass 
pattern of the dance music. The latter music is easily 
identified by the strong metric and agogic accents and the 
periodic grouping of rhythmic patterns; interestingly, these 
same attributes apply to the first music for wind instruments 
around the turn of the sixteenth century. Noteworthy, from 
the purely melodic point of view, is the enhancement of the 
rhythmic drive through the use of wide intervals; moreover, 
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the prevalence of this skipping movement in most all estamp-
ies indicates an instrumental derivation of the English 
dance tunes.3 In further contrast to the sacred fragment 
is the regular reoccurrence of phrases and the use of def-
inite cadences in the major mode as opposed to the subtle 
repetitions and modal cadences common to sacred polyphony 
of the period. 
The one sacred English example given here, a thir-
teenth century Alleluia (Ex. 1), is from an English collec-
tion of music originally composed for the Augustinian priory 
of St. Andrews in Scotland. According to Harrison,4 this 
collection of polyphonic sacred music constitutes "the chief 
surviving evidence of the wholesale adoption of French music" 
by the English in the thirteenth century. "The secular 
motet, however, found no place in England 
to Harrison.S 
••• " according 
3The estampie was at first vocal, probably a dancing 
song; but in the course of the thirteenth century it was more 
and more often performed instrumentally, Rokse~ op. cit., 
p. 408. 
4Frank L. Harrison, op. cit., pp. 129-130. 
5Ibid., p. 129. 
Note: The French influence upon English artistic 
practices, particularly during the period of the Norman 
inhabitation, is undeniable; however, the English probably 
began to shape their own native musical style at an early 
date. A valuable storehouse of medieval melody, evidently of 
French origin, is ~he Play of Daniel originating at Beauvais 
c. 1140, according to Reese, Music in Middle Ages, p. 201. 
Many of the French melodies in the work (edited by Noah 
Greenberg, London: Oxford University Press, 1959) are in a 
lilting style; however, the tunes do not for the most part, 
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Ex. 1, Alleluia, 13th century6 
The following excerpt of polyphonic instrumental 
dance music (Ex. 2) is from a suite of three thirteenth 
century estampies, entitled: "stantipes," "ductia," and 
"s:tantipes imperfecta." Of particular interest is the fact 
that this music is from the same manuscript which contained 
the famed "Sumer is icumen in" dated about 1240. Apart 
exhibit the joyful skipping movement and pulsatile rhythms 
of the English dance tunes. 
6In Wolfenbuttel Ducal Library, MS. 677, quoted in 
Harrison, ot. cit., p. 130. Dom ~selm Hughes believes the 
music is da ed from about 1250, The History of Music in 
Sound, II (New York: Oxford University Press, 1953), p. 45. 
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from the general kinetic rhythmic activity of both parts , 
attention is drawn to the principal theme in the oass ; its 
skipping melodic movement and sectional form constitute the 
chief identifying features of secular English music from 
this period . 
Ex . 2, 13th century dance music7 
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Undoubtedly from a later part of the thirteenth 
century, the next excerpt of English dance music {ex . 3) 
has several interesting details pertinent to the investiga-
tion . The English propensity for thickness of sound and 
counterpoint, is illustrated in the latter measures where 
the textu~e is expanded to three instrumental parts . This 
example and the well known "Sumer is icumen in 11 are of 
7Bri tish Museum MS . Harl·ey 978, quoted in Hughes, 
op, cit . , p . 45; also found in Harvard Anthology of Music , 
op . cit . , p . 4 3 . 
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particular importance for they show an early predilection 
for polyphonic writing--a chief characteristic of English 
instrumental ensemble music up to the end of the seventeenth 
century . This extract , like all of the other dance pieces 
of the medieval period , possesses definite instrumental 
traits including many repeated note figures , wide intervalic 
leaps, and motoric rhythm generated by the eighth note 
groupings . 
Ex . 3 , 13th century dance musicS 
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Boxford, Bodleian , Douce 1}9, fo . 5V, quoted in Dom 
Anselm Hughes, Early Medieval Music up to 1300, The New Oxford 
History of Music, II (London: Oxford University Press, 1955), 
P• 338o 
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Another source for the rhythmic style commonly found 
in seventeenth century English brass music is the English 
carol, a vocal form employing instruments which dates back 
to the early medieval period. Originally, as it was pointed 
out earlier, the carol was a dance accompanied either by 
singing or by instruments; when instruments were used they 
played in conjuncti0n with the chorus and probably accom-
panied some of the lines and verses. In view of the many 
references to minstrels playing aerophones in the perfor-
mances of this form,9 it seems likely that an ensemble of 
wind instruments (clarions, cornetts, and sackbuts and 
others) took part in the carol performances of the four-
teenth and fifteenth century. Clearly evidenced in the 
following fifteenth century carol are the secular qualities 
of rhythmic and melodic movement closely allied to the 
medieval dance music: 
9supra, pp. 47-49 
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Ex. 4, 15th century carollO 
~~- ~!Jr l;lln ll tit lt.J r lj rl til fJ.!PJ HI IJ. :1 
f; N 11HaiJ 'J rltJ riJ tJ 1'IJ lJ. 1 J l ~ 1 I Jd Plr ~ h: 
·i 
; lf J. I JP a t I t.J r I J 1 J t I J t J. I Jl h ~ I t J II 
The waits, with the minstrels in the Renaissance, 
continued the essential principles of the secular dance 
music begun by the minstrels in the Middle Ages. A compari-
son of the available secular music from both periods reveals 
some striking similarities which justifies this view. The 
music of the waits, unfortunately, is limited to only a 
few instrumental tunes which were passed on from one ge~era-
tion to the next by rote process. 
This remaining music is not a fair criterion by 
which to judge the musicianship and practices of the waits. 
Woodfill, as mentioned previously, believes that much of 
their music was not preserved, and in addition, they undoubt-
edly drew from the newly published resources after 1550 
which were designed for consort playing. Most of the avail-
able tunes were extracted by such researchers as Bridge and 
lOchappell, op. cit., P• 42. 
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Langwill from seventeenth century English collections of 
dance music. Concerning the nature and purpose of these 
wait pieces (which must have originated as early as the 
fifteenth century because of their simple melodic structure 
and affinity to the carols), Bridge writes the following: 
It will be seen that these town bands [wait 
bands] must s~pply themselves with special music 
and almost every town 'had its own particular tune, 
few of which are still extant. Some evidently were 
written for wind some for strings, but all of a 
simple nature, for they had to be memorized and 
moreover often played with very cold fingers ••• 
these songs were generally based upon the open 
notes of the horn.ll 
Several short quotations from the ~ait repertory are given 
here to illustrate the truly secular nature of the music. 
The sprightly rhythm, clear-cut melodic curves and goals, 
and sectional structure are all reminiscent of an earlier 
age. 
llBridge, oa• cit., p. 69. 
Note: In 1cat1ve of the waits' musical prowess 
is the First Consort Lessons by Thomas Morley (1599) which 
he dedicated to the waits for their outstanding musician-
ship. This work consists of 25 pieces (for instrumental 
ensemble) and requires considerable proficiency. 
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Ex. 5, "Colchester Waits 1112 
£~§ 83 1m I~' r 1 r & It r 1 EiJ lfi1 1'r-t I 
&1 nu!J Jlll J] I! ttlllJIDJjt f r I('~ I 
Ex. 6, "London Waits 1113 
Ex. 7, "Oxford Waits"l4 
12Chappell, op. cit., p. 550, quoted from Apollo's 
Banquet, 1669. · 
13Ibid., quoted from Apollo's Banquet, 1663; this 
work is alSoC'alled "The Waits," in the Dancing Master, 1665. 
14Bridge, op. cit., p. 89. 
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Ex. 8, 11Worksop Waits"l5 
l~i J J J I J J r I r r 
Ex. 9, "Chester Waits ttl6 
Country dance music. Although the country dance 
is first heard of in England in mid-sixteenth century, .it 
probably originated ·much earlier.l7 The most important body 
15Bridge, op. cit., p. 88. 
16chappell, op. cit., p. 551. 
17rt is first presented in Rycharde's Miso~onus c. 
1560, one character asks: 'Can you dance countryances?' 
the other replies with the names of 'The Vicar of St. Fools', 
'Heartease', 'Catching Quails', etc., all but the first are 
titled in Playford editions before 1670, Margaret Dean-Smith 
(ed.), Playford's English Dancing Master, 1651, a facsimile 
reprint, Schott and Co., Ltd., London, l957, p. xvii. Al-
though the country dance is not mentioned formally in English 
literature until 1560, Chaucer (1340?-1400) alludes to danc-
ing quite frequently. For example: ("The Miller's Tale") 
11 In twenty manners could he trip and dance/ after the school 
of Oxenforde tho [then)/ and with his legges caste to and 
fro/ And playen songes on a small ribible/ thereto he sung 
sometimes a loud quinible/ and as well could he play on a 
gitern/ in all the town was brewhouse .nor tavern7 that he not 
visited with his solas/ there as that any gaillard tapstere 
was." Duncan in Minstrelsy, op. cit., p. 237, writes that 
11 Raye 11 (also spelled "Hay 11 and 11Hey 11 ) was an old country 
dance. Chaucer in 11 The House of Fame" refers to the country 
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of English dance tunes is Playford's English Dancing Master, 
which was introduced by Playford in 1650 and published in 
1651. Stylistically, this collection of 104 dance tunes is 
most important in our discussion of the evolution of wind 
music. Contained in these dance melodies are the same dis-
tinctive qualities found in the wait tunes--symmetrical 
phrases and gay, skipping rhythmic movements--thus suggest-
ing a derivation in the early Renaissance'when the waits 
began to assume their new role in forming municipal wind 
ensembles.l8 Since the waits were probably frequently called 
on to furnish dance music, it may very well have been that 
this corpus was also, in part, a portion of their repertory. 
This idea is corroborated by the finding of refer-
ences to dancing and country dances as early as Chaucer 
(mentioned previously) and several dance tunes in Playford's 
collection which refer to "AO.son1 s Sarabande" (Adson, was 
of course, a Wait) and also to a tune called 11 The Waits." 
Also, other wait tunes were printed in other dance collec-
tions of the period (Walsh's Compleat Dancing Master, for 
example). 
In the following excerpts taken from Playford's 
collection (examples 10-16), note the instrumental-like 
dance: "There saw I famous old and young Pipers o:f alle 
Dutche tongue/ To learne love dances and springs/ reyes, 
and these strange things." 
18This movement began about 1400, supra, p. 70. 
character which is typical of most of the 104 tunes . 1 9 
Ex o 10 "Sellenger's Round 1120 
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tu 111 lr tlJI h m1 r· ll £'ffllr :Wii} m Ir r P1 
'j· ur 1 r HI tO mp. 1 ;113 1 1 t!W l~ atlj Jl J l ~ 
' r tul r .i ¥lr£ w11. i pi ti r J r1ft1J n ·1 ~*~11 t~. I 
l9The stylistic analysis of these pieces shows the 
following: 63% of the 104 are · in 6/8 or 3/2 time; 35% in 
2/2 time , and 2% in 3/4 time . The majority are in binary 
form and all of balanced phrases . Moreover , the major 
mode predominates , and the melodic curve of these tunes is 
distinct , that is, clearly outlined and goal-directed . The 
cadences are clear (modern), the rhythmic patterns are 
simple , with the following 6/8 figure predominating: 
r.=fl .r:rJ ; the next most popular figure is .1 .r-. .1 I' ; 
the anacrusis is used 31%, and the thesis 69% in melodic 
beginnings . 
20This is from The English Dancing Master , 4th edi-
tion \ 1670o Ritson states that this dates back to Henry 
VIII s period, op . cit ., p . xliv . 
, 
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Ex. 11 "Newcastle 11 21 
r . . . u. ~ i r Jl!J. r J J lr i J r I i r . 01 i 11 J I J r ul i lJ. t I a. ,:a. 
f' ~ 
Ex. 12 "Rufty Tufty 11 22 
21This is from The English Dancing Master, 1st edi-
tion, 1650. 
22This is from the same source , 1st edition, 1650; 
according to Dean-Smith this . tune is still well known as a 
Morris dance (under "Vicar of Bray"), op. cit . , p. 59. 
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Ex. 13 uGathering Peascods 11 23 
Ex. 14 "Shepherd's Hey" (Headington'Jig)24 
23From the En~lish Dancing Master, 1651; this is 
also found in Byrd'sPeascod Time, 11 also in "The Hunt is 
Up," and in the "King~s Hunt"; also·in Holborne's Citharen 
Schoole, 1597 according to Dean-Smith, op. cit., p. 81. 
24From Cecil Sharp's collection of Morris Dance 
Tunes, set IV, London: Novello and Co., Ltd., p. 2. 
II 
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Ex. 15 "If All the World Were Paper"25 
jfo i r I J t J ~ r J.l ; t J t10tll ! J r I J t 1 t I r r l r1 r· -l 
Ex. 16 11 Goddesses 11 26 
The instrumental style found in these dance tunes is prob-
ably best explained by the traditional use of the pipe and 
tabor for the country dance.27 Hence, the explanation of 
the scale-like, scintilating tunes which 11lie 11 easily on the 
25From the English Dancing Master, 1651. 
26Ibid; also found in Giles Farnaby's 11Quodling's 
Delightf 11 also in his Madrigal, "Daphne on .a Rainbow 
Riding,' .Dean-Smith, op. cit., P• 44. 
27Tabor is a drum; pipe is an instrument of the 
recorder type, Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 584. 
,. 
pipe, 28 and also the strong rhythmic pulse of these dances 
which is traced to the tabor accompaniment. 
In summary, these dances, like the wait tunes and 
carols--all stylistically related in rhythmic and melodic 
character--were derived from the informal musical activi-
ties of the English people. Then gradually these dance 
melodies became incorporated into "formal" compositions 
which came from the court musicians of the sixteenth cen-
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tury. Their first widescale use around 1600 is found in the 
Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, Byrd's collection of keyboard 
pieces (My La dye Nevells ·Book, 1591), William Ballet's ~ 
~ (about 1600), Barley's New Book Tabliture (1596) and 
Robinson's Schoole of Musiche (1603). 29 
The Morris dance tunes should also be mentioned in 
conn.ection with old country dance music. According to 
Duncan3° the Morris dance was probably introduced as early 
as the reign of Edward III (ruled 1327-1377). He also adds 
28Apel writes: "[the pipe] was held and played with 
the left hand only, while the right hand played the tabor, 
• • • 
11 Ibid. Grove's states that the pipe had three holes 
including-a-thumb hole on the back which allowed the playing 
of an octave and a fifth in range as well as chromatic and 
diatonic melodies, third edition, IV, p. 184. See page 24 
of this study for an illustration of pipe and tabor from the 
Cantigas de Santa Maria, Madrid, c. 1270. 
29Dean-Smith, op. cit., p. xvii. 
30 Duncan, op. cit., p. 8. 
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that the dance was of Moorish origin31 and came to be assoc-
iated with the English May games and afterwards in all com-
mon pageants. It seems to have reached its peak in popu-
larity during the rule of VIII. 
The musical style of the traditional Morris dance 
tunes found 1.:n. Sharp's Morris Dance Tunes32 which were 
collected from native sources, follows that of the 104 tunes 
in Playfords English Dancing Master: simple rhythmic fig-
ures, major mode predominates, meters distributed evenly 
between 4-4 and 6-8, and in general, the same lively, cheer-
ful expression prevails throughout. 
Early English chamber music. Up to this point in 
our discussion of the evolution of English wind music, the 
main concern has been with the rise of the indigenous 
rhythmical style in the "informal" music of the people. 
Now, we turn to English chamber music--the first evidence 
of "formal" music by nature of its being composed. With 
the exception of several pieces of music for wind instru-
ments, the first English chamber music, written in the period 
1550-1600, was mainly for viols. The three exceptions being: 
31There is disagreement ampng scholars on the origin 
of the Morris dance. Cecil Sharp, the leader in English 
folk song research, believes the Moorish origin is unfounded 
since the Moorish dance is common throughout Europe, The 
Morris Book, I, second edition revised (London: NoveiiO Co., 
Ltd., 1912), P• 9. 
32Cecil Sharp, Morris Dance Tunes (collected from 
traditional sources), 10 sets, 80 tunes (London: Novello 
and Co., Ltd., 1919). 
Robert Parsons' music for wind instruments (probably cor-
netts and sackbuts) written about 1570, Thomas Whythorne 1s 
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Of Duos or Songs (1590), and lastly, Anthony Holborne 1 s 
Pavans, Galliards, Almains and other short Aeirs, both &rave 
and light, in five parts, for viols, violins, or other musi-
call winde instruments, composed 1599. Each of these com-
positions is important in relation to the emerging style of 
brass music at the turn of the sixteenth century. However, 
before discussing these works, attention should be given 
to the "In Nomine" form of instrumental composition which 
marked the beginning of chamber music in England--and the 
principal framework from which ttcomposed 11 wind music evolved, 
The "In Nomine, 11 to reiterate, was the title given 
to a large number of sixteenth century English instrumental 
pieces (for viols or keyboard) based on a sacred cantus 
firmus,33 Although written principally for viols this 
music and to a lesser extent--virginal music, unquestionably 
provided the basic stylistic foundation for subsequent Eng-
lish wind music.34 In the works of the first In Nomine 
33supra, p. 108, 
34The virginal music of this same period also had 
an important part (for example, the dance pieces played on 
the virginals also came to be written for winds). However, 
in view of the general polyphonic style of early wind music 
(to be discussed shortly) the ttin Nomine" with its emphasis 
upon contrapuntal voice movement seems to have provided the 
principal mold for the wind ensemble. The more homphonic 
texture and arbitrary shifting in the number of voice parts 
common to virginal music, on the other hand, seems to have 
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compmeers (Taverner 1495-1545 and Tallis 1505-85) there is 
little difference from other sacred vocal compositions of 
the period. For example, Meyer writes: "The cantus firmus 
is always strictly kept; its individual notes are all of 
the same duration (mainly long notes); and the melodies • 
flow softly in a neutral and continuous stream."35 
• • 
In the works of later In Nomine composers (Parsons, 
died 1569, Tye, died 1§85, and Ferrabosco, died 1588) this 
form of instrumental composition underwent a drastic 
change--from vocal to instrumental style.36 In short, the 
In Nomine had discarded the sacred style for now substituted 
in its place are secular tunes which embody a definite 
melodic profile through the use ef active rhythmic figures. 
And in place of the characteristic over-lapping technique 
which veiled the sectional divisions of sacred polyphony, 
we find more definite attempts to establish cadences at 
divisional points. Typical of these later changes is the 
following excerpt taken from an In Nomine by Parsons (ex.17). 
Here are to be found the distinguishing features of the 
contributed less to formal structure and more to melodic 
style of the English wind ensemble music. These early ten-
dencies, that is, the preference for melodic domination and 
the short dance forms so common to virginal music, form the 
basis of an aesthetic philosophy which is to rule the next 
four hundred years of English brass composition. 
35Meyer, op. cit., p. 83. 
36~., pp. 87-88. 
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the first brass music by Adson37 and of his successors; 
namely , the use of multiple voice parts arranged in moder-
ately polyphonic texture, definite melodic character inter-
jected in the upper part and strong emphasis upon rhythmic 
movement. 
Ex. 17 In Nomine a 5 by Parsons38 
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A truly important landmark in the historical develop-
ment of English wind music is reached with Robert Parsons • 
37see p. 216. 
38Meyer, op. cit., p. 89. 
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music for wind ensemble, lecated in the Oxford Christ Church 
Library (Hs 979/83). This work does not possess any indi-
cation as to method of performance, however, it is quite 
evident that wind instruments were to be employed in the 
performance of the music. The general style of the instru-
mental parts seems to indicate an attempt to imitate trumpet 
sounds, this is especially noticeable in the middle section 
of the composition transcribed below. 
Starkey39 in his catalogue of brass music has class-
ified this composition by Parsons as music for trumpets; 
however, there is considerable evidence to show that the 
music was designed for another form of wind instruments. 
Firstly, there are five parts (without words), each of an 
octave range and written in a diatonic character except for 
the trumpet-like effects in the middle section. This scale-
step movement, plus the very low range of the bass parts 
would rule out the trumpet 1s harmonic idiom. In addition, 
considerable playing endurance is required in the long, 
winding counterpoint; this seems to point to less-tiring 
wind instruments. And lastly, the complete coverage of 
the musical scale by the five parts collectively, suggests 
the possibility of a performance by an ensemble of cornetts 
39William Starkey, "History and Practice of Ensemble 
Music for Lip-Reed Instruments," (Unpublished doctoral dis-
sertation, University of Iowa, 1954). 
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(two treble, two tenor and bass), or a combination of cor-
netts and sackbuts. The work is in two sections, t.he first 
consists of a polyphonic setting similar to the Netherlands' 
choral style then in vogue among the royal court composers; 
the second consists of a highly rhythmic antiphonal exchange 
between all five parts. Below, (ex. 18), transcribed into 
modern notation, is an excerpt from the first part of Par-
sons' wind music. Parsons·• work--being the first known 
composition for wind instruments--is of special importance 
in relation to the ensemble music which followed for here 
are the fundamental stylistic outlines characteristic of 
the first brass music. These include a contrapuntal tex-
ture, the use of imitation, a careful treatment of disson-
ance, a full, rich sonority, and above all, a highly spirited 
rhythmic movement. 
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Ex . 18, Parsons ' Wind Music40 
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At a point marked by a change from duple ( ct ) to 
triple ( C• 
'' 
) meter, Parsons introduces a highly interest-
ing section of antiphonal writing (ex . 19) . Noteworthy , in 
addition to the many imitative effects , are the trumpet-like 
motives, the lilting rhythmic movement in six-eight time 
(the norm for most medieval English dance music),41 and the 
40oxford , Christ Church, Hs 979/83; see appendix for 
complete transcription of this music . 
41A total of eight polyphonic English dance tunes 
from the medieval period have been reproduced in scholarly 
works . Seven have been transcribed by Hughes into six-eight 
time; see Hughes • The History of Music in Sound, pp. 43-47 . 
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thick texture which is a preview of a later favorite English 
compositional technique . 
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Ex. 19 , Parsons ' Wind Music 
(Part II) 
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The second landmark in the evolution of English wind 
music is Thomas Whythorne ' s Of Duos or Songs , 42 a collection 
of short duets in contrapuntal style . Though only for two 
instruments, this work deserves mention since it is the 
first. published collection of instrumental music in England; 
and especially since some of the music is for cornetts . The 
42published in London, 1590 
Museum, K. 4 . c . 3. 
Original in British 
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work is divided into three sections , the first for undes-
ignated instruments is titled "for instruments of musicke 
that be of the like compasse or distance in sound ," the 
second section according to its author may be played on two 
treble cornetts, and the third , the only part not originally 
intended for voices since no text is provided , consists of 
fifteen canons at various intervals . 
Three short quotations will disclose something of 
the simple melodic and contrapuntal style which pervades 
the entire work . Example 20 is from the opening measures 
of the second duo, while ~xample 21, the first few measures 
of a canon at the octave, illustrates the contrapuntal 
technique typical of the third section. 
Ex. 20, Duo II 
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Ex . 21, Duo XXXIX, Canon 
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The most important conclusion to be derived from an 
analysis of the Whythorne Of Duos or Songs, is that there 
is no differentiation made, stylistically speaking, between 
the vocal and instrumental duos. Lacking in the purely 
instrumental pieces are the idiomatic figures noted in the 
previous English secular dance music. On the basis of the 
general musical style of seventeenth century English brass 
music whlch is ear-marked by such distinctive idiomatic 
features, it would appear that these duos exerted little 
influence upon later English instrumental composers. There 
is also a noticeable absence of other indigenous traits 
such as clear-cut melodic curves and goals, phrase repe-
titions, sectional structure, and most important of all, the 
vigorous rhythmic movement commonly associated with early 
English instrumental music. Rather, the Whythorne music 
seems to emulate the sacred style through the use of modal 
themes, a reserved rhythmic movement and diatonic progres .- · 
sions. Example 22·. illustrates these findings. On the other 
hand, the use of canonical techniques, to be found in the 
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last section of the collection, is quite significant histor-
ically speaking. The long history of the canonical princi-
ple which began in the thirteenth century 11Sumer is icumen 
in," the first English polyphonic composition, and to be 
found in numerous rounds and catches of the English Ren-
aissance,43 tends to justify the classification of this 
device as an intrinsic stylistic of early English music. 
In continuing this heritage, the Vlhythorne music occupies 
an important position in English music history. 
Ex. 22, Cantus from Duo I 
IJ !· J IJ J J I J J I 
I· a Ill. I J. J I 
II 
- 0 
43According to Grove's, "Rounds and catches, the 
most characteristic forms of English music, differ from can-
ons in only being sung at the unison or octave ••• Ori-
ginating at a period of which we have but fev-r musical records, 
these compositions have been written and sung in England 
with unvarying popularity until the present day ••• That 
catches were immensely popular ••• is proved by the numer-
ous allusions to 'alehouse catches' and the dramas of the 
16th and 17th centuries."; Grove's, IV, p. 451. 
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Sixteenth century dance music. In devoting his crea-
tive talents to the popular dance forms, Holborne, in his 
Pavans and Galliards of 1599, mirrored the common practice 
of his age. Apart from creating stylized and artistic com-
positions for chamber performance based on the popular tunes 
and forms, Holborne, like many others, continued the dance 
rhythms and melodies of the people. Without a doubt the 
ancient secular art of the minstrels now became widely dis-
seminated through the dance movement which truly marked an 
important social change, for as Meyer writes: 
During the last twenty years of that century 
(the sixteenth) the popularity of dance music broke 
all previous bounds. Practically the whole of Eur-
ope was held, as never before or since, in the spell 
of a rage for dancing ••• Innumerable editions 
of dance collections appearing year by year bear 
witness to the consciousness of the newly-won free-
dom.44 
On the artistic plane, the court of Henry VIII gave 
the initial impetus to the new creative spirit by providing 
the atmosphere in which the gay country tunes and dances 
of England (represented by the dump, jig, and hornpipe) and 
those of the Continent (pavan, almand, courante, galliard) 
could develop as artistic forms of musical compositio~. The 
impact of these dances upon composing in the instrumental 
media was indeed great; for now the sacred style--its con-
tinuous, un-ending melodies based on the quiet mood of the 
Cantus Romanus, non-pulsatile rhythms and thick contrapuntal 
44Meyer, op. cit., p. 97. 
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texture--could not be easily adapted to the new molds which 
called for a more objective type of melody and a homophonic 
texture. The humanization of musical art created a wider 
potential Qf expression for the newly formed brass ensemble 
as well as for all other instrumental media which followed 
this artistic upheaval. It brought forth the characteristic 
features--the life-giving elements--of the nation's folk 
art; namely, the animated instrumental rhythmic figures pre-
served by the waits and minstrels; secondly, the pulsatile 
rhythmic schemes of the dance which had universal appeal, 
and lastly, the needed forms which now guaranteed the instru-
mental wind ensemble an independent existence. So great 
was the.influence of the d$nce movement on instrumental 
composition, that all of the brass compositions of the 
seventeenth century were based on the dance forms which had 
evolved in the latter part of the sixteenth century. 
Holborne's contribution, though only designated as 
playable by wind instruments, is important. In embodying all 
of the new features, as opposed to the predominantly sacred 
style of previous wind music by Whythorne and Parsons, it 
represents the turning point in wind instrumental composi-
tion, and, in a sense, the precursor of English brass ensem-
ble music. From here it was merely a matter of adding 
instrumental names to the written parts. Holborne's princi-
pal work to be discussed, Pavans, Galliards, Almains 1 and 
other short aeirs ••• for viols, violins or other musicall 
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winde instruments,45 consists of a suite of sixty-five 
pieces, mainly of galliards and pavans except for the last 
part which contains almains, gavots and rounds. Each of the 
pieces is accompanied by an unusual title such as "The Teares 
of the Muses," or, "The Fruit of Love." As the title of 
Holborne 1s wo~k indlcates, the pieces ~re playable by wind 
instruments, and since consorts of wind instruments were 
common at this time, it seems likely that they were played 
by concerted brass groups. 
An examination of this music discloses the further 
evolution of the distinctive rhythmic and melodic traits 
found in the medieval and Renaissance secular English dance 
music. In the piece "Night Watch, •• (an excerpt of which is 
given in example 2.3) there are frequent recurrences of sev-
eral devices which are typical of the Holborne compositional 
technique. These are: considerable rhythmic motion created 
by careful placement of eighth notes on strong beats, the use 
of dotted quarter and eighth note figures, well defined melo-
dic goals, def.ini te cadences, the division of the whole into 
several sections marked by strong tonal pull (tonic to domi-
nant), and clearly terminated phrase endings. 
45Published in London, 1599. Two sets of the origi-
nal part-books are known, in the libraries of the British 
Museum and Christ Church, Oxford. 
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Ex . 23 , "Night Watch 1146 
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Mention s hould also be made of the texture of the 
Holborne suite which is in five parts . This is interesting 
since much of the seventeenth century English brass music is 
five and six parts , and moreover , the reader will find that 
the English brass co.mposers continue to refine this technique 
of vertical juxtaposition for the next four hundred years . 
Another feature in common with the later seventeenth 
century prass compositions is the penchant for contrapuntal 
46Published by Robert King , North Easton , Mass ., 
under "Two Pieces , " from Pavans , Galliards • o • by Anthony 
Holborne , 1599 . This version by King has been transposed 
down a major second from the original . 
I 
I 
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writing which, however, may be considered quasi-contrapuntal 
due to the relative sameness of rhythmic motion in each of 
the lines. The same style of part movement, coupled with the 
harmonically-based (rather than modal) counterpoint, is typ-
ical of the successors of Holborne. Instead of making use of 
canonical techniques in the strict sense, Holborne employs 
subtle imitation of melodic motives from one part to the 
next as in the next excerpt from "The Choice." Mention 
. . 
should also be made of Holborne's treatment of dissonance: 
there is complete avoidance of dissonant clashes or, for 
that matter, of sevenths; also, few cross relations are to 
be found--in general harmonic simplicity prevails.47 
47curiously, the conservative harmonic style which 
is characteristic of most all early English wind music (even 
of today), does not mirror the strong trends found among 
such leading English figures such as Byrd and Bull whose 
instrumental works (keyboard) of this period are highly 
experimentive, harmonically speaking. Byrd (1542-1623) made 
use of dissonance in an unorthodox and deliberate manner, 
according to Harman. For example: freely quitted dischords 
(echapp~e) are to be found, unprepared (usually V) sevenths 
are a favorite device, and considerable use of so-called 
"English Cadence" in which a suspension resolves coupled with 
false relation, Harman, op. cit., p. 314. Bull (1562-1628) 
also exemplified harmonic innovation and dramatic harmonic 
effects (Augmented 5ths, Neapolitan 6ths, flatted 7ths etc.,) 
in his later virginal music, Wilfrid Mellers ttJohn Bull and 
English Keyboard Music"; The Musical Quarterly, lL (October, 
1954), pp. 548-571. 
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Ex . 24, "The Choice u48 
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The guestion of continental influence . A brief 
statement should be made at this point of the brass music of 
the Continent in relation to the emerging English composi~ · 
tions . Earlier, it was stated that the Italians , 49 under 
48Antony Holborne, Suite for An Ensemble of Brass, 
transcribed and edited from Pavans , galliards etc ., by Thurs-
ton Dart, Oxford University Press , London , 1959 . 
49Germany , the other leading contender at this time , 
is represented by Johann Schein (1586-1630) and Johann Pezel 
(1634-94); see page 86 for partial listing of German brass 
music . In spite of the long history of German tower music , 
there is some evidence to the effec that English music may 
have been copied by the Germans in the first quarter of the 
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the leadership of Giovanni Gabrieli, clearly led the move-
ment in prass music composition. Since the works of Gabri-
eli appeared before the English contributions (Gabrieli's ~ 
phoniae Sacrae was printed in 1597), there is the question 
of stylistic influence. It would seem likely that the 
impressive 11 concertato 11 style of the Venetians, of which 
seventeenth century. Grove's relates that two leading sev-
enteenth century English composers, William Brade (1560-
1630) and Thomas Simpson, who spent most of their lives in 
German ro~al courts, published several collections in Ham-
burg in lo07 and 1609. Brade, for example, had his 9 pavans 
and galliards a 5 (for unspecified instruments) included in 
the collection entitled Ausserlesene Paduanen ••• which 
was published by his colleagues FUlisack and Hildebrand. 
The Brade music, of which an example is given in the appen-
dix, displays the same general musical qualities as found 
in the music of Holborne and Adson. Grove's adds further 
credence to this possible English-German influence by stat-
ing: 11The instrumental music of their [Brade's and Sim:tJ-
son 's] . contemporaries (En.glemann. • •• Scheidt, Schein) 
for instance, is closely modeled on the dance suites of 
Brade and Simpson."; Grove's, 1955 edition, I, p. 866. The 
similarity of the first wind music by Holborne and Adson 
with that of the Brade music is quite striking; moreover, 
the English wind music style of writing is also to be found 
in the work of Schein (see appendix) and that of his succes-
sor, Pezel (see appendix). In conclusion, the music of 
Schein and Pezel is constructed along the English lines with 
a strong interest indicated in vertical sonority and a sim-
plicity and uniformity of rhythmic movement in all parts. 
There is a noticeable difference, however, in the later son-
atas of Pezel which show more complex rhythmic style {Son-
ata No. 22, for example). It may very well have been that 
both the English and German brass music in having its begin-
nings in out-door performance (the night watch of the.waits 
and the tower performance of the 11 thuermer"), was influenced 
in its development by the physical surroundings in which the 
music was played. Whereas the Italian brass performances 
seem to have been more closely associated with indoor (cathe• 
dral) ceremony, and thus giving rise to more elaborate com-
positions free from acoustical limitations. 
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several English travelers wrote about,5° probably helped to 
motivate the brass movement in England. Moreover, we know 
that the sixteenth century royalty were greatly moved by 
the Italian brass musicians as attested by the numerous 
importations of Italian brass players under Henry VIII.51 
It should also be reiterated, however, that English docu-
ments show a long history of brass performance in the court 
dating back to Edward I; indeed, an impressive record of 
brass instrument usage. The strength of this heritage is 
not to be lightly cast aside since, curiously, the English 
brass composers did not attempt to emulate the polychoral 
techniques, nor the intricate contrapuntal and rhythmic 
style of the Venetian school. Simply stated, the English 
remained consistent with their propensity for a full sonor-
ity, a less complicated rhythm and a moderately contrapuntal 
texture. This is borne out in a comparison of the Gabrieli 
music of 1597 and 1608 (see ex. 25, 26) with that of the 
first brass music by Holborne, Adson, and their English 
successors. 
50supra, p. 65. 
5lsupra, p. 94. 
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Ex . 25 Canzon duodecimi toni52 
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52From the Symphoniae Sacrae , Venice , 1597 . Copy-
right Robert King Music Company , North Easton , Mass . Ori-
ginally scored for 2 brass choirs of 4 cornetts and 1 trom-
bone each, Starkey , op . cit . 
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Ex . 26 Oanzona per sonare No . 453 
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CHAPTER VIII 
MUSIC OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
I. TWO AYRES FOR CORNETTS AND SAGBUTS BY JO~ ADSON 
Introduction. To state that the transition from the 
Holborne Pavans and Galliards of 1599 to Adson 1s "Two Ayres 
for Cornette and Sagbuts-• of 1611, involved little change, 
may seem like an oversimplification; however, it will be 
seen that this is essentially true. To begin with, Holborne 
and his successors who contributed to the brass medium, were 
on a common ground aesthetically speaking. The rage of cre-
ating stylized compositions based on the popular dance forms 
of the court and village continued unabated among the com-
posers of the seventeenth century. 
The chief difference, of course, between the old and 
new was the innovation of designating instrumental parts; 
this event was perhaps a less momentous occasion than what 
we would like to think. On the basis of the long history of 
wind music in the court, especially in view of the many 
royal music events of considerable scope, it would seem likely 
that some form of music manuscript existed for brass instru-
ments prior to 1600. 
Adson's music for brass represents a modest contri-
bution; however, it must have exerted some influence on the 
stylistic course of brass music to come from the pens of his 
royal successors, Harding, Bassano, Far.naby, Coleman, Hing-
ston, Locke and Purcell. Adson 1s position is historically 
and musically significant: as a member of the noted London 
waits and as a wind instrument performer of considerable 
renown, 1 he brought to his music a rich background of secu-
lar instrumental musical experiences. The extent to which 
he fostered the native English musical elements, to be found 
in the secular. art, and the extent to which this art formed 
the basis of brass instrument style in his music, will be 
revealed by an examination of Adson 1 s music. 
"Two Ayres for Cornetts and Sagbuts 11 appears as the 
nineteenth composition in the Courtly Masking Aires,2 pub-
lished in London, 1611. Although the nineteenth selection 
is the only part of the music for brass, it seems likely 
that brass performance was not limited to just this portion. 
This contention is based on several observations: With the 
exception of the two above mentioned pieces, the collection 
is wholly for an unspecified instrumentation--a practice 
of music printing common to the sixteenth century which per-
mitted performance by a wide variety of instruments either 
lJohn Adson was, originally, a member of the London 
Waits; later, 1633-40, a flutist and cornettist in the king's 
musick, Woodfill, op. cit., p. 305. 
2Full title: Courtly Masking Ayres, Composed to 5. 
and 6. parts for violins, consorts and cornets. Framed only 
for instruments of which kind, these are the first that have 
been ever printed, supra, p. 84. 
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in broken or complete consort. Aside from being playable by 
a consort of viols as the title indicates, a wind consort 
was also possible, and in this connection, a combination of 
brass instruments (cornetts and sackbuts), seems more feas-
ible than any other grouping of wind instruments such as 
recorders, flutes, and hautboys, also popular at this time. 
The traditional sackbut-cornett ensemble probably provided 
a more homogeneous sonority and complete coverage of the 
wide range required in the Adson score. Moreover, this 
combination seems to have been well established according 
to Dart's findings revealing the presence of a royal wind 
ensemble beginning about 1603,3 and supported further by 
an extensive listing of sackbut and cornett players in the 
court records of the period.4 
Formal considerations. Like many of the dance 
pieces of the time, the Adson ayres are independently formed 
with no attempt made by the composer to bind them themat-
ically. The two ayres of forty-eight measures each, although 
not provided with dance titles, have the characteristic 
features of these forms. The first ayre is divided into 
two sections, the first is similar to the general style of 
3supra, p. 106. 
4supra, p. 96. 
the allemandeS due to the binary form, duple meter, and 
dotted note figures common to many English-written alle-
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mandes of this date. The characteristic anacrusis, however, 
is lacking at the beginning of the melody. The second half 
of the first ayre, because of the three-four time, resembles 
the Italian corrente; although the moderately contrapuntal 
texture of the Adson music provides a more elaborate and 
stylized form of the Italian dance. It is, of course, in 
these contrapuntal, harmonic and rhythmic embellishments, 
that the composer is able to bring the simple dance forms 
to an artistic level; no longer are they meant to accompany 
dancing but rather for chamber performance. It should be men-
tioned in this respect, that the English brass composers pre-
ferred the French form of the courante, possible because of 
its more refined character which enabled greater possibilities 
of variation and elaboration. 
5Adson's contemporary Thomas Morley, in his A Plaine 
and Easie Introduction ••• ~1597), p. 181, writes: "The 
Alman is a more heavie daunce then this (i.e. galliarde] 
(fitlie representing the nature of the people, whose name it 
carieth) so that no extraordinarie motions are used in daunc-
ing of it." The Allemande appears to be of German origin 
since the earliest examples date from mid-sixteenth century 
Germany. The triple-metered section in the above Ayre prob-
ably originated as a jumping dance called 11 triplatt or ttpro-
portz"; later, in the seventeenth century it became·the 11 cour-
ante11 (Fr.), or "corrente" (It.), the former characterized by 
a refined movement in a moderate 3/2 or 6/4 time, the latter 
by a quick 3/4 or 3/8 time, Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, 
pp. 22, 193. 
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The second ayre , in contrast to the first , does not 
make use of the dance style; rather , it seems to be patterned 
after the fantasia , a favorite form for viol compositions . 
Like most of the fantasias , the ayre begins with a short 
fugal - like subject of two measures length which is gradually 
worked into all voice parts . 
Thematic construction . The first ayre is built 
around three themes which are contrasted rhythmically; 
though dissimilar in this respect , they possess certain dis-
tinctive features which gives them a stylistic unity : 
Ex. 27, Ayre I, 1st theme 
~ ~ r 1E. 1m r 
Ex • . 28, Ayre I, 2nd theme 
hq;l n JJ r J Bl ii ii t 1 n 1 u r u fl E .rn i t 1 
Ex. 2 9, Ayre I, 3rd theme 
t~; l± 1 I J l l ll l J I J. P l ! P l t I 
., - -- . -----
t~ i r i 1 r· 11 1 r 1 i J J P J }.J:! · 
A clearly defined trait common to the three themes 
is the ascending melodic curve which in all cases reaches 
its peak on f 1 1 • In addition to making use of sequence as a 
favorite device, the themes move chiefly by whole step, of 
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course also employing many skips, and, with the exception 
of the second theme in the mixolydian mode, are written in 
the major tonality. The major tonality is also character-
istic of the medieval dance tunes and music of the waits. 
Below (ex. 30, 31), are the two themes wh~ch serve the second 
ayre. Unlike those of the first ayre, they are incomplete 
melodies, more like brief fugal-like subjects of two meas-
ures duration and in the modern tonality. 
Ex. 30 Ayre II, 1st theme Ex. 31 Ayre II, 2nd theme 
l i I r 1 11 .I l f1 l l I i i l 11 a 
In general, the Adson melodies display the secular 
gaeity so strongly imbued in the stylized dances composed 
' 
in the royal court of this time. Meyer6 adds that it was 
the dance tunes played and whistled in the streets which 
became absorbed in the music of the royal composers, Hol-
borne, Adson, Dowland and their contemporaries. Moreover, 
the distinct rhythmic figures of dotted eighths and six-
teenths, coupled with repeated note and numerous skipping 
movements, clearly show the instrumental derivation of · 
6Meyer, p. 99. 
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Adson 1s melodies. The metamorphosis of the first examples 
of English instrumental dance tunes to their stylized form 
in the instrumental music of the court composers may be seen 
by comparing the excerpts below from Adson with those of 
the thirteenth century. 
Adson, as it was mentioned earlier, stands at the 
juncture--between the +nformal and the formal--as a repre-
sentative of the ancient society of secular waits, and of 
the new group of chamber composers . As a prominent member 
of the London waits he was able to incorporate the spirit, if 
not the actuality, of the wait art. Compare, for instance, 
lfc IP' n r r I 
h r u rl r u J lin J. t!J.r® 1 u 11 r vltWJDID J J z1 
Adson 1s first theme of Ayre I: 
' . 
- . . --
with that of the theme from the "Chester Waits": 
also his third theme {Ayre I): 
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with the tune of the "Worksop Waits ': 
1""· 
·t/q ·1 J J 1 r rr I i 1 j 1~r ~~~;u I rtJ r lr a r! H r lr .. 
And finally , the similarity of Adson's second theme(Ayre I): 
with the kinetic rythmic figure of the thirteenth century 
English dance tune: 
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In summary, these tunes have several characteristics 
in common: well marked melodic curves and goals, a bright-
ness of effect achieved by rhythmic vitality and the major 
mode , clearly differentiated phrases and cadences, and strong 
metric and agogic accents. 
Harmonic and contrapuntal technique. Perhaps the 
most striking feature of the Adson "Two Ayres for Cornetts 
and Sagbuts" is the definite organization of chord structures 
and their ordered progression. A breakdown of the chordal 
,. 
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frequency shows 18 tonic chords, 11 dominant, 8 sub-dominant, 
7 supertonic, 7 mediant, 4 sub-mediant and 2 diminished 
chords in the first ayre. Moreover, the moyement of the 
bass, principally by fourths and fifths, tends to give addi-
tional support to the tonal orientation of the melodies and 
vertical sonorities. Other important aspects of the harmony 
are the complexity of texture (five instrumental parts), 
and consistency of spacing of the parts--all remain within 
a definite range and rarely do they overlap or approach a 
unison with another part. 
Dissonance is carefully controlled and limited to 
only an occasional anticipation, suspension, and more fre-
quentxy, passing tones on weak beats. Extremely noteworthy 
is the complete absence of the dissonant seventh in not 
only the cadential dominant chords but in the harmony as 
a whole. In short, the neat placement of the parts and 
meticulous control of dissonance, gives this music, like 
that of his predecessors Whythorne, Parsons and Holborne, 
a singular harmonic clarity. Contrapuntally, the second 
ayre is the most interesting of the two; whereas the first 
ayre moves in a quasi-contrapuntal fashion (again like Hol-
borne's counterpoint) due to relative sameness of rhythmic 
movement in each of the instrumental parts, the second ayre 
utilizes a fugal texture for the entire composition. This 
fugal treatment (or, more correctly, entrance) of the voice 
parts is reminiscent of the first English wind ensemble 
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composition by Parsons of about 1570, and the canonical 
study in Whythorne ' s Of Duos or Songs of 1590 . The fol-
lowing excerpts serve to illustrate Adson ' s contrapuntal 
and harmonic style : 
Ex . 32 Adson, first ayre7 
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7From the 19th part of John Adson's Courtly Masking 
entitled "Two Ayres for Cornetts and Sagbuts, 11 pub-
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Ex. 33, second ayre 
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Instrumentation and scoring . The instruments speci-
fied in the Adson music are two cornetts and three sackbuts. 
The range of the two cornett parts, c 1 to f 1 1 , and a to d 1 r, 
discloses the need for two treble cornetts; and the . range of 
the sackbuts, f to f', c to d 1., and 0 to f, in descending 
order, probably demanded two single sackbuts (tenors) and 
a double (bass) sackbut for the lowest ~art. A study of the 
instrumental parts shows a tessitura of b 1 for the highest 
f' 
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cornett and Bb for the lowest sackbut part. In comparison 
to previous instrumental works, there is very little differ-
ence between the Adson score and Holborne music regarding 
the range ·of each part, tessi tura and general scoring. In 
contrast to the earliest wind music by Parsons, the Adson 
"Two Ayres for Cornetts and Sagbuts," aside from being com-
pletely secularly styled, shows a much lower range (a fifth 
lower), and most importantly, the first signs of individu-
alizing the instrumental parts. This is evidenced in the 
adherence of each part to a specific range and the avoidance 
of voice crossing.B 
II. THE ROYAL BRASS MUSIC OF JAMES I 
Introduction. The royal brass music of the first 
two decades of the seventeenth century is represented by 
a group of manuscripts composed during the reign of James 
I. This collection, though written by different composers, 
warrants a stylistic examination of the music as a whole 
rather than·an analysis of each of the pieces as a separate 
entity. This approach seems to be more appropriate due to 
the uniformity of style, background and purpose of the 
music. All are short compositions by wind musicians of 
James I for royal functions, probably including the masque, 
and all written within a twenty-two year period, 1603-25. 
Bcompare Parsons wind music (supra, p.231) with the 
Adson style. 
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As it was pointed out earlier, the music was obtained 
recently by Dart from the Fitzwilliam MS9 which contains 
some seventy pieces for a broken consort of cornetts (or 
hautboys) and sackbuts. The code of arms of James I and 
the initials on the music gives the origin of the manu-
scripts and the identity of the composers. Dart believes 
that the royal wind musick, in addition to playing for other 
court activities, participated in the masque performances 
since several members of this wind band, represented in the 
collection of Fitzwilliam MS, were associated with the court 
masque; moreover he contends that some of the wind music by 
these composers must have been played in the masque perfor-
mances.lO Interestingly, one of the compositions to be 
discussed, Farnaby 1s Almande, is a version of his A Maske.ll 
All but the last of the six compositions which were 
derived from the Fitzwilliam MS by Dart, have been identified 
as to their authorship: Almande by James Harding, flutist 
in the wind musick of James I, 1575-1626; Almande by Giles 
Farnaby, active in the court as a composer of virginal music 
and masques; Fantasy by Jerome Bassano, recorder player in· 
the royal wind musick, 1590-1631; Pavan by Anthony Bassano, 
9supra, p. 106. 
lODart, op. cit., pp. 70-71. 
11 Thurston Dart, Suite from the Royal Brass Music of 
King James I (London: Oxford University Press, 1959), 
preface. 
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cornett, flute and recorder artist in the royal wind musick, 
16ID3-40; and Almande by Nicholas Guy, flutist in the wind 
musick, 1615-29; the last of the six pieces, Almande, remains 
unidentified. 
Formal considerations. As the titles indicate, all 
except one of these compositions is in the dance form of 
either the allemande or pavan. The exception, Fantasia by 
Jerome Bassano, is of an elaborate contrapuntal style simi-
lar to the continental motets of the period and "ricercari"l2 
emanating from Italy during the first part of the seventeenth 
century. The dance style governed, of course, the formal 
and melodic structure of these pieces, for we find that all 
examples but the Fantasia utilize a sectional form, clearly 
demarcated melodies, and strang cadences which separate 
the principal sections of the composition. An excerpt from 
the Almande by Guy illustrates these points: 
12Reference is made here to the "ricercari" of 
Frescobaldi (1583-1643). 
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Ex . 34 , Almande by Nicholas Guyl3 
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The Fantasia , a freely organized design of thickly 
woven counterpoint , is based on a short .subject which is 
developed in fugal style among the six instrumental parts . 
Completely lacking here is the English propensity for neat 
sectional divisions achieved by a cooperative melodic and 
I 
' 
13This and the following excerpts of the royal brass 
music are taken from Thurston Dart ' s The Royal Brass Music 
of King James I , published by Oxford University Press , 1959 . 
I 
harmonic means ; rather , there is a continuous over- lapping of 
parts resulting in a never- ending weaving of contrapuntal 
lines . 
Ex . 35 , -Fantasia by Jerome Bassano 
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· Inner coherence . Thematically , the dance pieces 
are much alike : each bearing the familiar English liking 
for a strong impact at the beginning of the melody through 
the use of active rhythmic figures rather than whole or half 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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note designsol4 This is borne out in the following themes 
selected from the royal brass music: 
Ex. 36, theme by Harding Ex. 37, theme by Farnaby 
The English brass music themes found in the collec-
tion presently under discussion and in most of the previously 
mentioned works, generally possess a definite impulsion at 
the .very outset instead of gradually building up momentum 
as the melody unfolds. Furthermore, the rhythmic impact 
at the beginning is heightened by the use of a strong metric 
and agogic stress on the first note of .the theme. This point 
is of great importance--it illustrates another distinctive 
English melodic trait associated with the brass mediumo Of 
the instrumental music discussed thus far--including the 
examples drawn from the waits and medieval minstrels--almost 
all melodies are identified by the characteristic "thesis" 
beginning in contrast to the "anacrusis" beginning of most 
14A compilation of thematic motives is to be found 
in the appendix. 
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English folk songs.l5 This finding thus seems to negate the 
folk song as an influential factor in the evolution of 
English brass music themes. On the other hand, mention 
should be made of the strong influence which the text appar-
ently had upon the evolving folk song melodies; this con-
tention is corroborated by the anacrusis beginnings and the 
poetic-like rhythmic patterns of most folk s.ongs.16 Oddly 
enough, the thirteenth century polyphonic dance tunes pre-
viously discussed (including the monophonic danse royales of 
the same period), and the later wait tunes, generally do not 
begin with the anacrusis. Perhaps reasons other than aes-
thetic governed the formulation of these dance tunes (such 
as the limitations imposed by out-~oor performances), which 
necessitated a strong metric accent at the beginning to 
insure ensemble rapport. The essential point in this con-
nection is that the first composers of wind music, in writ-
ing rhythmic patterns similar to the secular style, must 
have been motivated by the dance music played in the towns 
15This is based on an examination of folk songs in 
En~lish Folk Song by Cecil Sharp (London: Methuen & Co. 
Lt ., new edition 1954); and One Hundred Folk Folks by 
Cecil Sharp (Boston: Oliver Ditson Co., 1916). 
16In this regard Grove's states: "The anacrusis 
rof the folk song melodies] follows the general tendency of 
the language ••• The patterns of the tunes are dominated 
by the verses to which they are wed ••• 11 ; III, 4th edition, 
p. 230. 
and villages. The absence of the anacrusis from the early 
wind music themes gives added credence to this view. 
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Returning again to.the relationship of the folk song 
to the first brass music, it is found that the secular ele-
ment in rhythmic spontaneity and a preference for the major 
mode is shared by both media. The typical form of the folk 
song melody, e.g. ternary form,l7 is, however, quite removed 
from the binary structure existing in most the brass themes 
examined thus far. Other characteristics of the themes 
composed by the royal brass musicians include: penchant for 
simplicity (exemplified in the lack of ornamentation and 
excessive rhythmic elaboration), clear-cut cadences (always 
masculine with melody in root positio~, and a compass of 
usually an octave. The majority of these melodies avoid 
non-harmonic tones other than unaccented passing tones; 
and furthermore, a passing tone quitted by leap as in the 
theme by Harding (see ex. 36), is extremely rare among the 
works under discussion. Most all of the themes admit read-
ily of simple harmonization. The exceptional features of 
the Harding theme bring up another point relative to thematic 
construction: the majority of melodies move directly, 
smoothly, without wasted effort, to their destination; sel-
dom does one encounter a "skipping out" of an arch as in the 
Harding example. It should also be stated that most of the 
17Sharp, op. cit., p. 73. 
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themes follow a gradually ascending pattern which reaches a 
climax (high point) near the end of the theme. 
The tonal system is still in the experimental stage 
at the time of these brass compositions, thus, traces of 
modality are still to be found; however, the bulk of the 
themes are written in the major keys G, F, C and D, with 
an occasional Church mode to be noted (mixolydian, aeolian 
and dorian preferred). 
Harmonic and contrapuntal technique. The music 
covers a fairly wide variety of practices: from modally-
based harmonizations (identified by a persistent use of 
the "natural" leading tone) as in the Farnaby Almande 
(ex. 38), to a definite organization of melodies and verti-
cal sonorities along the lines of modern tonality. This 
particular finding is of considerable import since it ante-
dates the "modernism" generally attributed to Purcell by 
some forty years. The extreme position of the Farnaby 
example signifies a strong attachment to the older polyphonic 
style: much fluctuation between raised and natural sev-
enths, and between tonic major and minor sonorities--in 
general, showing indecision concerning the use of tonal 
techniques. 
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Ex o 38, Almande by Farnaby 
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The modernists, from the standpoint of tonal as 
opposed to modal inclinations, include Harding , Anthony 
Bassano, Nicholas Guy and most definitely the composer of 
the anonymous Almande. The harmonic clarity of Holborne 
' 
I 
and Adson is mirrored in these works; and again, this clarity 
seems to be attributed to the even spacing of parts, direct-
ness of harmonic progression, careful control of dissonance 
and un-muddled lines. The following 4uotation will serve 
to demonstrate the harmonic style which pervades much of the 
collection : 
Ex . 39, Almande by Harding 
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The chordal vocabulary employed by these composers 
consists of major and minor triads in root position and first 
inversion , an occasional second inversion triad {treated as 
an auxiliary six- four chord) , and a few picardian thirds at 
closing cadences . Curiously , the dominant chords at cadences 
are still devoid of sevenths . Sometimes brief excursions are 
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made into related keys (usual ly occurring in the middle sec-
tion of the composition ); the most common being the subdomi-
nant , as in this extract : 
Ex. 40, Almande by Guy 
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Contrapuntally , these pieces , with the exception of 
the Fantasia , are fundamentally the me . The characteris -
tics include: six instrumental parts , a moderate degree of 
linear independence , and a strict adherence to a definite 
range by each of the parts , i . e ., very little over-lapping 
or crossing of voice parts . This is probably a result of 
r 
I 
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the limitations imposed by the instruments themselves since 
undoubtedly the extreme ranges, particularly the upper, were 
weaker in tone qualityo This point becomes more apparent 
in the following chart showing the placement of voice parts 
in the opening measures of the anonymous Almande: 
J Ex. 41, Distribution of Voice Parts 
' 
Although the .greatest musical interest exists in 
the uppermost part of these brass pieces, there is a marked 
tendency toward more rhythmic activity and independence in 
the lower voices. The affinity for the homophonic dance 
forms from which this music evolved, and so strongly evident 
in the works of Holborne and Adson, seems to be diminishing. 
An attempt has been made to measure the contrapuntal activity, 
or density, of these compositi~ by determining the fre-
quency with which each of the parts are sounded together. 
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This is based on the assumption that true counterpoint 
results from independent linear motion. The findings, 
derived from a sampling of each work, show an average density 
of 65%.18 
A clearer picture of the contrapuntal style may be 
obtained by comparing the thickly woven texture of the 
Bassano Fantasia {ex. 42) with the more moderately poly-
phonic style of the Harding Almande {ex. 43). The latter 
work is characterized, like much of the royal brass music 
of this era, by considerable movement in the upper parts: 
18The percentage figure was obtained by: {1) count-
ing the number of times the voice ~arts come together in a 
designated section of the music, (2} dividing the results 
by the number of instrumental parts, and {3) dividing that 
figure by the total number of beats occurring in the chosen 
section {tutti) of the music which gives the percentage of 
contrapuntal density. A high percentage indicates little 
linear independency, and results from a high degree of simul-
taneous sounding of individual parts. The royal brass music 
of James I taken as a whole shows more pure contrapuntal 
writing than Adson and Holborne. For example, an analysis of 
Holborne's "Night Watch 11 ·gives a contrapuntal density of 
80%, his "Honie Suckle 11 .61%; Adson 1s "First Ayre" 80%, and 
"Second Ayre" 75%. . 
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Ex. 4-2, Fantasia Ex. 43, Almande 
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Rather than employing the fugal entrance technique 
which permeates the Bassano Fantasia, all of the other royal 
brass compositions in this collection favor the simultaneous 
introduction of parts . Imitation, being confined to melodic 
motives as opposed to large segments of thematic material, 
is interspersed throughout the texture . In this respect, and 
in the careful attention to matters of range and avoidance of 
voice-crossing, coupled with a semi-iXLdependent linear 
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movement, the English contrapuntal characteristics are thus 
becoming more pronounced. These tendencies are quite differ-
ent from the elaborate Italian style represented in but one 
of these royal brass compositions--the Fantasia by Jerome 
Bassano. The strong influence of the Italian style in his 
work is understandable since he and many others of the Bas-
sane family were imported from Italy for the king's musick 
beginning with the reign of Henry VIII.l9 
Instrumentation and scoring. Aside from possessing 
certain instrumental figures (octave skips, repeated notes, 
and rapid rhythmic changes) which tends to differentiate the 
musical style from the vocal idiom, the collection of music 
dating from the rule of James I, is largely devoid of dis-
tinctive or striking instrumental characteristics. This can 
be readily perceived by placing any one of the royal brass 
pieces alongside the instrumentally undesignated Holborne 
music--both are scored identically. A strong interest is 
shared in full ensemble writing, only occasionally is there 
an attempt to separate instrumental tone color which results, 
however, from a fugal treatment of the thematic material. In 
short, although some of these brass compositions are ear-
marked by more progressive harmonic and melodic tendencies, 
there is no apparent attempt to capture a particular coloring 
through scoring techniques nor any attempt to capitalize on 
19Supra, p. 94. 
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the flexibility or capabilities of a particular instrument. 
The one idiomatic difference which is to be found throughout 
these early scores is the relegation of the sackbuts to 
slower moving figures and the assigning of active rhythmic 
patterns to the uppermost cornett part. 
The range of sonority extends to three octaves in 
this Fitzwillian MS which is even less than the widest range 
found in Holborne (3:6); hence, the compass of instrumental 
scoring has not been expanded. Although the parts in the 
collection are merely indicated by general markings (cantus, 
quintus, etc.), Dart, as was mentioned earlier, 20 established 
the instrumentation for these pieces to be a broken consort 
of cornetts (or hautboys), and sackbuts, The range of the 
parts call for two treble cor.netts, a tenor cornett, and 
three sackbuts, one of which evidently had to be a double 
sackbut (bass) since the part drops down to low D quite fre-
quently. 
III. BRASS MUSIC OF THE LATE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
The music of Matthew Locke. The Restoration, 21 iron-
ically, marked the end of a long and fruitful period of 
English chamber music. In the brass medium, the era came 
20 Supra, p. 107. 
21The re-establishment of monarchy under Charles II 
(ruled 1660-85) restored the court life and patronage of 
the arts; however, the renaissance was short-lived due to 
extensive importation of foreign music and musicians, Meyer, 
op. cit., pp. 204, 212. 
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to a close with the contributions of the royal composers, 
Locke, Coleman, Hingston, and Purcell. Although the artis-
tic climate steadily declined in the latter part of the 
seventeenth century, there was still considerable activity 
in musical composition. Definite traces of artistic advance-
ment are to be perceived in many of these works, including 
brass music which is represented chiefly by Matthew Locke; 
his work ranks first not only chronologically in the Restor-
ation era but also first musically speaking. 
Formal structure. Locke's Music for His Majesty's 
Sackbuts and Cornetts, was composed for the elaborate coro-
nation procession of Charles II, held in London, 1661.22 
The music is in the suite form which continued as the favor-
ite mode among the royal brass composers of the seventeenth 
century. Interestingly, the fantasia, which was the most 
popular of chamber music forms of this period, was not gen-
erally used for wind instruments according to extant musical 
examples. The probable explanation being that most wind 
music performances took place out-of-doors (as indicated by 
the written commentaries of the festivals held during this 
period),23 in which case the bright, festive dance forms of 
the suite were more suitable for such occasions than the 
more subjective fantasia form designed primarily for chamber 
22supra, p. 101. 
23supra, pp. 71-72, 116-118. 
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performance. From an acoustical point of view, the wind 
instruments likewise lent themselves more easily to the 
highly objective rhythmic and melodic structure of the suite 
than stringed instruments. It should also be mentioned that 
the traditional association of the wind instruments with the 
dance may have been a deciding factor in setting the dance 
forms for brass instruments.24 
Locke's brass suite, of six parts (Air, Courante, 
Allemande, Courante, Allemande, and Saraband), is constructed 
along the lines of earlier brass music. Each piece is 
approximately thirty to thirty-six measures in length and in 
the binary form; in content, however, there is a great dif-
ference between the Locke music and previous contributions 
in the brass idiom. The first noticeable change is in the-
matic construction: in place of highly objectified melodies 
possessing evenly balanced phrases and measures, Locke 
presents themes which are fragmented; that is, themes in 
which momentary pauses and rests are interspersed resulting 
in a series of melodic segments of varying lengths. Other 
innovations include: the discarding of the conventional 
24The following extract (cited earlier) from the 
fourteenth century poem Les Echecs is ap·propriate in this 
connection: 111 When people wish to dance, or to stage a grand 
celebration, the loud (haut) instruments are played, for their 
great noise pleases the dancers better; they include trump-
ets, tabors, ••• bagpipes, shawms and cornetts. tu; Baines, 
op. cit., p. 232. 
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binary form of the melody for free contrapuntal unwinding 
of thematic elements , the invention of more complex rhythmic 
patterns , and considerable use of chromaticism and trills . 
These stylistic changes are to be seen in the following 
themes selected from his music for brass (Music for His 
Majesty ' s Sackbuts and Cornetts):25 
Ex. 44 1 first theme, Air 
Ex. 45, second theme, Courante(II) 
±: ~ ~ ~~ r' h Jl!J. fj t i 
k l P J @ J. t- bJ Un n I r c o t r )~~ ! " ~ :I 
-Ex. 4 6 1 - first theme, Courante (II) 
hl t ]jJ . .r .at' j. tli J i 
r 
25copyright, 1951, by the Oxford University Press, 
edited by Anthony Baines; Music in Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Cambridge, and British Museum. 
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Ex. 47 1 first theme 1 Allemande(III) 
tn IJ J J.l J 1., i ti i u EJ I r 
Ex. 48, second theme, Courante(IV) 
b! 7tb. f J J J. t I J T #J. f I J, ~ J ,: ! ~. ;' I 
Harmonic and contrapuntal style. In the opening 
measures of the "Air" Locke provides an example of the 
progressive harmonic style which is characteristic of the 
entire suite. These measures sound much like Bach due to 
the thick harmonic texture, strong chordal progressions and 
tense emotional quality. (ex. 49) 
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In general , the harmonic style is beyond anything 
previously composed by the royal musicians in this medium . 
Above all, we note a clarity of harmonic goals achieved by 
considerable use of sonorities constructed on the tonal de-
grees (I, IV , V) and by the interjection of the dissonant 
seventh into the penultimate chord (ex . 50) . Absent here is 
the conflict between the modal and tonal forces which gave 
rise to much cross relation and fluctuation between major 
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and minor sonorities in earlier brass music . Locke continues 
to employ cross relation to s ome extent , however , with more 
regard for the harmonic progression and clarity of voice 
leading : 
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Ex . 50 EYcerpts from "Allemande" (V) 
a.nd "Oouran te 11 (II) 
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Locke ' s modulations take on more of a modern char-
acter by moving from one tonal center to another through 
the pivotal chord technique as in the following extract : 
I 
I 
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Ex. 51, 11Air 11 (reduction) 
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Perhaps the most prominent feature of Locke's music 
' is his - abundant use of dissonance through a wide variety of 
techniques. These include retardations in which the suspended 
tone resolves Upli'ard (ex. 52, 111 11 ); occasional echappee 
figures (ex. 52, 11 2 11 ); and perhaps most interesting of all 
devices, historically speaking, is the appearance of the 
secondary dominant principle in several places in the suite; 
usually the principle is applied to a dominant chord (ex. 53, 
111 11 ). In strong contrast to earlier brass music, Locke 
clearly brings the seventh into focus at cadences, and thus 
establishes the dominant seventh as a true vertical sonority 
( 53 112 II) • ex. , 
, 
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An examination of the voice leading in Music for His 
Majesty ' s Sackbuts and Cornetts , reveals Locke ' s contrapuntal 
mastery . The prevalence of fugal thematic entrances is 
evidently a result of his attraction to the Italian poly-
phony; however , the characteristic English traits are pres-
ent throughout the suite . These include a preference for a 
thick, heavy sonority resulting from the semi - independence 
of linear movement , a tonal basis for the support of the 
moving parts (similar to Holborne and Adson) , the avoidance 
of over-lapping and crossing of voices , and a continuation 
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of the English penchant for sectional formal structure. 
Through the technique of fragmenting the melodic 
line, Locke is able to create a more flexible texture in 
which imitation can be easily employed. This perhaps is a 
most important point: whereas the earlier brass music 
appeared to be governed by the melody (perhaps as a result of 
the strong affinity for the dance) which resulted in contra-
puntal techniques being almost after-effects, Locke chooses 
to let the contrapuntal texture to be evenly distributed 
throughout the voices. 
Most all of the pieces in the Locke suite are in the 
contrapuntal style, the one exception being the "saraband" 
which is practically entirely homophonic. The average den-
sity figure for the entire Locke brass suite is 64% which in-
dicates that most of the voice parts exert considerable rhyth-
mic independence. The excerpt below illustrates the Locke 
contrapuntal style: 
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Ex. 53, 11 Courante" (II) 
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Instrumentation and scoring. The group of instru-
ments specified by Locke include two treble cornetts, and 
three sackbuts, alto (treble), tenor (single) and bass 
(double). Locke requires greater instrumental technique 
in the first cornett part as indica~ed by the more complex 
rhythmic patterns and numerous trills; however, the lower 
parts do not undergo any marked change other than a decided 
lowering of range. A noticeable adherence to a wider range 
of sonority is particularly evident at cadences (three 
octaves is common) in contrast to the much smaller range of 
r 
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earlier works. Finally, in Locke's brass music we find a 
lessening of tutti scoring as a result of his preference for 
fugal treatment of thematic material. 
Charles Coleman's Four Pieces for Sackbuts and Cor-
netts. Although no date appears on the Coleman manuscript,26 
it must have been written about 1660-166127 since the instru-
mentation is the same as Locke's. The four pieces are set 
in the favorite English form for wind music, the suite, and 
have the following titles: "Allemande," Courante," "Short 
Allemande," and "Sarabande." 
. . 
The general style of Coleman's brass music is less 
elaborate than Locke 1s--in fact, more closely allied to the 
Holborne and Adson compositions. The affinity is particu-
larly noticeable in the contrapuntal technique: whereas 
Locke was concerned with the individuality of voice parts, 
Coleman prefers to give each part a nominal amount of 
rhythmic independence, (see ex. 54). 
The relationship of Coleman's style to the earlier 
brass composers, Adson and Holborne, is also evident in 
melodic construction. Observe below the clear, objective 
folk dance character of Coleman's themes which stand in 
26This music is from the Fitzwilliam MS 24 E 13-17 
which contained the manuscript part-books of the Royal Wind 
Music, supra, p. 125. 
27Baines gives 1661 as the approximate date of this 
music; Four Pieces for Sackbuts and Cornetts by Charles 
Coleman, ed. by Anthony Baines, Oxford University Press, 
1960; original in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 
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direct contrast to the more subtle and sophisticated qualities 
Qf the Locke examples: 
Ex. 54, Theme from the "Allemande" 
E1 1 
:II 
Ex. 55, Theme from "Short Allemande" 
. IZ J. j J !JIJ.1 J1 p ~I 
l 8 I l tJ r 1 
Harmonically, the Coleman music is less complex than 
the Locke score, and in general more transparent (again sim-
ilar to the earlier brass pieces) largely due to the simplic-
ity of part movement and slow harmonic rhythm. (see ex. 56). 
The cadential formulae of V7 - I, and ii - V is given consid-
erable use by Coleman, and interestingly, we find clear-cut 
modulations to the dominant at the cldSe of the first period 
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of each dance piece. Previously, it was noted that English 
wind music composers followed the customary plan of present-
ing the last half of the dance piece in the dominant key, 
however, the modulatory passages were frequently of an indef-
inite character because of the mixture of modal and tonal 
elements. Thus, in his use of definite modulations and 
more consistent application of modern cadential formulae and 
strong chord progressions, Coleman's music seems to mirror 
the evolving classical harmonic practices. We also note 
that Coleman's use of dissonance is much more reserved than. 
Locke's, since, for the most part, the conventional non-har-
monic devices for passing tones, suspensions and so on, are 
the main vehicle for dissonance; however, we note that he 
occasionally employs the double anticipation, anticipation 
chord, secondary dominant and escape note patterns (see 
ex. 56). 
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Ex. 56, 11Allemande 11 
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Ex . 57, Short Allemande 
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The specified instrumentation includes two cornetts , 
and alto , tenor and bass sackbuts which is the same combin-
ation as required for Locke ' s Music For His Majesty ' s Sack-
buts and Cornetts , 1661 . The range of the highest sackbut 
part , the alto sackbut , shows the existence of the new 
instrument , the treble or alto sackbut which was also 
required in the Locke music for brass . The range of the 
other instrument parts, however , show no other new innova-
tions . in construction : the first cornett part extends from 
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e' tog'', the second cornett, d 1 to f'', the tenor sackbut, 
c to d', bass sackbut, C tog, and of course the new alto 
sackbut, c to a•. In all other respects, that is, in regards 
to scoring of instruments, the Coleman work resembles the 
earlier brass composers, Holborne and Adson and their cus-
tomary practice of full scoring. In this respect the instru-
mental writing bears little resemblance to the work of Locke 
who preferred to bring in instrumental parts in a fugal 
style and thus occasionally brought attention to individual 
timbres. 
Fantasia, Almande and Ayre by John Hingston. John 
Hingston, musician to Charles I and Oliver Cromwell, made 
two versions of his Fantasia, Almande and Ayre,28 one for 
organ, cornett and sagbut (sackbut), and the other for ocr-
nett and sackbut. It is the latter arrangement which will 
be discussed here. Following the traditional practice, 
Hingston set his music for brass in the suite form: the 
first piece, entitled 11Fantasia, 11 opens in a solemn, sacred 
style, but later displays the .j.ovial melodic and rhythmic 
style which has become, by this date a characteristic qual-
ity of English wind music; the second piece, marked 
11Almande, 11 is in the customary binary form; and last, an 
11Ayre" which is in somewhat of a foreign, nondescript style. 
Although the pieces are marked in the manusc;ript in the order 
28This work is to be found in Oxford Bodleian Library 
under MS. Mus. Soh. d. 207. 
given above, there is some evidence that the pieces were 
played in the order of Almande, Ayre and Fantasia since a 
very important melodic motive ( "'m t ) is common to the 
Almande and Fantasia . 
The "Fantasia" begins in a sombre mood , however, 
about mid-way, the character changes drastically, the note 
values become shorter and the whole is permeated with an 
impulsive rhythmic figure 1 m J 
Ex. 58, Fantasia by Hingston 
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The 11Almande, 11 like all other pieces in the suite , 
is in a contrapuntal style with both voices sharing equally 
in the thematic workings : 
Ex . 59, 11Almande 11 by Hings t on 
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The last piece in the manuscript , 11Ayre , 11 in strong 
contrast to the 11Almande , 11 moves slowly, sedately, in long 
notes which avoid the usual English jocularity; instead , 
the music possesses a rather austere , sacred style : · 
, 
r 
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Exo 60, 11Ayre" by Hingston 
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March and Canzona by Henry Purc'ell.29 For the 
funeral of Queen Mary in 1695, Purcell composed two short 
compositions , one, a march which was played by a group of 
11flat trumpets" (treble sackbuts) and tenor and bass sack-
buts while the funeral procession wended its way through the 
London streets, and the other, a canzona which was played 
for the solemnities inside Westminster Abbey by a consort 
of sackbuts.30 
29This music has been edited by Thurston Dart, 
Oxford University Press, 1958; the original copy is in the 
Library of Oriel College, Oxford. 
30supra, p. 126 • 
• 
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Both pieces which are very brief--ten measures for 
the march which was probably repeated many times , and six-
teen for the canzona--are structurally quite differento The 
simple homophonic, melodic and rhythmic style of the march 
was probably dictated by the aesthetic and acoustical 
demands of the occasiono 
Ex. 61, March by Purcell 
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The Canzona, on the other hand, is musically much 
more interesting. It is constructed on a motive of seven 
notes which is wov_en into a highly complex contrapuntal 
texture via the fugal technique: 
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Ex . 62, Canzona by Purcell 
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Interestingly, the harmonic style of the two pieces, 
(especially the canzona) differs considerably from the other 
seventeenth century brass music previously examined . For one 
thing, the clarity of harmonic goals usually found in pre -
ceding works is somewhat veiled by the fluctuation of major 
and minor triads and by the use of modal progressions o 
Understandably, the instrumental technique in the 
slow, solemn funeral march is relatively simple , the canzona, 
however , is quite demanding. Actually, it is the first 
example of English brass music which calls for considerable 
technical skill due to the rhythmically unbroken lines , skips 
of fourths, fifths, and octaves , and rapidly moving figures . 
With Purcell's contribution we come to the close 
of seventeenth century English brass music, and also the 
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end of an era. Looking back over the list of compositions--
beginning with the first printed music playable by a consort 
of wind instruments (Holborne's Pavans and Galliards)--we 
note several stylistic features common to most all brass 
music composed in England of the pre-modern era. First, a 
melodic style earmarked by a dance-like joyfulness and 
directness; second, a simply constructed but thickly voiced 
harmonic texture which generally outweighs the contrapuntal 
element; and lastly, a continual attraction for the suite 
of short pieces based on the popular dance forms of the 
period and containing the timeless native English melodic 
features. 
